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ABSTRACT 

A polysaccharide based hydrogel, i.e., glucuronoxylan (GX) was isolated from seeds of MP 

using hot water extraction method. The isolated Mimosa pudica hydrogel (MPH) was 

characterized and used for various formulation designs and stimuli responsive applications. 

Characterization of MPH was carried out using several spectroscopic, microscopic, 

degradative and chromatographic techniques, e.g., Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), powdered X-ray 

diffraction (PXRD) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). 

In order to modify the MPH, its acetylation was performed and structures obtained were 

thoroughly characterized which indicated that the polysaccharide under investigation can be 

modified easily to obtained tailored esters derivatives. Our interest was to modify this GX to 

prepare its succinylated derivatives potential for heavy metal ion uptake based on ion 

exchange mechanism. 

Moreover, we have also assessed pH and saline sensitive swelling behaviour of MPH along 

with its water holding potential and sustained drug release. MPH showed negligible swelling 

in hydrochloric acid buffer and enhanced swelling in phosphate buffers and deionized water. 

MPH deswells in salt solutions such as NaCl and KCl solutions, and ethanol. The swelling of 

MPH follows second order kinetics. Furthermore, MPH was found to be a sustained release 

material for diclofenac sodium tablet formulations. The drug release follows super case-II 

transport mechanism. It was noted that MPH is a potential candidate to develop intelligent 

drug delivery systems. 

The stimuli responsive properties and high water holding capability urged us to employ MPH 

as sustained release material for MPH-theophylline and MPH-levosulpiride tablet 

formulations and found that MPH delayed the release of above said dugs. MPH-theophylline 

and MPH-levosulpiride tablets were also analyzed for their stimuli responsive swelling-
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deswelling behaviour. The tablet formulations respond less to various stimuli than powder 

MPH due to close packing under compression. MPH appeared as promising material for 

delayed release of theophylline and levosulpiride.   

The presence of interconnected macropores with an average diameter of 62.94 µm was 

revealed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of a swollen then freeze dried sample of 

MPH. Similar pattern of macropores was also witnessed in tablets formed using MPH. High 

swelling index and water holding capability of MPH is obviously due to these microporous 

structures observed upon swelling then freeze drying.         

Keeping in view the role of polysaccharides in green synthesis of Ag NPs, we are reporting 

synthesis of silver nanoparticles based on GX polysaccharide present in MPH and their 

antimicrobial activity. GX isolated from seeds of Mimosa pudica was successfully used as a 

stabilizing and capping agent to prepare nanoparticles from different concentrations of 

AgNO3. The progress of reaction was monitored by UV-vis spectrophotometer and 

absorption bands were found in the range of 390-465 nm. Topography of the nanoparticles 

was observed by scanning electron microscopy. The synthesized nanoparticles exhibited 

significant antimicrobial activity against Staphylococcus epidermidis (ATCC 12228), 

Escherichia coli (ATCC 25922), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC 27853), Bacillus subtilis 

(ATCC 6633), Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 25923), Aspergilis niger, Penicillum notatum, 

Rhizopus and Actinomycetes. Wound healing studies revealed that Ag NPs prepared using 

GX could have potential applications as an antimicrobial dressing in wound management 

procedures. MPH based Ag NPs dressings appeared useful to prevent any infection to 

wounds in rabbit models and additionally it has promoted the wound healing procedure. 

MPH was also assessed for acute dermal toxicity and eye irritation in albino mice and rabbits. 

Three groups II, III and IV received GX at a dose of 1, 2 and 5 g/kg while group I was 

administered with routine diet. During two weeks study, it was concluded that there was 
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insignificant difference in body weight, behavioural pattern, and food and water intake 

among treated and control groups. 

Haematology and biochemistry of blood samples from all groups were found analogous. 

Histopathological evaluation of vital body organs of treated and control groups exhibited no 

lesions. Moreover, cardiac and ocular safety of GX was proven. 

Acquiring thermal data of any material is important to get information about its stability. 

Therefore, comparative thermal degradation and kinetics of MPH and its acetylated 

derivative (AMPH) were investigated at multiple heating rates (isoconversional method). 

Thermal data of MPH and AMPH was fitted to Flynn–Wall–Ozawa (FWO) and Kissinger 

methods, and energy of activation (Ea) was calculated. Two step exothermic degradation was 

observed from TG curves of both MPH and AMPH. The Ea values calculated by Kissinger 

and FWO models for first step of degradation of AMPH were found in the range of 105.41-

108.49 kJ mol
-1

 which were comparable with Ea values of unmodified MPH. The mean 

values of integral procedural decomposition temperature (IPDT) for MPH and AMPH were 

found to be 338 °C and 346 °C, respectively. The mean comprehensive index of thermal 

stability (ITS) was found to be 0.55 for MPH and AMPH showing both materials much stable 

than many commercially available ingredients used in drug designing. 

Succinylated MPH (MPH-Suc) was evaluated for its metal sorption capacity in order to 

remove cadmium (Cd) from spiked high-hardness groundwater (GW) as well as from 

aqueous solution. MPH was esterified with succinic anhydride using dimethylaminopyridine 

as catalyst to fabricate succinylated MPH (MPH-Suc).  MPH-Suc was converted into the 

sodium salt (MPH-Suc-Na). Effect of contact time (5-120 min) and pH (1-10) on Cd-uptake 

by the MPH-Suc-Na was thoroughly investigated. The supersorbent, MPH-Suc-Na showed 

more than 90% Cd-removal in first 5 and 15 min from distilled water (DW) and ground water 

(GW) solution, respectively. A careful comparison of sorption data of MPH-Suc-Na with 
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other polysaccharidal sorbents suggested its high efficiency (DW 145.5 and GW 140.5 mg/g) 

and selectivity for removal of Cd by an ion exchange mechanism. This ion exchange 

mechanism is further supported by the negative Gibbs free energy values. Sorption data of 

MPH-Suc-Na was fitted to different kinetic models, from which Langmuir isotherm kinetic 

model provided the best fit for the sorption of Cd. The sorbent MPH-Suc-Na appeared 

regenerable and can be reused over many cycles. The thermal stability testing of the sorbents 

indicated that MPH-Suc-Na (sorbent) is more stable than MPH-Suc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Hydrogels 

Hydrogels are highly hydrophilic biomaterials which can absorb huge amount of water 

depending upon the interstices present in their network structure (Peppas et al., 2006). They 

have three dimensional networks of cross-linked polymer chains which hold water while 

keeping the structure intact and are insoluble in water. The absorption of water by hydrogels 

depends upon hydrophilic functional groups (-OH, -SO3H, -NH2), degree of cross linking and 

porosity (Peppas et al., 2012), etc. The preparation of hydrogels from various polysaccharides 

has been largely investigated due to their applications in targeted/sustained drug deliveries, 

tissue engineering and encapsulation of living cells (Mehrdad et al., 2009; Justin and David, 

2011; Yin et al., 2007). Polysaccharides are widely used in drug delivery systems due to 

diversity in their structure.  

Among polysaccharides, alginate is a renowned polysaccharide which can be obtained from 

marine algae or produced by bacteria. It is carboxylic groups containing polymer consisting 

of a backbone of (1→4) linked β-D-mannuronic acid along with residues of α-L-guluronic 

acid (Donati et al., 2005). The gelling characteristic of alginate is attributed to the interactions 

between carboxylate anion (-COO
-
) and various cations. The rate of mechanically strong gel 

formation is fast, which makes alginate a suitable candidate in various formulations as an 

excipient (Tønnesen and Karlsen, 2002, Liew et al., 2006). Various drug release studies have 

been focused on tailoring alginate with macromolecules such as chitosan or its derivatives 

and poly-L-lysine to improve its mechanical strength along with resistance to erosion. 

Actually, these macromolecules develop ionic interactions with carboxylate ion of alginate 

thus increasing resistant and suitability of alginate for targeted release of drugs (Bhopatkar et 

al., 2005; Tapia et al., 2005; Misirli et al., 2005; Arica et al., 2005). The successful delayed 

release of various drugs in ocular and oral drug delivery systems has also been obtained using 
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alginate gel (Cohen et al., 1997; Sechoyo et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2004; Kubo et al., 2003; 

Miyazaki et al., 2001). 

In a study, mixture of methylcellulose and alginate was mixed with drugs at room 

temperature to attain pH and temperature responsive drug delivery systems. The mixture is 

turned into gel on entering the body due to increase in temperature. Moreover, it releases 

drug in acidic media of stomach (Liang et al., 2004). Alginate can also be used in wound 

dressing after loading with antibiotics. Physical hydrogels obtained by mixing alginate with 

other hydrogels can also be used in wound dressing (Valenta and Auner et al., 2004; 

Shanmugasundaram et al., 2006).  

Dextran is a glucose homopolysaccharide with empirical formula, (C6H10O6)n which consists 

of large number of α-(1→6) linkages with α-(1→2), α-(1→3), or α-(1→4) linkages as 

branches. It is produced by lactic acid bacteria. Dextran and its derivatives are widely used 

for the sustained release of protein and other drugs.  

Another naturally occurring water swellable polysaccharide material is guar gum which 

which are present in endospermic part of the seed as a stored food for their germination. The 

seeds of Cyamopsis tetragonolobus extrude guar gum consisting of backbone of β-D-

mannopyranoses. Many studies have witnessed that colon targeted release of drugs is 

achieved using guar gum and it also protects the drugs from acidic environment of stomach. 

In colon, microorganisms assimilate guar gum or it is degraded by enzymes to release drugs 

(Sinha and Kumria, 2001; Rubinstein, 2000). Guar gum is particularly used for the targeted 

release of poorly soluble of drugs. It is not appropriate for soluble drugs due to rapid 

swelling. Swelling can be decreased by crosslinking the hydrogels with crosslinking agents 

such as glutaraldehyde or sodium trimetaphosphate (Gliko-Kabir et al., 1998; Gliko-Kabir et 

al., 2000; Das et al., 2006).   
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Among water soluble polysaccharide, the pullulan is a structurally diverse polysaccharides 

having unique maltotriosyl repeating units which has nine different hydroxyl groups. Pullulan 

is secreted from bacterium, Aurebasidium pullulans consisting of α (1→6) D-glucopyranose 

and α- (1→4) D-glucopyranose units in 1:2 ratios. It is used as a film forming agent in 

electronics, filler in food industries and coating agent in pharmaceutical industries (Leathers 

et al., 2002). Micro and nanogels of pullulan are used in drug delivery systems. For this 

purpose, aggregates of pullulan with cholesterol are prepared. These aggregates are stable and 

develop hydrophobic interactions with various drugs and proteins (Lee and Akiyoshi, 2004; 

Akiyoshi et al., 2000; Kuroda et al., 2002). Anticancer drugs, which are poorly soluble in 

water, have also been successfully delivered to targeted cells using nanoparticles of pullulan 

acetate/sulfadimethoxine conjugates. Using this approach, cytotoxicity of adriamycin, 

vitamin H and doxorubicin like anticancer drugs have been increased (Na et al., 2003a: Na et 

al., 2003b; Na et al., 2004).  

Two pathogenic and parasitic fungi, Sclerotium glucanicum and Sclerotium rolfsii produce an 

extracellular polysaccharide called scleroglucan which consists of backbone of (1→3)-linked 

β-D-glucopyranosyl units. On commercial scale, it is produced in bioreactors by fermentation 

process. It is preferred over natural gums because it is easily available when required. 

Physical or chemical crosslinks can be produced from this polysaccharide using borate ions. 

The polysaccharide is modified to introduce carboxylic groups which are then reacted with 

crosslinkers. This modified scleroglucan can be used for the targeted release of drugs 

(Coviello et al., 2005a; Coviello et al., 2005b; Coviello et al., 2005c; Matricardi et al., 2006). 

Xanthan is made up of β-D-glucose backbone with 1-4 linkages like cellulose. It also consists 

of alternate side chains of β-D-mannose-(1,4)-β-D-glucuronic acid- (1,2)-α-D-mannose. The 

mannose may contain pyruvate at terminal positions. The internal mannose unit is acetylated 

at 6-position. It has been widely used as an excipient in pharmaceutical preparations. Xanthan 
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is polyanionic polysaccharide which develops ionic hydrogel on mixing with polycationic 

hydrogel, chitosan. The resulted hydrogel has channels and is suitable for the targeted release 

of drugs. Xanthan has sponge like elastic structure and has been used for the sustained release 

of proteins and peptides in the nasal cavity (Dumitriu and Chornet, 1998; Bertram and 

Bodmeier, 2006). 

Tamarind seeds produce a polysaccharide called Xyloglucan (XG) which is made up of 

backbone of (1→4)-β-D-glucan with (1→6)-α-D-xylose side chains which partially contain 

(1→2)-β-D-galactoxylose. XG has been used for the sustained release of indomethacin better 

than commercial formulation (Miyazaki et al., 1998). Pilocarpine and timolol have been 

found more efficient for ocular delivery when loaded onto XG (Miyazaki et al., 2001; 

Burgalassi et al., 2000). Xyloglucan is non-toxic polysaccharide which has been used for the 

targeted release of drugs (Takahashi et al., 2002). Moreover, bioavailability of paracetamol 

and theophylline has also been improved using XG (Miyazaki et al., 2001; Miyazaki et al., 

2003).      

Arabinoxylan (AX) from seed husk of Plantago ovata contains linear chains of β-1,4-linked 

D-xylopyranose with branches of α-L-arabinofuranose. AX from psyllium is also a well-

known biomaterial for broad spectrum medicinal and pharmaceutical applications (Kennedy 

et al., 1979). Among these hydrogels, PS is abundant, cheaper, inert, eco-friendly and 

biocompatible.
 
Enormous efforts have been put forwarded by the researchers to develop 

gastro-retentive systems to increase bioavailability of drug (Desai et al., 2007). AX hydrogels 

isolated from the seeds of Plantago ovata have been successfully used for targeted release of 

anti-cancer (Singh and Bala, 2014; Singh et al., 2012), antiviral (Svirskis et al., 2014), 

antibiotics (Choonara et al., 2011; Chawla et al., 2014), anti-hypertensive (Siahi-Shadbad et 

al., 2011) and anti-inflammatory (Iqbal et al., 2011) agents. The structure of xanthan, XG and 

AX are shown in Figure 1.1. 

http://informahealthcare.com/action/doSearch?Contrib=Svirskis%2C+D
http://link.springer.com/search?facet-author=%22Mohammad+R.+Siahi-Shadbad%22
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Based on origin, hydrogels are natural and synthetic (Lee and Mooney, 2001). Natural 

hydrogels are inexpensive, biocompatible, biodegradable, less toxic and are analogous to 

tissues and membranes. Due to these advantages, researchers are more interested in these 

hydrogels (Linn and Metters, 2006; Barbucci et al., 2003).  
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Fig. 1.1. The structures of xanthan, xyloglucan and arabinoxylan. 
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Among natural polymers, polysaccharides (alginate, dextran, AX, glucuronoxylan (GX)) and 

proteins (gelatin, collagen) are significant. However, natural hydrogels have low mechanical 

stability than synthetic hydrogels, which have uniform characteristics and definite three 

dimensional networks. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is synthetic polymer which is used for 

hydrogel preparations (Slaughter et al., 2009).  

Hydrogels are available in various physical forms like solids (contact lenses), liquids (they 

form hydrogels on cooling or heating), membranes (in drug delivery patches), coatings (on 

pills or capsules), microparticles (wound healings), powder matrices (capsules or pills) and 

encapsulated solids as in osmotic pumps (Hoffman, 2002).  

1.2. Characterization of hydrogels 

Equilibrium swelling and rubber elasticity theories are used to explain important parameters 

about structure and characteristics of hydrogel. These parameters are volume of swollen 

polymer, distance between vicinal cross links and effective molecular weight of polymer (Lin 

and Metters, 2006; Peppas et al., 2006). Swelling behaviour, rheology, absorption tendency, 

mechanical and optical properties are some important parameters to characterize a hydrogel. 

1.2.1. Water absorption capacity 

Upon soaking hydrogel in water, hydrophilic groups interact with water hence hydrogel 

absorbs water. This water is called primary bound water. After that, water is also absorbed 

due to hydrophobic groups; this is called secondary bound water. Apart from primary and 

secondary bound water, additional water is also absorbed by the hydrogel which is called free 

water (Hoffman, 2012). The molecular probes, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) are used to determine the relative quantities of free 

and bound water in the hydrogels. 
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1.2.2. Mechanical properties 

The structure and composition are two important parameters to evaluate the mechanical 

properties of hydrogel (Shibayama, 2012). The shearing or compression is used to determine 

mechanical properties. The mechanical properties of hydrogels are not determined by 

stretching because they are soft, weak, non-homogeneous, irregular network, brittle and less 

deformation ability. Mechanical properties of the hydrogel also depend upon cross linking 

density, monomer composition, degree of swelling and polymerization conditions. However, 

hydrogels with large deformation and hardness have also been prepared recently (Okumura 

and Ito, 2001; Gong et al., 2003).  

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to obtained topographical images and for 

determining forces. For this purpose, tip of AFM is forced into sample and data of indenting 

forces is noted. After this, Young’s modulus is calculated by fitting data into Hertz model, 

which gives deformability of the hydrogel. 

1.3. Classification of hydrogels 

Hydrogels can be classified by considering a number of factors. Some important 

classifications are given below; 

1.3.1. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of stimuli response 

1.3.2. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of monomers 

1.3.3. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of physical structure 

1.3.4. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of electrical charges 

1.3.5. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of method of synthesis 

1.3.6. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of interactions 

1.3.7. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of swelling 
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1.3.1. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of stimuli response 

Hydrogels which are responsive to various physical (temperature, solvent, magnetic field, 

electric field, pressure, sound) and chemical (pH, ionic concentration) stimuli are called smart 

or intelligent hydrogels. This stimuli responsive behaviour of the smart hydrogels makes 

them important in various fields like drug delivery systems (Hoffman, 2012). The response of 

hydrogel to these stimuli is due to change in interactions between polymeric chains or 

polymer chains and solvent. There are also some polymers which are responsive to 

biochemical factors like enzymes and antigens. 

1.3.1.1. Temperature responsive hydrogels 

Temperature responsive hydrogels are the mostly studied class of hydrogels (Bromberg and 

Ron, 1998). These polymers contain hydrophobic groups like methyl, ethyl and propyl. These 

hydrogels may show positive or negative response to temperature. The hydrogels which 

respond positively show phase changes at upper critical solution temperature. These 

hydrogels shrink on cooling below upper critical solution temperature. The solubility and 

swelling of these hydrogels increase by increasing temperature above upper critical solution 

temperature. The polymers from polyacrylic acid (PA) and polyacrylamide (PAM) are 

examples of positive thermosensitive hydrogels (Katono et al., 1991).   

On the other hand, negative responsive hydrogels exhibit phase transition at lower critical 

solution temperature and shrink on heating above this temperature. This is because these 

hydrogels contains more hydrophobic and less hydrophilic groups. With increase in 

temperature, hydrogen bonding decreases and hydrophobic interactions increase. In this way, 

solubility of negative responsive hydrogels decreases on increasing temperature and they 

shrink (Schild, 1992). Lower critical solution temperature can be altered by changing the 

ratio of hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups in the polymer. It can be made possible by 

synthesizing polymers from hydrophobic and hydrophilic monomers. The important example 
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of the polymer showing negative dependence on temperature is poly (N-isopropylacrylamide) 

(PIPAM). 

Chemical hydrogels undergo volume change instead of sol-gel transition as in physical 

hydrogels when subjected to temperature change. These sol-gel and volume changes are due 

to change in intermolecular forces on changing temperature (Yao et al., 1994). The most 

studied temperature sensitive polymer is PIPAM which has low critical solution temperature 

(32 ºC) than human body temperature (Sershen and West, 2002). Another polymer, poly(N,N-

diethylacrylamide) (PDMAM) is also widely used due to its lower critical solution 

temperature around 25-32 ºC. Targeted drug delivery systems are also developed from the 

copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide) and poly(propylene oxide) because their low critical 

solution temperature is close to body temperature and they undergo sol-gel transitions at this 

temperature. Pluronics
®

 and tetronics
®
 are commercially available copolymers of 

poly(ethylene oxide) and poly(propylene oxide) for targeted drug deliveries (Qui and Park, 

2001). The structures of some thermosensitive polymers are given in Figure 1.2. 
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Fig. 1.2. Structures of selected thermosensitive polymers. 

 

Atorvastatin was incorporated into hydrogel synthesized by combination of β-cyclodextrin, 2-

methylacrylic acid and N,Nʹ-methylene diacrylamide. The hydrogel improved the solubility 
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of atorvastatin and sustained its release. The release of drug increases with increase in 

temperature (Yang et al., 2016).    

The utilization of these thermosensitive hydrogels may have certain drawbacks. They may be 

toxic, carcinogenic, non-biodegradable and non-biocompatible. They may interact with the 

blood. Therefore, extensive clinical studies should be carried out before applications. 

Furthermore, there is need to develop new biocompatible and biodegradable polymers 

(Bromberg and Ron, 1998).  

1.3.1.2. pH sensitive hydrogels  

Another class of hydrogels used in drug delivery systems is pH sensitive hydrogels. The 

swelling and shrinking of pH sensitive hydrogels is due to the presence of acidic (carboxylic 

and sulfonic acids) or basic (ammonium salts) groups present in the polymer chains. These 

groups are ionizable and hydrogels containing many ionizable groups are called 

polyelectrolytes. The acidic hydrogels like alginate and PA undergo swelling with increase in 

pH. This is due to ionization of carboxylic group. These hydrogels deswell in acidic pH.  

Figure 1.3 shows the ionization of PA in acidic and basic environment (Khare and Peppas, 

1993; Yao et al., 1994).  
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Fig. 1.3. Ionization of PA in acidic and basic media. 

 

Similarly, basic hydrogels like chitosan and poly(N, N′-diethylaminoethylmethacrylate) show 

swelling in acidic media due to protonation of amino group and shrink in basic media (See 

Figure 1.4). Addition of another polymer and decrease in cross linking increases the pH 
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sensitivity of hydrogel (Khare and Peppas, 1993; Yao et al., 1994). Drugs in alimentary canal 

can be protected by using pH sensitive hydrogels (Mi et al., 1999). 
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Fig. 1.4. Ionization of poly(N, N′-diethylaminoethylmethacrylate) at acidic and basic pH. 

 

With change in pH, degree of ionization changes which in turn alters the swelling of the 

smart hydrogel. Anionic and cationic are two types of pH sensitive hydrogels. 

Gastrointestinal tract has different pH in different regions. The stomach has pH less than 3 

while intestine has neutral pH. The acidic hydrogels like PA will show greater swelling and 

drug release in the intestine (Brannon-Peppas and Peppas, 1990). The hydrogels containing 

amino groups (basic) like N, N′-dimethylaminoethylmethacrylate will show greater swelling 

in acidic media (stomach) and release drug there (Siegel et al., 1988). 

 

 

Fig. 1.5. Stimuli responsive drug release from hydrogel. 
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Anionic and cationic hydrogels exhibit a significant difference in swelling behaviour on 

changing pH of environment. The acidic and basic pedants ionize like monobasic acids or 

monoacidic bases. However, ionization is less due to electrostatic effects of adjacent groups. 

The swelling of polyelectrolyte hydrogels is greater than non-electrolyte hydrogels. This is 

due to electrostatic forces of charges on pedants. Any factor that changes these forces 

modified the swelling (Firestone and Siegel, 1991). 

1.3.1.3. Photo responsive hydrogels 

Photosensitive hydrogels are used in enzymatic processes (Shimoboji et al., 2002) and light 

initiated drug delivery systems (Techawanitchai et al., 2012). These hydrogels may be UV or 

visible light sensitive. Visible light is cheap, secure and easily available source of energy. 

Photosensitive hydrogels are benefitted over temperature and pH sensitive hydrogels due to 

immediate availability of stimulus. However, rate is controlled by thermal diffusion in 

temperature responsive hydrogels and hydrogen ion diffusion in pH sensitive hydrogels 

(Tomatsu et al., 2011). To make the hydrogels photosensitive, certain chromophore groups 

like azobenzene (Shinkai et al., 1982) and spiropyran (Sumaru et al., 2006) are incorporated 

into the polymer chain. Hydrogel can be made UV-responsive by incorporating leuco 

derivative (Mamada et al., 1990). Hydrogel can be ionized by irradiating with light. This 

ionization caused enhanced swelling due to greater osmotic pressure in the hydrogel. 

Similarly, chromophore group on the polymer chain absorbs light and its temperature is 

increased. This increase in temperature allows more swelling (Suzuki and Tanaka, 1990). 

1.3.1.4. Electro sensitive hydrogels 

Like temperature, light and pH, hydrogels also respond to electric current. Such hydrogels are 

made up of electrolytes. They may swell or shrink in response to electric current. It may also 

happen that hydrogel swell on one side and shrink on the other side. It will result in the 

bending of hydrogel. It is also reported in the literature that hydrogel loses water quickly 
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when NaCl is added. This shrinkage of hydrogel is due to electrostatic forces of attraction 

between charged hydrogel and electrodes. This interaction dehydrates the hydrogel (Osada 

and Hasebe, 1985). In another study, it was found that PAM hydrogel contracts more in water 

than in acetone when subjected to electric current (Tanaka et al., 1982). 

1.3.2. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of monomers 

Based on the types of monomer, hydrogels can be classified as; 

1.3.2.1. Homopolymeric hydrogels 

These are the hydrogels which are made up of single type of monomer. The structure of 

polymer may be cross-linked (Takashi et al., 2007). It depends upon; 

 Nature of monomer 

 Method of polymerization 

1.3.2.2. Copolymeric hydrogels 

The hydrogels which consist of two or more types of monomers are called copolymeric 

hydrogels. Among these monomers, one component should be hydrophilic (Yang et al., 

2002). The monomers can be arranged by the following ways; 

 Random configuration  

 Block configuration 

 Alternate configuration 

1.3.2.3. Interpenetrating polymeric hydrogels 

This important category of hydrogels has two independent polymeric chains in the network 

structure. These polymers may be 

 Synthetic 

 Natural 

 Cross-linked 
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In semi-interpenetrating polymeric hydrogels, one polymer is cross linked while other is not 

cross linked (Maolin et al., 2000; Hacker and Mikos, 2011). 

 

1.3.3. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of physical structure 

On the basis of physical structure, hydrogels can be grouped as; 

 Amorphous polymer 

 Semi-crystalline polymer 

 Crystalline polymers 

These polymers may also appear as films, microspheres and matrix. 

1.3.4. Classification on the basis of electrical charges 

On the basis of electrical charges, hydrogels can be classified as 

 The hydrogels which have no electrical charge are called neutral or non-ionic. 

 If hydrogel contains positive or negative charge, then it is called ionic. 

 The hydrogels which contains both acidic and basic groups in their structure are called 

amphoteric. 

 The hydrogels in which each monomer contains both anionic and cationic groups are 

called zwitter ions or polybetains. 

1.3.5. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of method of synthesis 

The hydrogels can also be classified on the basis of their initial point of production. The 

hydrogel can be synthesized by; 

 Linking the monomers (network polymer formed by combining PEG and PPO) or by 

reacting low molecular weight polymer 

 Linking prepolymer with monomers (polyurethanes) 

 Linking high molecular weight polymers with monomers (chitosan with glutaraldehyde) 
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1.3.6. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of interactions 

1.3.6.1. Physical hydrogels 

Based on these interactions, hydrogels can be classified as physical and chemical. In physical 

hydrogels, polymer chains are associated with each other due to non-covalent interactions 

like hydrogen bonding and dipole-dipole forces. These interactions cause the aggregation or 

entanglement of polymeric chains. These interactions are reversible and temporary due to 

conformational changes (Percec et al., 2002; Kuo and Ma, 2001). The number and position of 

these physical interactions fluctuates with time and heat (Hoffman, 2002). These hydrogels 

are feeble and split up fast than chemical hydrogels (Hassan and Peppas, 2000).  

Physical hydrogels are made by following methods; 

1.3.6.1.1. Hydrogen bonding 

Several hydrogels are physically cross linked by hydrogen bonding. PA, polyethyleneglycol 

(PEG) and polymethacrylic acid (PMA) have hydrogen bonding among polymeric chains. 

Similarly, copolymers of PA and PMA with PEG have also hydrogen bonding between 

hydrogen of carboxylic group and oxygen of PEG (Eagland et al., 1994). 

1.3.6.1.2. Hydrophobic interactions 

Polymers form self-assemblies in water due to hydrophobic interactions. Polymeric micelles 

are developed when hydrophilic parts of polymers are dissolved in water while hydrophobic 

segments assemble. 

1.3.6.1.3. Crystallization 

The polymers are dissolved in water to form their aqueous gels. These hydrogels are cooled 

using freeze-thaw process to develop cross linking by crystallization. These interactions will 

increase toughness and elasticity of hydrogels. The mechanical strength of the hydrogels can 

also be enhanced by crystallization. The hydrogels synthesized by freeze thawing are opaque 
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with low swelling capacity. Such interactions have been successfully obtained in polyvinyl 

alcohol (Yokoyama et al., 1986). 

1.3.6.1.4. Ionic interactions 

Ionic interactions are also important for physical cross linking of the hydrogels. For example, 

alginate chains are cross linked with each by calcium ions at physiological pH and room 

temperature. Alginate is successfully employed for drug release and encapsulations of the 

living cells (Gacesa, 1988; Gombotz and Wee, 1998; Goosen et al., 1985). 

1.3.6.2. Chemical hydrogels 

In chemical hydrogels like polyvinyl acetate (PVA), different chains of hydrogel are 

covalently linked with each other due to reaction of different functional groups. The junctions 

between polymer chains are permanent and irreversible because of configurational changes. 

In this way, the hydrogel becomes a macromolecule with infinite molecular weight.  

Chemical hydrogels are more fascinating than physical hydrogels due to greater density, 

cross linking and mechanical properties. Cross linking between polymer chains is developed 

by adding cross linkers, which are bifunctional low molecular weight substances (Schacht, 

2004; Trabbic-Carlson et al., 2003). Polymers are chemically cross linked by the following 

ways; 

1.3.7.2.1. Crosslinking with aldehydes 

Aldehyde (glutaraldehyde) is used for the crosslinking of the polymers containing hydroxyl 

groups like polyvinyl alcohol at high temperature and acidic pH (Zu et al., 2012). Amino 

containing polymers like proteins are cross linked with aldehydes to form Schiff bases at 

ordinary temperature (Willmott et al., 1984; Yamamoto et al., 2000).   
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1.3.7.2.2. Crosslinking by addition reactions 

Cross linkers containing two or more functional groups are allowed to react with polymers 

through addition reactions. For example, polysaccharides are added to each other with the 

help of divinylsulfone (Gehrke et al., 1998) and 1,6-hexanedibromide (Coviello et al., 1999). 

1.3.7.2.3. Crosslinking by condensation reactions 

Hydrogels are water swellable polymers which contain amino (-NH2), hydroxyl (-OH) and 

carboxyl groups (COOH). The condensation of these functional groups results in cross 

linking with the formation of polyester or polyamide (Ray et al., 2010). The most widely used 

crosslinking agent is N,N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethyl carbodiimide. 

1.3.7.2.4. Crosslinking by high energy radiations 

The polymers which are unsaturated can be cross linked using high energy radiations like 

gamma rays or beam of electrons (Amin et al., 2012; Abd Alla et al., 2012). It is an easy and 

suitable method. However, the hydrogels prepared by this method have low mechanical 

strength and expensive.  

1.3.7.2.5. Crosslinking by free radical polymerization 

Free radicals are unpaired electron species which are generated by heat or light. These free 

radicals are used for cross linking of hydrogels like polymerization of the vinyl monomers. 

By this process, methacrylic groups are inserted into carbohydrate polymers to synthesize 

hydrogels (Patel et al., 1996). 

1.3.7.2.6. Crosslinking by enzymes 

Crosslinking of polymers can also be achieved by using enzymes. For example, PEG 

polymers are cross linked by transglutaminase (Sperinde and Griffith, 1997).  
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1.3.7.2.7. Using high pressure 

Natural hydrogels are suspended in water and are subjected to high pressure (300-700 MPa) 

for up to 20 minutes. There is variation in morphology of hydrogel with gelatinization at 

about 52 ºC (Szepes et al., 2008). 

1.3.7.2.8. Using gelling agents 

The hydrogels are also prepared using various gelling agents like glycophosphate1-2-

propanediol, glycerol, trehalose, mannitol etc. The preparation of hydrogel by this method is 

associated with two limitations (Schuetz et al., 2008); 

 Presence of anionic moieties  

 Turbidity 

1.3.8. Classification of hydrogels on the basis of swelling 

Depending upon porosity, hydrogels are classified as 

1.3.7.1. Non-porous hydrogels 

These are the hydrogels which have actually molecular sized pores in their structures. The 

size of these pores is between 10-100 Å. The water is absorbed through diffusion and it is 

mostly the bound water. The rate of swelling is very slow due to small size of pores and 

closely packed structures of the polymer. The swelling rate also depends upon the size of the 

sample.   

1.3.7.2. Micro-porous hydrogels 

The micro-porous hydrogels have closed cell structure and pore size between 100 and 1000 

Å. This pore size is almost equal to the size of the transported molecules. The water absorbed 

is mostly the bound water. The swelling mechanism is due to amalgamation of diffusion and 

convection of pores filled with water. The rate of swelling is slow and depends upon the size 

of sample.    
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1.3.7.3. Macro-porous hydrogels 

These hydrogels have closed cell structure and bigger pores in the range of 0.1-1 µm. The 

swelling mechanism is mainly diffusion and water absorbed is usually the bound water. The 

diffusion rate is fast and dependent upon sample size.  

1.3.7.4. Super-porous hydrogels 

The hydrogels have large pores than macro-porous hydrogels. These hydrogels have open 

cell structure and the size of the pores is several hundred micrometers. The water is absorbed 

through capillary action and is mostly the free water. The rate of water absorption is very fast 

and independent of the size of sample. In such hydrogels, equilibrium swelling is attained in 

short time. The super-porous hydrogels have higher swelling than other hydrogels but weak 

mechanical properties. 

1.4. Swelling of hydrogels 

The hydrogels are hydrophilic polymers which swell by retaining large quantities of water 

without dissolving. They have water loving functional groups (-OH, -COOH, -CONH2, -

NH2) in their network structure. However, hydrogels may have hydrophobic groups.  The 

swelling of hydrogels is controlled by many factors (Yin et al., 2002); 

 Extent of crosslinking  

 Ionization of hydrogels 

 Balance of hydrophobic-hydrophilic groups present in the hydrogels 

 Interactions or repulsions with oppositely charged ions   

Rate of swelling is also controlled by degree of porosity and structure of the hydrogels.  

1.4.1. Theories of swelling of hydrogels 

Various microscopic and macroscopic theories explain the swelling of hydrogels. The brief 

description of each theory is as under; 
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1.4.1.1. Statistical theory 

According to this macroscopic theory, swelling of polyelectrolytic hydrogels is obtained by 

decreasing Gibb’s free energy. This theory explains well the swelling of N-Isopropyl 

acrylamide in ethanol-water and acetone-water solutions (Wallmersperger et al., 2004; 

Hüther et al., 2004). 

1.4.1.2. Theory of porous media 

This is another theory to explain the swelling of polymers by taking averages of physical and 

geometrical quantities. Theory of porous media basically depends upon theory of mixtures. 

However, it explains the swelling in relation to volume fractions (Ehlers, 2002).   

1.4.1.3.Discrete element theory 

The micromechanical aspects of the hydrogels are described by the discrete element theory. 

The particles are interacting with each other mechanically. The micromechanical behavior of 

the hydrogels is achieved by using Newton’s motion equations. 

1.4.2. Swelling Kinetics 

Hydrogels absorb water and swell, and are changed from glassy state to rubbery state. The 

absorption process of hydrogels cannot be simply explained by the simple diffusion 

mechanism (Park, 1968). The penetration of water into rubbery polymers can be explained by 

Fickian transport which depends upon diffusion. However, this Fickian diffusion (FD) 

mechanism is not found successful to explain penetration of solvents into glassy polymers. 

The anomaly arises when relaxation of polymer chains is slow. This happened mostly when 

process is carried out near or at glass transition temperature. Based on this anomalous 

behavior, Bajpai classified the mechanism into two types (Bajpai et al., 2008); 

 Fickian or case 1 transport 

 Non-Fickian diffusion 
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1.4.2.1. Fickian or case 1 transport 

FD is followed when glass transition temperature is less than the medium temperature and 

polymeric network relaxes rapidly for easy penetration of water. It means that rate of 

relaxation of polymeric network is greater than the rate of diffusion of water into polymer. 

The polymer weight by the absorption of water increases linearly as the square root of 

diffusion time. In this way, equilibrium is achieved in asymptotic way (Bajpai et al., 2008). 

1.4.2.2. Non-Fickian diffusion 

The penetration of water into hydrogels follows non-FD if glass transition temperature is 

greater than experimental temperature. In this mechanism, relaxation of polymer chains is not 

fast to allow rapid absorption of water (Li et al., 2005). 

Based on rate of relaxation of polymer chains and diffusion, non-FD is of two types; 

1.4.2.2.1. Case II transport 

Case II transport mechanism is followed when rate of relaxation is slower than rate of 

diffusion. The increase in polymer weight is directly proportional to absorption time.    

1.4.2.2.2. Anomalous transport    

The diffusion of water into polymer network will be anomalous if rate of relaxation is almost 

equal to rate of diffusion. 

1.4.3. Swelling kinetic models 

The swelling of hydrogel can be explained well with the help of models. These models are of 

three types; 

1.4.3.1. Fickian diffusion model    

This law explains the penetration of solvent into polymeric network in a better way. It shows 

that increase in swelling is directly proportional to square root of swelling time. But this 

relationship to attain swelling equilibrium is not sigmoidal. However, this mechanism 

exhibits sigmoidal swelling curves when movement of hydrogel boundary takes place 
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(Mazich et al., 1992). In FD, the rate of polymer chain relaxation is greater than the 

penetration of water. If the absorption of water is very low than chain relaxation, then this 

mechanism is called less FD (Wang et al., 2008).     

1.4.3.2. Collective diffusion models 

According to Li and Tanaka (1990), hydrogel swells by expanding its network and this 

relaxation of network is due to stress. These models describe swelling when there is small 

change in volume. However large increase in volume of hydrogels is not according to 

sigmoidal curves (Li and Tanaka, 1990).   

1.4.3.3.Non-Fickian diffusion model 

Non-FD of hydrogels show sigmoidal curves for swelling. The diffusion deviates from 

Fickian mechanism due to following factors; 

i. Surface concentration is variable (Crank and Park, 1951) 

ii. Diffusion coefficient depends upon history (Crank and Park, 1951) 

iii. Stress between different polymeric chains when hydrogel swells (Crank and Park, 1951) 

iv. Relaxation of polymer (Joshi and Astarita, 1979) 

This model explains the sigmoidal hydrogel swelling even when volume increase is large. 

However there are some objections to this model which are; 

i. The boundary of hydrogel is not allowed to move 

ii. Experimental data is evaluated by three or more parameters 

iii. The diffusion coefficient vary in unusual fashion as the concentration changes 

pH responsive methacrylic derivatives based hydrogels were evaluated to determine dynamic 

swelling mechanism through which water is absorbed. It was found that mechanism of water 

uptake is greatly affected by the pH of the medium. At neutral pH, the mechanism of water 

absorption was case II transport (controlled by relaxation). This is because ionization of 

hydrogel is greater at pH 7.  However, in acidic media the mechanism of hydrogel swelling 
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was anomalous transport because gel is not ionized completely (Bartil et al., 2007; Kim et al., 

2003). In another study, alginate-N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan beads were prepared and 

coated with chitosan. These beads swell more in slightly alkaline media than acidic media. It 

was also found that coating with chitosan and functionalization with carboxymethyl chitosan 

decrease the swelling degree of the alginate beads (Dolatabadi-Farahani et al., 2006). 

Similarly, the hydrogel was prepared by mixing starch and polyacrylonitrile aqueous 

solutions followed by alkaline hydrolysis. The hydrogel swells more in basic media than 

acidic media. This pH sensitivity of the hydrogel makes it suitable candidate for drug 

delivery. The swelling capacity of hydrogel is less in salt solutions than water. It was also 

noted that with the decrease in particle size of hydrogel, swelling increases (Sadeghi and 

Hosseinzadeha, 2008). The swelling behavior of PAM based hydrogels was evaluated by 

exposing to various stimuli. It was observed that hydrogels absorb enormous amount of 

water. The swelling of hydrogels is low in salt solutions due charge screening effect of ions. 

However at higher salt concentrations, the swelling behavior of hydrogels becomes 

independent of salt concentration (Norouzi et al., 2011). Chitosan grafted PAM hydrogel 

showed large water absorbency and pH responsivity. The hydrogel swelling is greatly 

affected by monomer concentration and extent of cross linking. The hydrogel is also 

responsive to saline solutions. The swelling of hydrogel exhibited second order kinetics. This 

pH responsiveness of hydrogel may make it potential candidate for sustained drug delivery 

systems (Pourjavadi and Mahdavinia, 2006). 

Similarly, collagen grafted with PAM exhibited high water absorption capacity (920 g/g). 

The swelling of hydrogel decreases with increase in salt concentration and charge density of 

ions. The hydrogel showed low swelling in acidic and basic media but swells more at neutral 

pH (Pourjavadi et al., 2006). The alkaline hydrolysis of the mixture of 

carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and polyacrylonitrile yielded a hydrogel which showed 
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second order swelling kinetics. The hydrogel swelling decreases with increase in salt 

concentration, charge density of ions and particle size. This is green method of hydrogel 

synthesis in which initiator and cross linking agent is not required (Sadeghi and 

Koutchakzadeh, 2007). Another novel hydrogel prepared by substituting collagen with 2-

acrylamido-2-methylpropanesulfonic acid monomers showed greater swelling in water (268 

g/g) as well in salts. The high swelling of hydrogel in salt solutions showed that the hydrogel 

is less sensitive to salts. Furthermore, the study of on-off switching with different salts helped 

to conclude that swelling decreases with ions of greater charge density (Sadeghi and 

Hosseinzadeh, 2010). 

A superporous hydrogel with enhanced mechanical strength and slightly reduced swelling 

was synthesized by the reaction of chitosan and polyvinyl alcohol in the presence of sodium 

bicarbonate as foaming agent. The synthesized hydrogel was found sensitive to pH. It swells 

more in acidic media due to presence of amino groups. This superporous hydrogel retained 

the anti-diabetic drug, Rosiglitazone maleate for 6 h in stomach thus increasing the efficacy 

of the drug (Vishal and Shivakumar, 2010). A biocompatible temperature and pH responsive 

hydrogel was synthesized by cross linking gelatin with transglutaminase enzyme. The 

resultant hydrogel exhibited greater swelling in alkaline media than acidic media. The 

swelling of hydrogel also increases with increase in concentration of sodium chloride solution 

and temperature. However, swelling capacity of hydrogel decreases with salt solutions 

containing trivalent cations (AlCl3, CrCl3). This is due to greater cross linking with ions of 

high charge density (Zhu et al., 2012). 

Bajpai (1999) synthesized a hydrogel by cross linking casein with PA to evaluate it for 

swelling and drug release behaviour. The mechanism of hydrogel swelling shifted from non-

Fickian to FD with increase in cross linking. This hydrogel is sensitive to pH and had greater 
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swelling at neutral pH. The casein based hydrogel released maximum drug, bromocresol 

green at 40 ºC (Bajpai, 1999). 

Hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC) and medicinal stone based composite hydrogel was prepared 

which showed enhanced swelling in basic media. The hydrogel deswells in acidic pH and salt 

solutions. The swelling of hydrogel also showed greater swelling with increase in medicinal 

stone concentration. The composite hydrogel had reversible on-off switching in acidic and 

basic media, and saline solutions. The hydrogel followed second order swelling kinetics 

(Wang et al., 2011). 

The macroporous hydrogels were synthesized by cross linking acrylamide with N,N’-

methylenebisacrylamide in the potato starch or anionically tailored potato starch. These 

hydrogels respond very rapidly to different stimuli. The hydrogels deswells in salt solutions, 

ethanol and acidic media. With increase in salt concentration and pH, swelling increases. 

Swelling-reswelling cycles of hydrogels were also studied in NaCl solution and water, acidic 

and basic solutions, and water and ethanol. The anionic hydrogels attain equilibrium swelling 

in just 30 s (Dragan and Apopei, 2013). 

Hydrogel prepared by the N-vinyl 2-pyrrolidone/itaconic acid/water ternary system are found 

to be temperature and pH responsive. The hydrogel showed greater swelling in basic media 

and low temperature. Swelling of hydrogel decreases with increase in temperature and 

concentration of salts (Sen et al., 1999). In contrast to above mentioned hydrogels, cross 

linked chitosan hydrogels using formaldehyde as cross linking agent swelled more in acidic 

media and high temperature. Increase in ionic strength decreases the swelling of chitosan 

based hydrogel. The hydrogel had very high swelling capacity, which was found in the range 

of 2066-3306% (Singh et al., 2006). In another study, epichlorohydrin was used as a cross 

linker to synthesize superabsorbent hydrogel from cellulose and CMC. The appearance of 

main skeleton is kept steady with cellulose network and size of pores is increased by 
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carboxymethylcellulose. The swelling ratio of the hydrogel is very high (1000 g/g). The 

swelling-reswelling is also prominent in salt solutions (Chang et al., 2010). 

Different concentrations of maleic acid affect the swelling-deswelling of poly(acrylamide-co-

maleic acid) hydrogel differently. Enhanced swelling was observed with lower concentrations 

of maleic acid while reverse was found in higher concentrations. The addition of maleic acid 

shifts the mechanism from Fickian to non-FD. Acidic pH and high ionic strength lowers the 

hydrogel swelling. It was also clear from the study that swelling time is fast than deswelling 

time (Bajpai, 2001). Esterification leads to cross linking of xanthan with or without citric 

acid. The resultant hydrogel absorbs water by quasi-Fickian in the beginning which changes 

to Fickian at the end. Anionic repulsions cause the hydrogel to swell more in basic pH 

(Bueno et al., 2013). The hydrogel prepared by cross linking poly(vinyl alcohol)/poly(vinyl 

pyrrolidone) possessed high water retention capacity (1400%) and faster rate of swelling. The 

hydrogel swells more at neutral pH and 25 ºC. The swelling decreases with increase in 

temperature (Lakouraj et al., 2005). 

Various intramolecular forces like covalent bond, and intermolecular forces like hydrogen 

bonding and Van der Waal forces are responsible for the cross linking of the hydrogels 

(Yoshida et al., 1993; Kamath and Park, 1993). 

1.5. Modification of hydrogels 

Hydrogels are the biocompatible hydrophilic biomaterials which swell in water and are used 

in the development of matrix tablets, suspensions and gel formulations (Pawar and Varkhade, 

2014; Svirskis et al., 2014; Singh and Bala, 2014a). Hydrogels are modified to change their 

gelling and swelling properties to evaluate further potential in formulation design. In a study, 

Yu and Perret (2003) have treated AX with xylanase in solid state to study gelling properties, 

water absorption capacities, soluble and insoluble fibre contents and surface structures. After 
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conversion, AX still showed but low gelling and swelling capacities. Insoluble fibre contents 

remained same and structure became smoother (Yu and Perret, 2003; Allen et al., 2004). 

Due to presence of free hydroxyl groups, AX can be easily esterified. Therefore, modification 

of AX by its sulphation with sulphur trioxide-pyridine in dimethyl formamide was carried out 

by Liu et al. (2010) and new structures were characterized. It was noted that sulphated-AX 

showed relatively low gelling and swelling capability but bile acid binding tendency 

increased. Therefore, tailored derivatives of AX could be used for potential and desirable 

characteristics (Liu et al., 2010). In another study, researchers have prepared a commercially 

important hydroxypropyl-AX using propylene oxide under alkaline conditions (Liu et al., 

2010a). The modified AX showed reduction in gelling and increase in swelling properties. 

Additionally, in vitro binding of hydroxypropyl-AX with bile acid was significantly increased 

(Liu et al., 2010a). Moreover, carboxymethylation and ethylation of AX was also carried out 

and resultant products were characterized using 
1
H, 

1
H COSY- and HSQC-DEPT NMR 

experiments which further provided deep insight into the structure of AX (Saghir et al., 2008; 

Saghir et al., 2009). 

Recently, similar properties were obtained for succinylated-AX as of hydroxypropyl-AX. The 

newly reported succinylated-AX was thoroughly characterized and studied for their gelling 

capacities, swelling tendencies, water absorption properties, surface structure and bile acid 

binding capabilities. It was concluded from the said study that succinylation reduced gelling 

and swelling capacities of AX with increase in water uptake and bile acid binding capacities 

(Niu et al., 2012). 

AX has been copolymerized with poly(N-hydroxymethylacrylamide) and PAM through free 

radical mechanism by heating AX at 65 °C with ammonium sulphate and cross linker for 2 h 

(Singh et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2007). It was noted from literature that thermal stability, salt 

resistivity, pH and temperature dependent water absorption properties of AX mucilage can be 
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improved by making its copolymer with acrylamide using potassium persulphate as initiator 

and hexamethylenetetramine as cross linking agent (Kaith and Kumar, 2007; Kaith and 

Kumar, 2007a). Dissolution of AX mucilage in water can also be increased by 

copolymerizing it with PAM using ceric ion induced redox polymerization (Mishra et al., 

2002, Agarwal et al., 2002). 

In a latest study, microwave assisted copolymerization of AX with most famous 

polymethylmethacrylate type polymers was performed. Thoroughly characterized copolymer 

showed enhanced intrinsic viscosity and number average molecular weight (Mishra et al., 

2014). Previously, it was reported that enhanced intrinsic viscosity and number average 

molecular weight can be obtained by microwave-assisted graft polymerization of AX with 

growing chains of PAM (Sen et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2013).  

Recently, acrylic acid based polymers of AX were synthesized in the presence of gamma 

radiations and a cross-linker, hexamine. This superabsorbent polymer was used for removal 

of water from petroleum-water emulsions. Effect of pH, time, temperature and NaCl 

concentration was also investigated on water absorption. It was concluded that synthesized 

polymer (1.0 g) absorb water (85.6 g) effectively with swelling in oil-water emulsions 

(Kumar et al., 2012). Currently, grafted polymers of AX with acrylic acid/attapulgite were 

prepared. Cationic saline solutions and pH responsive properties were positively reported. 

The studies showed that best water absorption (568 g/g) in distilled water and 64 g/g in 09% 

NaCl solution was found with polymer having 10% attapulgite (An et al., 2012). 

Another modified hydrogel prepared by the combination of β-cyclodextrin, 2-methylacrylic 

acid and N,Nʹ-methylene diacrylamide was successfully employed for the targeted release of 

atorvastatin in the alkaline media of intestine (Yang et al., 2016). Similarly, sodium alginate 

was tailored with acrylamide in the presence of N,Nʹ-methylene bisacrylamide to obtain a 
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modified hydrogel, which exhibited pH dependent swelling and drug release (Samanta and 

Ray, 2014).  

Chitosan and xanthan hydrogels are reacted to form a new hydrogel used the targeted release 

of theophylline (Popa et al., 2010). Acrylic acid and methylenebisacrylamide have been used 

to modify chitosan. The altered chitosan releases the theophylline and tinidazole at pH 7.6 

(Samanta and Ray, 2014). Chitosan was grafted with polyethylene glycol to synthesize a 

modified hydrogel which was used for targeted release of albumin protein. It was found that 

altered hydrogel delayed the release of protein for three days (Bhattarai et al., 2005).     

The tailoring of HEC by mixing it with gelatin resulted in a hydrogel with changed 

properties. This changed hydrogel was used for the targeted release of theophylline (Kajjari et 

al., 2011). Corn starch and polyvinyl alcohol can be cross linked with glutaraldehyde to 

synthesize a hydrogel which can be used for targeted release of drugs. Another crosslinking 

agent, 1,3-diaminopropane can be used as cross linking agent for CMC to prepare CMC-

hydrogel. This modified hydrogel delivers the drug at targeted site (Barbucci et al., 2004). 

Another hydrogel was prepared by grafting starch with acrylic acid in the presence of N-

vinyl-2-pyrrolidone. This starch based hydrogel showed pH dependent release of vitamins 

and other drugs (Benamer et al., 2006). Another hydrogel has been prepared from hyaluronic 

acid and poloxamer polymers was prepared and studied for drug release. It was found that 

synthesized hydrogel delayed the release of acyclovir for 6 h (Mayo et al., 2008). 

Hydroxyethyl chitin and PA based hydrogel was prepared and examined for the targeted 

release of diclofenac sodium (Zhao et al., 2006).  

The cross linking of carboxymethyl chitosan with glutaraldehyde resulted in hydrogel which 

swells more in alkaline media of intestine to release model drug, salicylic acid (Sun et al., 

2004). A pH responsive hydrogel was prepared by grafting xanthan gum with acrylamide. 

The obtained hydrogel was also studied for the targeted release of ketoprofen (Kulkarni and 
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Sa, 2008). The mixture of polyethylene glycol and acrylic acid was irradiated with gamma 

radiations to synthesize a hydrogel which exhibited targeted pH dependent release of 

ketoprofen (Ali and Hegazy, 2007). 

1.6. Properties of an ideal hydrogel 

An ideal hydrogel can have the following properties (Zohuriaan-Mehr, 2006); 

1. The hydrogel should be inexpensive. 

2. It should have high absorption capacity in salt solutions and under load. 

3. It should be stable in swelling media and during storage. 

4. The hydrogel should be biodegradable and biocompatible. 

5. An ideal hydrogel should be non-toxic. 

6. It should not alter the pH of swelling media. 

7. The hydrogel should be colourless and odourless. 

8. An ideal hydrogel should be stable in light. 

9. It should be durable. 

10. The solubility of hydrogel should be very low. 

11. The hydrogel should have desired size of particles and porosity. 

12. It should have preferred rate of absorption. 

13. It can maintain solvent for desired period of times. 

1.7. Applications of hydrogels 

Wichterle and Lim synthesized the first hydrogel in the laboratory (Wichterle and Lim, 

1954). Since 1954, hydrogels are used in various fields. The hydrogels are applicable to 

1. Hygienic products (Singh et al., 2010) 

2. Agriculture (Saxena, 2010) 

3. Targeted release of the drugs (Mehrdad et al., 2009) 

4. Dewatering of coal (Sun et al., 2002) 
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5. Artificial snow (Singh et al., 2010) 

6. Food additives (Chen et al., 1995) 

7. Pharmaceuticals (Kashyap et al., 2005) 

8. Biomedical applications (Kashyap et al., 2005) 

9. Diagnostics (Van der Linden et al., 2003) 

10. Tissue engineering (Zhang et al., 2011; Saul and Williams, 2011)  

11. Wound dressing (Sikareepaisan et al., 2011) 

12. Bio-molecules separation (Wang et al., 2010) 

13. Regenerative medicines (Zhang et al., 2011; Saul and Williams, 2011) 

14. Biosensors (Krsko et al., 2008) 

15. Isolation of cells (Wang et al., 2010) 

16. Regulation of biological adhesions (Roy et al., 2010) 

17. Sealing of lung tissues (Saxena, 2010) 

1.8. Hydrogels as drug carriers 

One of the most valuable of use of hydrogels is as drug carriers. Ideal drug delivery carriers 

should have following properties; 

1. It should be inert 

2. It should be more accepted by the patients .i.e. patient’s compliance is necessary 

3. It can carry adequate quantities of drugs 

4. The carrier should be biocompatible  

5. It should be easily available, stored and sterilized 

6. The carrier should have good mechanical properties .i.e. mechanically resistant 

7. It should avoid accidental release of drug 

8. Its handling and drug loading should be easy 

9. The hydrogels can be injected 
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10. Modification of hydrogels is easy 

11. They ensure targeted and sustained release of drugs 

1.8.1. Applications of pH responsive hydrogels in targeted drug delivery 

The hydrogels which are mostly used in drug release formulations for oral administration are 

pH sensitive. This is due to different swelling behaviour at different pH. The pH in the 

stomach is more acidic than intestine where pH is almost neutral. The polycationic hydrogels 

swell and release drugs in acidic media and polyanionic hydrogels in basic media. Thus 

polycationic hydrogels (chitosan and polyethyleneoxide) can be used to avoid the release of 

foul taste drugs in the neutral pH of mouth. These hydrogels allow rapid release of drugs 

(antibiotics) in the stomach to get rid of Helicobacter pylori which cause the ulcer of stomach 

(Patel and Ammiji, 1996). Ceffeine is released in stomach following zero order kinetics when 

loaded into copolymers of methyl meth-acrylate and N,N –dimethylaminoethylmethacrylate. 

This is because these polymers are ionized at acidic pH (Siegel et al., 1988). 
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Fig. 1.6. Schematic of drug release from polycationic hydrogel. 

 

Similarly, polyanionic hydrogels such as PA are frequently employed for the drug release at 

neutral pH. These hydrogels offer colon targeted drug release when cross linked with 

azoaromatic cross linkers. The release of drugs from these hydrogels is low in acidic media 

and increases as the hydrogel moves into intestine. This is due to greater ionization of 

carboxylic acids groups and enhanced swelling of the hydrogel in the intestine. Moreover 
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microorganisms in the colon produce an enzyme, azoreductase which broke down the 

azoaromatic crosslinks (Khare and Peppas, 1993; Ghandehari et al., 1997). The degradation 

kinetics is controlled by cross linking density and composition of the polymer (Akala et al., 

1998). 
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Fig. 1.7. Schematic illustration of drug release from the polyanionic hydrogel.   

Drug release studies were also carried out by keeping hydrogels in capsules (Gutowska et al., 

1997) or silicon matrices (Carelli et al., 1999). The hydrogels made up of poly(acrylic acid) 

and poly(ethylene oxide) were used for pH dependent release of salicylamide, nicotinamide, 

clonidine HCl and prednisolone and it was found that drug release was low at pH 1.2 due to 

less swelling. The drug was released rapidly at pH 6.8 in the intestine (Bilia et al., 1996; 

Carelli et al., 1999). The hydrogels containing both the ionizable and hydrophobic groups can 

respond to pH as well as temperature. 

The hydrogel prepared from β-cyclodextrin, 2-methylacrylic acid and N,Nʹ-methylene 

diacrylamide showed greater swelling and drug release in alkaline environment of intestine. 

However, it deswells in acidic pH. And can be used for site specific delivery of the drug 

(Yang et al., 2016). Fluorescent hydrogel produced by crosslinking chitosan with genipin 

exhibited pH dependent sustained release of drugs. It can also be used as encapsulating agent 

for various formulations (Yin et al., 2007).  Theophylline was released in a targeted fashion 

when loaded onto chitosan-xanthan based hydrogel (Popa et al., 2010). Rabeprazole is an 

anticancer drug for which sustained release is on demand. A formulation of rabeprazole has 

been designed using PS based copolymer hydrogel. PS hydrogel-PVA copolymers were 
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synthesized in the presence of N,N′-methylenebisacrylamide and characterized. These 

polymers were evaluated for drug release studies and were found effective for sustained 

release of rabeprazole, anticancer drug (Singh et al., 2012). 

Amoxicillin is light, heat and moisture sensitive along with short half-life of 1-2 h. This 

problem can be solved by using PS which delayed the release of amoxicillin in granules and 

tablet formulations when used in combination with hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) 

K4M (Desai et al., 2007). Likewise, development of sustained release formulation of 

ofloxacin using PS and some other inactive pharmaceutical ingredients HPMC K100M has 

been reported (Chavanpatil et al., 2005; Chavanpatil et al., 2006).
 
Metronidazole floating 

tablets were prepared by using floating agents like HPMC, PS hydrogel and carbopol in 

different combinations with sodium bicarbonate as gel forming agent. These formulations can 

float suddenly and have a buoyancy time of 8 h. This delayed release of metronidazole helps 

eradication of Helicobacter pylori from stomach of ulcer patients (Asnaashari et al., 2011).        
 

The problem with the use of pH sensitive hydrogels in drug delivery is their non-

biodegradability. There is a need to develop polysaccharides, proteins or polypeptides based 

biodegradable pH sensitive hydrogels (Markland et al., 1999).     

1.8.2. Applications of hydrogels in removal of heavy metals 

1.8.2.1. Pollution caused by heavy metals 

The presence of life on earth owes to water. In this modern era, still almost 1 billion people 

are using contaminated water, which is the cause of over 3 million deaths annually. This 

condition is becoming worse day by day due to increasing and uncontrolled pollution of 

water resources (de Namor et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2012). There is a need 

to address water pollution problem seriously. Hydrosphere is mostly polluted by 

industries, fertilizers, agricultural waste, incineration, oil spillage, pesticides and sewage 

release (Chiban et al., 2015). 
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The industrial waste contaminating fresh water contains organic and inorganic toxic 

materials. The inorganic waste particularly containing heavy metals is detrimental to fresh 

water resources. Furthermore, aquatic life is also severely affected by water having heavy 

metals (Wang and Chen, 2009). Continuous increase in concentration of heavy metals in 

hydrosphere poses serious threats to human beings, animals and plants. This is because 

heavy metals penetrate into food chain. The presence of heavy metals in small amounts is 

essential to drive many biochemical reactions. However, they are toxic and cause 

irreparable damage to water. In human beings, heavy metals impair bones, nerves and 

liver. They also act as inhibitors blocking the active site of many enzymes (Yemane et al., 

2008). 

Based on toxicity, heavy metals can be classified into three categories. 

1.8.2.1.1. Heavy metals with low toxicity 

These metals include Fe, Mn and Mo. They cause damage to liver, brain, joints, skin and 

lungs. 

1.8.2.1.2. Heavy metals with average toxicity 

This group of heavy metals consists of Zn, Ni, Cu, Cr, V, Co and W. Various problems 

associated with these metals are restlessness, nausea, diarrhea, asthma, cancer, 

gastrointestinal tract (GIT), liver and kidney disorders. 

1.8.2.1.3. Heavy metals with high toxicity 

Highly toxic metals are Ag, As, Sb, Cd, Hg, Pb and U. Tremors, kidney disorders, blood 

pressure, stomach pain, vomiting, anorexia, bone fracturing and respiratory problems are 

caused by these metals. 

1.8.2.2. Methods for the removal of heavy metals 

Adsorption, electrochemical treatment, precipitation, crystallization, solvent extraction, 

cementation, membrane filtration and reverse osmosis are some of the conventional 
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methods used to get rid of heavy metals from waste water. Oxidation and membrane filtration 

are usually used to remove dyes from water. However, these processes are accompanied by 

side products and are expensive. Coagulation and electrokinetic coagulation are economical 

for the treatment of waste water.  Heavy metals and dyes can be more effectively removed 

using ion exchange technique and fentons reagents (Sud et al., 2008; Dabrowski et al., 2004; 

Demirbas, 2008; Kang et al., 2008; Lata et al., 2008; Monier et al., 2010). Chemical methods 

are costly and less effective, and lead to pollution problem (Saeed, 2003; Shah et al., 2009). 

1.8.2.2.1. Absorption of heavy metals by polysaccharides 

Both aquatic environment and aquatic life are seriously affected by heavy metals. There is a 

need to control water contamination by heavy metals using cheaper methods so that 

ecosystem can be sheltered. Nowadays, modified or unmodified polysaccharides are used as 

sorbents for the absorption of heavy metals because they are easily available, mobile and 

stable. Polysaccharides are chemically modified by grafting and crosslinking to synthesize 

hydrogels, resins, fibres or membranes which are further utilized for the uptake of heavy 

metals (Crini, 2005; Wang and Chen, 2006; Ali and Gupta, 2007). 

Cellulose is an abundant and inexpensive polysaccharide which has been used for the 

effective uptake of heavy metals (Ahalya et al., 2003). A cancer causing heavy metal, Cr(VI) 

has been removed by cellulose from sisal fibre (Hajeeth et al., 2013). In another study, nickel 

was absorbed efficiently (87%) by the material obtain from the plant, Saccharum bengalense 

(Imran et al., 2013). An irreversible absorption of Zn(II) was successfully achieved using 

powder of Erythrina variegata orientalis (Venkateswarlu et al., 2008). 

Heavy metals such as Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) have been absorbed from 

contaminated water using the dried leaves of tree, Eucalyptus camaldulenis (Abdel-Ghani et 

al., 2008). Neem (Azadirachta indica) is another tree whose leaves and stem bark have been 

used for the purification of water because they can uptake Zn (II) ions (Arshad et al., 2008). 
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Biosorption is another technique commonly used for the removal of heavy metals from 

polluted water. In this context, waste from the fruits of apple, citrus and grapes has been 

applied fruitfully to absorb different heavy metals (Schiewer and Patil, 2008). Chemisorption 

of Cd(II) and Cu(II) has been achieved positively using wheat straw (Dang et al., 2009). 

Another cheaper natural biosorbent is coconut husk, which absorbs Cu(II), Fe(III) and Pb(II) 

from the industrial waste (Abdulrasaq and Basiru, 2010). It was concluded in a study that 

heavy metals from waste water can be removed using wheat straw and bran (Farooq et al., 

2010). 

In another study, pseudo-second order kinetics was followed during the spontaneous 

absorption of Cd(II) from solutions by Meranti wood (Rafatullah et al., 2010). 

Salvinia biomass removes heavy metals like Cr(VI), Ni(II) and Cd(II) from contaminated 

water more effectively than wheat and rice straw (Dhir and Kumar, 2010). Hossain et al., 

(2012) showed that powder obtained by grinding dried peel of banana absorb copper at pH 6 

(Hossain et al., 2012). Agricultural waste such as rice husk, palm fruit shell, fruit seed, nut 

shells, wheat shells and fruit peels are also commonly used water purifying agents (Basci et 

al., 2004) due their bioavailability and low cost. Agricultural wastes are advantageous 

because they have high loading capacity and can be regenerated. 

1.8.2.2.2. Modified polysaccharides as sorbents 

Irrespective of low cost and bioavailability of agricultural waste and plant materials, it is 

difficult to identify which functional group uptakes the waste water heavy metals. Moreover, 

loading capacity of natural materials is not high. Therefore it is utmost desire to prepare more 

efficient sorbents by the modification of natural polysaccharides. Polysaccharides contain 

many hydroxyl groups which can be modified with anhydrides of carboxylic acids (Hussain 

et al., 2010a; Hussain et al., 2010b). The resultant carboxylated polysaccharides can absorb 

heavy metals from the solutions (de Melo et al., 2009). Amino and ester derivatives of 
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cellulose have been utilized for the absorption of metals (Gellerstedt et al., 2000; Mallon and 

Hill, 2002; Navarro et al., 2001). Cellulose ether derivatives can also be used for selective 

absorption of pollutants from waste water. 

The seed shell of Chrysophyllum albidum (Sapotaceae) was coated with chitosan or modified 

with strong oxidizing agent to separate heavy metals. It was found that this modified sorbent 

uptakes Cr(VI) ions more efficiently that unmodified materials (Dakiky et al., 2002; Amuda 

et al., 2009). In another study, Prussian blue was adsorbed on chitosan and found successful 

for the absorption of caesium ions from polluted water (Vincent et al., 2015; Hokkanen et al., 

2015). Ding et al. (2013) modified the agricultural material with nickelhexacyanoferrate and 

used it for the removal of Cs ions. It was concluded that modified material removes Cs ions 

more efficiently than unmodified (Ding at al., 2013). 

The cellulose derivatives have gained more attraction as far as removal of heavy metals from 

the waste water is concerned (Connell et al., 2008). The grafting of cellulose with acrylic acid 

resulted in a polymer which have greater attraction for Cu(II) and Mn(II) ions. It was also 

revealed that loading capacity of the prepared polymer can be enhanced by increasing contact 

time and concentration (Wang et al., 2015). Another potential candidate for the absorption of 

Cu(II) and Pb(II) ions was prepared by treating peanut shells with phosphoric acid or citric 

acid (Chamarthy et al., 2001). The chemisorption of heavy metal ions can be effectively 

obtained using amino derivative of bacterial cellulose (Xiao-Hui et al., 2010). Different 

concentrations of lanthanide hydroxide (1, 5 and 10%) were used for the modification of 

cellulose. This modified cellulose uptake Cd(II), Co(II), Cr(III), Cr(VI), Cu(II), Fe(III), 

Ni(II), and Zn(II) efficiently (Marwani et al., 2014). 

Carrot residue was modified for the adsorption of Mn (II), Ni (II), Co (II) and Cu (II) ions. 

With increase in temperature, adsorption of metal ions increases (Guzel et al., 2008). 

Similarly, citric acid modified cellulose showed more adsorption of heavy metal ions at high 
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temperature (Thanh and Nhung, 2009). The fibre from pineapple peel was modified with 

succinic anhydride which removes Cu(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) ion from solutions. Moreover, 

pineapple fibre was treated with caustic soda and isopropyl alcohol followed by succinic 

anhydride. Adsorption capacity of modified peel was found better than unmodified (Ideriah et 

al., 2012). 

A graft polymer, cellulose-g-poly(butyl methacrylate-co-4-vinyl pyridine) can make the 

water free from phenols and heavy metal ions (Wu et al., 2015). Tomato waste was modified 

with hydrochloric acid to remove copper ions from waste water. The treated waste (0.2 g/50 

mL solution) showed maximum adsorption (92.08%) of copper ions at pH 8. This removal of 

copper ions followed pseudo-second order kinetics when studied using Langmuir adsorption 

isotherm (Yargıç et al., 2013). 

The succinylated cellulose derivatives have gained more attraction for the removal of metal 

ions due to low cost, versatile composition and environment friendly nature. Chemically 

cross linked succinylated lignocellulose exhibited strong attraction with lead and cadmium 

ions (Zhong et al., 2012). The succinylated corn starch had also been found useful for the 

separation of lead ions. With increase in concentration of lead ions in polluted water, 

adsorption capacity of modified starch enhances (Kweon et al., 2001; Awokoya and 

Moronkola, 2012). Similarly succinylated chitosan makes the water clean by attracting 

copper ion and dyes (Choiu et al., 2004; Lima et al., 2006). Cellulose treated with succinic 

anhydride uptakes the cadmium ions from hard water (Belhalfaoui et al., 2009). 

1.9. Polysaccharides based nanoparticles 

Owing to optical, magnetic, catalytic and electrical properties of nanoparticles, field of 

nanotechnology is growing rapidly from the last many years (Nel et al., 2006). These 

properties of nanoparticles are controlled by size, shape and surface morphology (Murphy, 

2002). Nowadays, green chemistry rules in nanoscience have improved the nanomaterials a 
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lot because green synthesis of nanoparticles is clean, non-toxic and biocompatible (Darroudi 

et al., 2010; Raveendran et al., 2003).  

Among metallic nanoparticles, silver nanoparticles have a history of more than 100 years and 

are largely manufactured (320 tons per year) due to their antimicrobial activities (Nowack et 

al., 2011). Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) are mostly used in medical imaging, biosensors, 

cosmetics, clothing, domestic products, room sprays, foodstuffs and treatment of cancers 

(Ahamed et al., 2010; Chen and Schluesener, 2008; O’Neal et al., 2004). 

Microemulsion (Husein et al., 2005), γ-ray (Huang et al., 2009), UV-irradiation (Darroudi et 

al., 2009), microwave irradiation (Yin et al., 2004) and spray pyrolysis (Kim et al., 2006) are 

mostly used methods to synthesize Ag NPs. Greater surface area to volume ratio and surface 

energy makes the nanoparticles unstable and results in aggregation with time. Ag NPs are 

synthesized by reduction of Ag
+
 ions with dangerous reducing agents, sodium borohydride 

(NaBH4) in toxic solvents and are stabilized by non-biodegradable agents (Pastroiza-Santos 

and Liz-Marzan, 2002; Chen et al., 2006; Popa et al., 2007). 

Therefore, there is a dire need to synthesize nanoparticles using nontoxic, biodegradable and 

low-cost green chemicals (Vimala et al., 2009; Prozorova et al., 2014). In this connection, 

natural polymers like natural rubber (Abu Bakar et al., 2007), cellulose (Cai et al., 2009), 

chitosan (Huang et al., 2004), and starch (Raveendran et al., 2003) are being employed as 

matrices or stabilizers for manufacturing stable and biocompatible metallic nanoparticles. 

In one study, spherical nanoparticles (20 nm) were synthesized using starch as stabilizing 

agent and β-D glucose as reducing agent (Raveendran et al., 2003). Spherical nanoparticles of 

about 30-34 nm diameters were also prepared by heating the solution of silver nitrate and 

starch for 5 minutes.  The synthesized nanoparticles can be stored for 3 months 

(Vigneshwaran et al., 2006). Moreover, starch and glucose were whirled for almost 10 

minutes to synthesize nanoparticles (10 nm) in the presence of NaOH as an accelerator (Tai 
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et al., 2008). In another study, microwave radiations were used to produce nanoparticles in 

the presence of starch and basic amino acids (Hu et al., 2008) 

The solution of silver nitrate was irradiated with CMC to synthesize uniform size 

nanoparticles. The prepared nanoparticles can be stored for 2 months (Chen et al., 2008). 

Cotton based CMC was employed for the preparation of silver nanoparticles. The effect of 

various factors like pH, temperature, time and concentrations of silver nitrate and CMC on 

the preparation of nanoparticles was also noted (Hebeish et al., 2010). 

Chitosan is another polysaccharide which is used as capping agent for the preparation of 

silver nanoparticles. The aqueous solution of chitosan with acetic acid and silver nitrate was 

irradiated with γ-radiations to synthesize nanoparticles of 4-5 nm (Chen et al., 2007a). The 

aggregates of silver nanoparticles were prepared using oligochitosan as stabilizing agent. For 

this purpose, solution of oligochitosan and silver nitrate was exposed to γ-radiations and 

synthesized nanoparticles (5-15 nm) were biocompatible. The stability of nanoparticles was 

prominent in salt solution and pH 1.8-9.0 (Long et al., 2007). Similarly, NaBH4 and chitosan 

were used for the synthesis of nanoparticles of different metals (Huang et al., 2004). A 

mixture of chitosan, silver nitrate and PEG was warmed at 60 ºC with continuous stirring. It 

was also observed that size of nanoparticles depends upon stirring time and increases with the 

passage of time (Ahmad et al., 2011). Furthermore, chitosan based films of nanoparticles 

inhibited the growth of bacteria (Wei et al., 2009). In another study, dendritic structure of 

films of nanoparticles prepared from chitosan has been confirmed (Dongwei et al., 2009). 

Films of chitosan based nanoparticles were obtained by placing solution of silver nitrate and 

chitosan in sunlight. These films inhibited the growth of bacteria and can be used as wound 

healing dressing (Thomas et al., 2009).     

Another stabilizing and capping agent for the preparation of nanoparticles is AX, a 

polysaccharide isolated from seed husk of Plantago ovata. Silver nitrate solution was mixed 
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with suspension of AX in water and mixture was stirred continuously at almost 100 ºC for 1 

h. The size of nanoparticles was observed in the range of 5-20 nm and is affected by 

temperature, pH, concentration of AX and time (Amin et al., 2013). Carboxymethylated 

psyllium and chitosan were also used to prepare polyelectrolyte nanoparticles for drug release 

systems and optimal concentrations of carboxymethylated psyllium (0.0779% w/v) and 

chitosan (0.0693% w/v) yielded polyelectrolyte particles of size 337.2 nm and polydispersity 

index 0.335 (Bhatia and Ahuja, 2015). 

In another study, silver ions were reduced to silver nanoparticles (3 nm) using Gum 

kondagogu (Cochlospermum gossypium). The synthesized nanoparticles inhibited the growth 

of both Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria (Kora et al., 2010). Aqueous solution of 

silver nitrate and acacia gum was irradiated with γ-radiations to synthesize silver 

nanoparticles. The nanoparticles of various sizes were formed by changing the intensity of 

radiations. This study confirms the utilization of acacia gum as reducing and capping agent 

for the synthesis of nanoparticles (Rao et al., 2010). Moreover, Ag NPs were also synthesized 

by keeping the mixture of acacia gum and silver nitrate for 24 h. It is an easy and economical 

method for the preparation of nanoparticles which are stable up to 5 months (Mohan et al., 

2007).  Similarly, mixture of silver nitrate and sodium alginate (stabilizing agent) was 

exposed to γ-radiations for the synthesis of Ag NPs which can be stored for 6 months (Liu et 

al., 2009).  

For preparation of Ag NPs, dried powder of M. pudica (MP) leaves was boiled with water for 

5 min and filtrate was incubated with 1 mM AgNO3 solution for 10 min at room temperature. 

Nanoparticles were isolated and characterized using UV-visible, Fourier transform Infrared 

spectroscopy (FT-IR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and powder XRD. The nanoparticles prepared by reduction of silver 
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nitrate using MP leaves extract were found significantly active against a number of parasites 

(Marimuthu et al., 2011).  

Dextran is another polysaccharide which can be used as capping and reducing agent for the 

synthesis of nanoparticles. The colour change of mixture of dextran and silver nitrate was 

noted after the addition of 0.001 M NaOH. The synthesized nanoparticles inhibited the 

growth of bacteria. It was established that concentration of nanoparticles had inverse relation 

with inhibition of bacterial growth (Bankura et al., 2012). Similarly, dextran based Ag NPs 

(50-70 nm) were prepared after exposing the aqueous solution of dextran and silver nitrate to 

sunlight. It was also witnessed that nanoparticles have significant antimicrobial potential 

(Hussain et al., 2014).     

Currently, core-shell silver nanoparticles (45 nm) have been synthesized by reducing silver 

ion with curdlan. For this purpose, solution of silver nitrate and curdlan was exposed to 

microwave radiation and synthesized nanoparticles were characterized using UV-vis 

spectroscopy, TEM, zeta potential analysis, X-ray diffraction (XRD), FT-IR and AFM (El-

Naggar et al., 2016). 

The sunlight assisted synthesis of silver nanoparticles embedded hydroxypropylcellulose 

films have been prepared and characterized using UV-Vis spectroscopy, TEM and XRD. 

These synthesized nanoparticles have prominent microbicidal potential. There was found no 

morphological changes in the films even after 1 year (Hussain et al., 2015). Similarly, 

hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC) based silver nanoparticles were prepared in the presence of 

polyethylene glycol. Using dialysis and varying concentrations of silver nitrate resulted in the 

synthesis of nanoparticles of diameter about 6 nm. The completion of reaction was studied 

using UV-visible spectroscopy (Francis et al., 2010). HPC and hydroxypropyl 

carboxylmethylcellulose based nanoparticles have been prepared and effect of different 
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factors like pH, temperature, time and concentration of silver nitrate was also observed 

(Abdel-Halim and Al-Deyab, 2011; Abdel-Halim et al., 2015). 

1.10. Toxicological evaluation 

Acute oral toxicity and mutagenicity of tumeric based polysaccharide evaluated in Wistar rats 

at a dose of 5 g kg
-1

 body weight showed that polysaccharide is non-toxic. Similarly, 

polysaccharides exhibited no mutagenicity which was evaluated studying various parameters 

such as chromosome aberration, bacterial reverse mutation test and micronucleus testing 

(Velusami et al., 2013). In another study, a water soluble polysaccharide, α-cyclodextrin was 

evaluated for oral toxicity in rats. The oral toxicity was carried out using various factors like 

food and water intake, body weight variation, biochemical and hematological assessment, 

histopathological examination and organ to body weight ratio. Furthermore, urine and feces 

was also examined during the study.  It was found that rats suffered from mild diarrhea with 

increased food and water intake and no mortality. All body organs were found normal during 

histopathological studies. Hematological and biochemical observations also declared 

polysaccharide free from any abnormality. It was concluded at the end of study that α-

cyclodextrin (up to 20% of body weight) is non-toxic in rats (Lina and Bär, 2004). Various 

studies revealed that oral administration of cycoldextrins is safe due to negligible absorption 

in GIT (Irie and Uekama, 1997). 

Chitosan is another polysaccharide which is widely used in drug delivery systems after 

evaluating its toxicity in guinea pig, frog, rat, mouse and human beings. It was found safe for 

the nasal delivery of drugs in guinea pigs for 4 weeks as studied by cilia beat frequency 

method. Amount of insulin absorbed by the nasal membrane in rats was also studied using 

nasal perfusion method (Aspden et al., 1996; Aspden et al., 1997).   

The flowers of Sphaeranthus indicus and fruits of Garciania mangostana were selected to 

obtain an extract, meratrim for toxicological evaluation in Sprague-Dawley rats. It was found 
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that meratrim instigated no mutation and is safe. Moreover, extract caused no mortality and 

morbidity.  Acute and sub-chronic toxicity evaluation demonstrated that LD50 level is greater 

than 5 and 2 g kg
-1

body weight. The extract depicted no side effects except insignificant 

irritation on eyes. This toxicological evaluation also declared the extract safe in human beings 

(Saiyed et al., 2015). In another study, toxicity of AX was studied using rabbits and mice as 

model species. The mice (1, 5, 10 g kg
-1

) and rabbits (2.5, 5 g kg
-1

) were administered orally 

with polysaccharide for 15 days to evaluate hematology, serum biochemistry and necropsy. 

The body weights were continuously increased without change in water and food uptake. 

Histopathological study revealed no toxicity. The extract did not cause any dermal and 

ophthalmic irritation. Heart beat and vascular contraction in frogs was also normal making 

the polysaccharide safe (Erum et al., 2014).        

Acute and subchronic toxicity of guar gum after partial hydrolysis was carried out in mice (6 

g kg
-1 

body weight). Bacterial reverse mutation test made it clear that guar gum had no 

mutagenicity. LD50 value was found greater than 6 g kg
-1 

body weight. Subchronic toxicity 

study also showed that various concentrations (0.2, 1 and 5%) of guar gum are safe 

(Koujitani, et al., 1997). Bacterial cellulose (exopolysaccharide) isolated from sugarcane 

molasses was found toxic and cytotoxic when administered to Wistar rats (2 g kg
-1

 body 

weight). However, the polysaccharide portrayed no genotoxicity (Pinto et al., 2016). 

In another study, tea polysaccharide conjugate showed no toxic effect to heart, liver, kidney 

and spleen when administered to mice. The polysaccharide caused no mortality throughout 

the study (Chen et al., 2007). Another biopolymer, chitin produced no inflammation or 

irritation on skin of guinea pigs. The chitin membranes used in wound dressing demonstrated 

no toxicity or side effects in rabbits (Singh et al., 2008). Fucoidan, a sulfated polysaccharide 

was fed to Sprague–Dawley rats (1350 mg kg
-1

 body weight) for 4 weeks to evaluate toxicity. 

Ophthalmoscopy, urinalysis, hematology and histopathology studies validated the non-
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cytotoxicity of fucoidan. Moreover, fucoidan did not change the blood clotting time (Kim et 

al., 2010). Another sulfated polysaccharide extracted from green seaweed Caulerpa 

cupressoides var. lycopodium was evaluated for its toxicity in male Swiss mice. The extract 

fed to mice for 2 weeks did not damage kidney and liver. The histopathological and 

haematological analysis showed that polysaccharide is safe and cause no mortality 

throughout the experiment (Rodrigues et al., 2013). HPMC is a food ingredient which was 

fed to rats for 90 days at a dose of 5000 mg kg
-1

 body weight/day without any adverse effect. 

The daily acceptable dose of HPMC is now increased from 0.047 to 5 mg kg
-1

 body 

weight/day (Burdock, 2007). 

The leaves of MP were extracted with ethanol to study antivectorial potential. For this 

purpose, different concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 ppm) of extract were tested 

against a mosquito, Anopheles stephensi (AS). The extract exhibited considerable toxicity 

effect against larvae of AS. The mosquito coils prepared by mixing coconut oil, charcoal 

powder and leaves extract reduced mosquito population more effectively (79.5 %) as 

compared to commercial mosquito coils (71.8 %). The egg laying tendency of female 

mosquito was also reduced by the leaves extract (Aarthi et al., 2011). In another study, 

aqueous extract of MP was administered to rats for 48 h at different doses. The extract caused 

no mortality throughout the experiment. It was discovered that extract is safe and non-toxic 

(Karthikeyan and Deepa, 2010). 

1.11. Touch-me-not (Mimosa pudica) 

MP is a famous ornamental plant commonly known as sleeping grass, sensitive plant, humble 

plant, shy plant, touch-me-not, chuimui, and lajwanti among other names. Its ornamental use 

can be attributed to its thigmonastic and seismonastic movements in which closure of leaves 

and hanging down of petioles takes place in response to certain stimuli like light, vibration, 

wounds, wind, touch, heat, and cold (Volkov et al., 2010a; Volkov et al., 2010b; Soetedjo et 
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al., 2015). Besides its ornamental use, MP is a popular plant among folk healers to treat 

several diseases. 

Phytomedicines, due to their potential benefits, have remained in practice in all traditional 

systems of therapies, including Greco-Arab (Unani-Tibb), Ayurveda, and Chinese (Gilani 

and Atta-ur-Rahman, 2005; Krishnaswamy, 2008). M. pudica is known and valued for its 

analgesic, anti-inflammatory (Prasanna et al., 2009), hypoglycemic (Amalraj and 

Ignacimuthu, 2002), diuretic, astringent, antispasmodic, and blood-purifying activities 

(Ghani, 2003). Therefore, it has been used to treat high blood pressure (Aalok, 1997), 

menorrhagia, and leucorrhea (Hemadri and Rao, 1983; Vaidya and Sheth, 1986). Leaves and 

roots are used for curing hemorrhoids (Ghani, 2003). Wounds and eczema can be treated by 

applying a paste of the whole plant and leaves, respectively (Singh and Singh, 2009). Leaf 

paste is also applied externally as a psoriasis cure (Ignacimuthu et al., 2008) and fresh leaf 

juice for impotence and spermatorrhea treatments (Behera and Misra, 2005). 

Various pharmacological attributes like anti-inflammatory (Vikram et al., 2012), 

antinociceptive (Karthikeyan and Deepa, 2010; Vikram et al., 2012), hypolipidemic 

(Rajendran and Krishnakumar, 2010; Sowmya and Ananthi, 2011), hepatoprotective (Sohil 

and Sundaram, 2009), and diuretic (Sangma et al., 2010) activities are ascribed to different 

parts of the plant. MP is also admired for its antidiabetic (Sutar et al., 2009), antimalarial 

(Tran et al., 2003), anti-convulsant (Bum et al., 2004), antidepressant (Molina et al., 1999), 

anti-fertility (Valsala and Karpagagaanapathy, 2003; Ganguly et al., 2007) and antidiarrheal 

potentials (Balakrishnan et al., 2006). Antiparasitic (Marimuthu et al., 2011), antimicrobial 

(Mohan et al., 2011; Ambikapathy et al., 2011; Tamilarasi and Anathi, 2012), antioxidant 

(Rekha et al., 2010; Arokiyaraj et al., 2012), anti-venomic (Sia et al., 2011; Ambikabothy et 

al., 2011), and wound-healing activities (Paul et al., 2010) are credited to different parts of 

MP. Regarding the secondary metabolite potential of MP, it has been reported that it contains 
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tannins, steroids, flavonoids, triterpenes, alkaloids, and glycosylflavones (Gandhiraja et al., 

2009). Seeds of MP extrude a hydrogelable material, GX polysaccharide, that can be used for 

the delayed/sustained/targeted release of different drugs (Singh et al., 2009; Kumar and 

Kumar, 2011; Ahuja et al., 2013). 

MP (Family: Mimosaceae) is a creeping annual or perennial shrub with compound leaves, 

spiny stipules, and globose pinkish flower heads. It is native to Brazil and has been 

naturalized throughout the world. MP is an annual or perennial shrub with erect stems in 

young plants which modifies to creeping with age. It attains a height of 1-2 m with compound 

bipinnate leaves having 1-2 pinnae pairs and each pinna contains 15-25 leaflets. The plant has 

red-colored prickly petioles and pink filaments. A fruit has 2-8 pods, which are 1-1.5 cm long 

and 3 mm broad. Each pod has 2-5 segments in which brown seeds (2.5 mm long) are 

embedded (Ghani, 2003). 

1.12. Role of MP seed coat hydrogel in drug-release formulations 

Water-swellable polysaccharides like GX, guar gum, AX, xanthan gum, and tragacanth are 

sensitive to pH and temperature and were extensively evaluated for successful target-specific 

sustained release of several drugs (Qiu and Park, 2001; Chourasia and Jain, 2003; Chourasia 

and Jain, 2004; Desai et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2008). Polysaccharide material from seeds of 

MP is composed of D-xylose and D-glucuronic acid (Saraswat and Pokharkar, 2012) and is 

generally named GX (Figure 1.8).  
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Fig. 1.8. The structure of GX extruded from seeds of MP. 
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This polysaccharide (GX) was evaluated for sustained release of the antifungal drug 

fluconazole. The direct compression method was chosen for preparing buccal discs of 

fluconazole using MP mucilage. Concentrations of mucilage, drug, and lactose were 

optimized and a quadratic model with backward elimination showed bucoadhesive (85%) 

release of the drug in 10 h. The studies concluded that the polymer/lactose concentration has 

a major effect on drug release, and thus MP mucilage is a potential candidate for 

mucoadhesive drug deliveries (Ahuja et al., 2010). MP seed mucilage was also evaluated as a 

disintegrant by compressing tablets of hydrochlorothiazide with mucilage (1-10%). Results 

indicated that seed mucilage is a good disintegrant. Similarly, mucilage was used as binder in 

paracetamol tablets and it was found that at 10% concentration, tablets have reasonable 

hardness and friability. Studies revealed that MP seed mucilage is a very good tablet binder 

and disintegrant (Ahuja et al., 2013). 

In another study, mucilage from MP seeds was evaluated for sustained release of diclofenac 

sodium, DS (Singh et al., 2009). Release studies of tablets were carried out in 0.1 N HCl for 2 

h followed by phosphate buffer for 24 h at 37 °C. It was found that with an increase in the 

hydrogel ratio, there was a corresponding decrease in drug release, and erosion and increase 

in percent swelling. Results obtained were comparable with the standard formulation of DS. 

Recently, different formulations of MP hydrogel (MPH) were prepared by using carbopol 

940, CMC and HPMC which were used as gelling agents (Kumar and Kumar, 2011). The 

study showed that carbopol 940 (0.2‐0.6% w/v) gel formulation with drug (1.5% w/w) was 

the best formulation. 

1.13. MP mediated synthesis of nanoparticles 

For the preparation of Ag NPs, dried powder of MP leaves was boiled with water for 5 min 

and the filtrate was incubated with 1 mM AgNO3 solution for 10 min at room temperature 
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(Marimuthu et al., 2011). Nanoparticles were isolated and characterized by UV-visible, FT-

IR, SEM, TEM, and powder XRD. The nanoparticles prepared by reduction of silver nitrate 

using MP leaves extract were found to be significantly active against a number of parasites. 

Ag NPs of different sizes and shapes have also been prepared from aqueous extracts of MP 

leaves. This biocompatible and green method of Ag NPs formation and progress of reaction 

were studied using UV-visible spectroscopy. Further confirmation was done by using 

advanced techniques like SEM, TEM, and XRD. It was found that MP leaf extracts could act 

as stabilizing and reducing agents (Ganaie et al., 2015). In another study, gold nanoparticles 

of different sizes (average size 16 nm) were prepared from an aqueous extract of MP leaves. 

The formation was monitored by UV-visible spectroscopy. Moreover, these nanoparticles 

were used as catalyst to degrade organic pollutants. It was concluded that degradation of 

pollutants becomes very fast in the presence of gold nanoparticles (Devi et al., 2015). 

Another polysaccharide, GX was separated from seeds of M. pudica for its use as capping 

and reducing agent in the green synthesis of silver nanoparticles (6 nm). The nanoparticles 

did not show any phytotoxic effect on germination of radish seeds (Iram et al., 2014). 

1.14. Analytical techniques used to characterize MPH 

Various structural changes take place during the modification of hydrogel. For the 

determination of successful accomplishment of desired modification, hydrogel is 

characterized by a number of spectroscopic, microscopic and thermal techniques. 

1.14.1. UV/Vis Spectrophotometry  

UV/Vis Spectrophotometry is extensively used for the qualitative and quantitative analyses of 

drug released from hydrogels. The characterization will be easier if the drugs contain 

chromophore (Skoog et al., 2007; Banwell and McCash, 1994). Qualitative analysis of drug 

released from hydrogel is carried out by determining maximum absorption (λmax) while 
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quantitative analysis is performed by drawing a calibration curve of standards. Amount of 

drug released from the matrix is determined from this standard curve.  

1.14.2. Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy  

Qualitative and quantitative analyses of the sample can also be carried out using FT-IR 

spectroscopy. This is versatile technique in which gases, liquids and solids are characterized. 

Normally solid sample is mixed with KBr and pellets are compressed. KBr is used because it 

is transparent in the scanning range of 4000-400 cm
-1

.  The region of spectrum below 1600 

cm
-1 

is called finger print region while region above 1600 cm
-1 

is called functional group 

region. Thus detection of various functional groups before and after modification can be 

carried out using FT-IR spectroscopy (Skoog et al., 2007; Griffiths and de Hasseth, 2007; 

Banwell and McCash, 1994). 

1.14.3. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 

Another analytical technique, NMR spectroscopy is used to establish the structure of the 

compounds on the basis of magnetic moment of each nucleus present. The magnetic fields of 

nuclei can also couple with magnetic fields of neighboring nuclei to give spin-spin splitting 

which provides additional information to establish structure of organic compound. Functional 

groups are identified from their chemical shift values from the standard; tetramethylsilane 

(TMS). NMR spectroscopy is sophisticated technique used to identify samples in very small 

amounts (Martin and Zekter, 1988; Skooj et al., 2007; Banwell and McCash, 1994; Ernst et 

al., 1987; Lane and Lefèvre, 1994). 

1.14.4. Powder X-ray diffractometry (PXRD)  

Powder samples are frequently characterized using a rapid and non-destructive spectroscopic 

method i.e., PXRD. In powdered sample, each particle behaves like a single crystallite 

oriented randomly. Powder X-ray diffractometer provides diffractograms in which different 

peaks are scattered according to the d-spacings in the crystal. The peak intensities provide 
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important information about the structure of powdered sample. The samples are identified 

using PXRD with the help of crystallographic elements. PXRD is also employed to determine 

the purity of the sample. 

1.14.5. Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) 

Quantitative determination of chemical elements especially metals is performed by a spectro-

analytical procedure known as AAS. It is one of the most employed techniques which can 

determine over 70 different elements either in solution form or directly in solid samples of 

biophysics, pharmacology and toxicology research. AAS has found extensive usage in 

different areas of chemistry i.e., pharmaceutical manufacturing processes, clinical analysis of 

metals in biological fluids and tissues, minute quantities of remaining catalyst in the final 

drug product, and analyzing water for its metal content. 

1.14.6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM is used to determine the morphology, topography and composition of various samples at 

nano level. In this technique, the sample surface is bombarded with high energy beam of 

electrons. This beam of electrons penetrates and interacts with the sample at various levels of 

depth. This interaction and penetration of electron beam make the size and morphology of the 

sample visible. Thus various micrographic images are obtained (Egerton, 2005; Clarke and 

Eberhardt, 2002).  

1.14.7. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

TGA is one of thermo-analytical techniques employed to determine the thermal stability of 

hydrogels and their derivatives. It deals with mass loss with respect to time or temperature in 

an inert atmosphere. It also exposes the rate of mass loss of the sample which indirectly 

provides information about the thermal stability of samples. TGA is also used to identify the 

composition of compounds under investigation. TGA of hydrogels, drugs and their 

derivatives provides us useful information about their properties such as handling, storage 
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and shelf life at various temperatures (Tikhonov et al., 2009; Coats and Redfern, 1963; 

Gilbert et al., 1962; Liu and Yu, 2006). 

Various kinetic models are employed on the thermal data to explore kinetic parameters like 

energy of activation, frequency factors and order of degradation reaction (Flynn and wall, 

1966; Ozawa, 1965; Kissinger, 1957). Thermodynamic parameters like changes in enthalpy, 

entropy and Gibbs free energy can be calculated using Eyring and Polanyi equation (Eyring 

and Polanyi, 1931). Thermal stability of materials is also compared in terms of integral 

procedural decomposition temperature (IPDT) and index of thermal stability (ITS) which are 

evaluated by Doyle’s method (Doyles, 1961). 
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1.15. Aims and objectives 

Aim of this research is to evaluate a novel and naturally occurring polysaccharide, i.e., 

glucuronoxylan which is main component of Mimosa pudica hydrogel (MPH) for stimuli 

responsive applications and evaluation of sustained release biomaterial for potential 

pharmaceutical applications. Our aim is to study, swelling kinetics of MPH in deionized 

water and at different physiological pH, i.e., 1.2, 6.8, neutral (water) and 7.4. Such intelligent 

materials may show on-off switching to external stimuli therefore our interests were focused 

on stimuli responsive swelling-deswelling of MPH at various ionic concentrations, pH and in 

different solvents. For its evaluation towards a novel material for sustained release, the 

micromeritic properties of dried MPH will also be taken in to account. Potential application 

of MPH as a sustained release oral drug delivery system for diclofenac sodium, theophylline 

and levosulpiride are in focus. Swelling behaviour and swelling-deswelling response (on-off 

switching) of these drug containing MPH matrix tablets will also be monitored in various 

environments. Drug release kinetics and mechanism are in focus using various kinetic models 

in order to get deeper insight into the drug release mechanisms. Hydrogelable 

polysaccharides arrange themselves into defined morphologies after swelling in aqueous 

media. These pores/channels can be viewed by SEM after freeze-drying. Therefore, our 

interests were to study morphological analysis of MPH powder and tablet formulations using 

SEM to see channeling/pores in the swollen then freeze dried MPH and its tablets. 

A polysaccharidal material should be modifiable to get its tailored derivatives, e.g., esters. 

Therefore, interests are focused on acetylation and succinylation of MPH. Acetylation may 

enhance thermal stability of MPH whereas succinylated MPH will be aimed for searching its 

potential for environmental sciences, i.e., heavy metal ion uptake from aqueous and ground 

water solutions.  
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Due to the potential application of MPH in oral and topical drug delivery systems, it is 

necessary to investigate the acute toxicity study of MPH on albino mice and rabbit therefore 

relevant toxicological studies are topic of interest. 

Summarizing, it can be stated that our interest is to report a novel polysaccharides based 

hydrogel MPH for sustained oral drug delivery system, stimuli responsive applications, green 

synthesis of Ag NPs, wound healing applications and heavy metal ions uptake. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials 

Seeds of M. Pudica were purchased from local market. After manual cleaning and grading, 

the seeds were stored at room temperature. Potassium dihydrogen phosphate, n-hexane, 

ethanol, potassium chloride, isopropyl alcohol, sodium chloride and hydrochloric acid were 

purchased from Riedel-de-Haën, Germany. Analytical grade sodium hydroxide (Merck) was 

standardized with oxalic acid before further use. Simulated gastric and intestinal fluids (SGF 

and SIF) were prepared according to method given in United States Pharmacopeia, 2010. 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP K30), magnesium stearate, DS, microcrystalline cellulose, acetic 

anhydride, succinic anhydride (SAn) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) used were 

obtained from Fluka. All these chemicals were used without further purification. AgNO3 

(99.98%; Merck) was used as silver precursor. Levosulpiride (LS) and theophylline (TF) 

were procured from Consolidated Chemical Laboratories Pvt. Ltd., Pakistan.  

2.2. Measurements 

2.2.1. FT-IR spectroscopy 

FT-IR spectra of samples were recorded on IR-Prestige-21 (Shimadzu, Japan) spectrometer. 

KBr discs of samples were made and dried for 30 min at 60 °C before analysis. 

2.2.2. NMR spectroscopy 

2.2.2.1. 1
H NMR spectroscopy 

1
H-NMR (400 MHz) spectra were recorded on a Bruker instrument (Germany) using DMSO-

d6 as a solvent and 64 number of scans were accumulated. 

2.2.2.2. Solid-state CP/MAS 
13

C NMR spectroscopy 

The solid-state CP/MAS 
13

C NMR spectroscopy was performed at room temperature on a 

Bruker DRX-400 machine. High-resolution CP/MAS 
13

C NMR spectrum of powdered MPH 

was acquired at resonance frequency of ≈ 100 MHz, magic angle spinning frequency of 
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12000 Hz and pulse time of 4.85 μs. Relaxation delay time of 2 s was adjusted between two 

consecutive scans and the spectrum was gathered averaging 5000 scans. 

2.2.3. UV/Vis spectrophotometry 

The release of drug from MPH and progress of formation of silver nanoparticles were studied 

by noting absorbance on UV-1700 PharmSpec spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan). 

2.2.4. Thermogravimetric analysis 

Thermal stability of MPH and acetylated MPH (AMPH) were determined using SDT Q 600 

thermal analyzer (TA Instruments, USA) under nitrogen at multiple heating rates of 5, 10, 15 

and 20 °C min
-1

. Mass loss was noted from 35 to 800 °C however thermograms are shown 

from 50-600 °C. 

2.2.5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)  

The surface morphology and internal structure of MPH, Ag NPs and tablets were analyzed on 

a FEI Nova, NanoSEM 450 operating at 10 kV, equipped with a low energy Everhart-

Thornley detector (ETD) using secondary electrons. 

2.2.6. Atomic absorption spectrophotometry 

Absorption of heavy metal ions of Cd(II) by sodium salt of succinylated-MPH was studied 

using Flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer (FAAS) AA 6300 (Shimadzu, Japan) 

furnished with air-acetylene supply at 228.8 nm (specific wavelengths of aforementioned 

metal). 

2.2.7. Drug release studies 

USP dissolution apparatus Type II (PharmaTest, Germany) was used to study drug release 

pattern from MPH. SGF and SIF were used to mimic the physiological conditions. 

2.3. Isolation of hydrogel 

Clean seeds of MP were soaked in water for 12 h and then warmed at 50 °C for 30 min. 

Seeds extruded hydrogel that was separated by cotton cloth. Extracted hydrogel was washed 
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with n-hexane to remove lipophilic substances and then dried at 50 °C in a vacuum oven. 

Dried hydrogel was kept in vacuum desiccator after grinding and passing through 60 mesh 

sieve. The yield of MPH was 9% with respect to total mass of seeds. 

2.4. Esterification of MPH 

2.4.1. Acetylation of MPH 

2.4.1.1. Synthesis of sample 4 

Hydrogel was acetylated to study the effect of acetylation on thermal properties of hydrogel. 

For this purpose, hydrogel (1.0 g, 6.167 mmol) was suspended in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) 

and acetic anhydride (10 mL) was added. Reaction was progressed in the presence of DMAP 

(40 mg, 0.327 mmol) as a catalyst. The mixture was stirred at 80 °C for 6 h and acetylated 

product was precipitated and washed with ethanol. Product (sample 4) was dried under 

vacuum at 50 °C overnight. 

Yield = 1.20 g; DS = 1.86/anhydroglucose repeating unit.  

FT-IR = 1747 cm
-1

 (COEster), 2926 cm
-1

 (CH stretch), 1431 cm
-1

 (CH2 bending), 1047 cm
-1

 

(COC stretch), 3414 cm
-1

 (OH stretch). 

1
HNMR (δ ppm, 400 MHz, DMSO-d6) = 1.97 (CH3 of acetyl group), 3.01-4.70 (MPH 

repeating unit-Hs).  

2.4.1.2. Synthesis of sample 1 (1:3) 

Yield = 0.89 g; DS = 0.35/anhydroglucose repeating unit.  

FT-IR = 1742 cm
-1

 (COEster), 2928 cm
-1

 (CH stretch), 1429 cm
-1

 (CH2 bending), 1043 cm
-1

 

(COC stretch), 3417 cm
-1

 (OH stretch). 

1
HNMR (δ ppm, 400 MHz, DMSO-d6) = 1.98 (CH3 of acetyl group), 3.02-4.71 (MPH 

repeating unit-Hs).  

2.4.1.3. Synthesis of sample 2 (1:6) 

Yield = 1.02 g; DS = 0.81/anhydroglucose repeating unit.  
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FT-IR = 1744 cm
-1

 (COEster), 2931 cm
-1

 (CH stretch), 1433 cm
-1

 (CH2 bending), 1045 cm
-1

 

(COC stretch), 3422 cm
-1

 (OH stretch). 

1
HNMR (δ ppm, 400 MHz, DMSO-d6) = 1.96 (CH3 of acetyl group), 3.02-4.73 (MPH 

repeating unit-Hs).  

2.4.1.4. Synthesis of sample 3 (1:9) 

Yield = 1.18 g; DS = 1.74/anhydroglucose repeating unit.  

FT-IR = 1745 cm
-1

 (COEster), 2929 cm
-1

 (CH stretch), 1432 cm
-1

 (CH2 bending), 1042 cm
-1

 

(COC stretch), 3429 cm
-1

 (OH stretch). 

1
HNMR (δ ppm, 400 MHz, DMSO-d6) = 1.97 (CH3 of acetyl group), 3.01-4.73 (MPH 

repeating unit-Hs).  

2.4.1.5. Determination of degree of substitution (DS) 

The DS of acetylation on MPH was calculated by acid-base titration method. For this 

purpose, 100 mg of AMPH was added in 50 mL of 0.1M NaOH aqueous solution and stirred 

continuously overnight for complete saponification. The pH of the solution was maintained at 

7.0 by adding 0.01M HCl solution. Then a known quantity of 1M NaOH solution was added 

to the neutral solution and excess base was neutralized with 0.1M HCl solution. DS of 

acetylation was calculated using following formula (Eq. 1); 

 

 

.  

.s r

n NaOH M RU
DS

M M RCO n NaOH

  
   

               (Eq. 1) 

where, n.NaOH is the number of moles of NaOH added after saponification, M (RU) is molar 

mass of repeating unit of the polymer, Ms is the mass of sample taken and Mr (RCO-) is 

molar mass of ester functionality. 
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2.4.2. Succinylation of MPH 

2.4.2.1. Synthesis of MPH-Suc conjugate  

The suspension of MPH (2.0 g) was prepared in N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) by 

continuous stirring for 30 min at 80 °C under inert atmosphere of nitrogen. This suspension 

was stirred with SAn (7.4 g) at 80 °C for 6 h. MPH-Suc conjugate was precipitated with 

ethanol (250 mL). The precipitates were washed thrice with ethanol (100 mL) to get rid of 

leftover SAn and succinic acid by-product. The precipitates were ground to powder after 

drying in vacuum desiccator.  

Yield: 3.05 (84%); DS = 2.78/anhydroglucose repeating unit.  

FT-IR = 1746 cm
-1

 (COEster), 2939 cm
-1

 (CH stretch), 1441 cm
-1

 (CH2 bending), 1043 cm
-1

 

(COC stretch), 3409 cm
-1

 (OH stretch). 

CP/MAS 
13

C NMR (δ ppm, 700 MHz, 5000 scan) = 36.23-38.67 (Cs of succinate group), 

171.79 (C=0 of ester), 175.31 (C=0 of succinic acid), 72.43-103.53 (MPH repeating unit-Cs).  

2.4.2.2. Synthesis of MPH-Suc-Na 

The dried MPH-Suc was stirred with saturated solution of NaHCO3 for 2 h to prepare MPH-

Suc-Na. The precipitates were filtered and washed with distilled water until pH of the 

solution becomes neutral. 

FT-IR = 1744 cm
-1

 (COEster), 2937 cm
-1

 (CH stretch), 1442 cm
-1

 (CH2 bending), 1050 cm
-1

 

(COC stretch), 3406 cm
-1

 (OH stretch). 

2.4.2.3. Theoretical yield of MPH-Suc 

The yield of MPH-SAn can be calculated theoretically using the expression given in Eq. 2; 

         
polymer suc

polymer suc suc

polymer suc

m
Theoretical yield m DS M

M







 
     

 

                     (Eq. 2) 

where, Mpolymer-Suc and Msuc are  the molecular masses of conjugate and succinate, 

respectively.  
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2.4.2.4. Determination of DS by acid base titration 

To determine DS using acid base titration after saponification, MPH-Suc (100 mg) was 

suspended in NaHCO3 solution (0.02 M, 100 mL) for 2 h at 25 ºC. The suspension was then 

filtered and soluble portion was titrated against 0.02 M HCl using indicator, methyl orange. 

This gives the volume of HCl used. Now the DS of free –COOH groups can be calculated 

from number of moles of free carboxylic acid groups (n) using Eq. 3 and 4; 

                

3 3

n
suc V M V M

NaHCO NaHCO HCl HCl
               (Eq. 3) 

162.14   
   

100   

suc

polymer suc suc

n
DS

m n




 
               (Eq. 4) 

where, nsuc and mpolymer-suc are the  number of moles of free carboxylic acid groups and mass 

of MPH-Suc, respectively. 

2.5. Thermogravimetric analysis 

2.5.1. Thermal analysis and degradation kinetics 

Thermal decomposition temperatures, initial (Tdi), maximum (Tdm) and final (Tdf) of each 

thermal degradation step were calculated from TG curves of MPH and AMPH. Different 

isoconversional methods were employed for the kinetic studies of thermal data. The FWO 

method (Flynn, 1990; Ozawa, 1965) is attracting vigil eye of researchers (Mothé and de 

Miranda, 2013; Sathasivamand Haris, 2012; Hussain et al., 2014) due to model free approach 

for the calculation of kinetic parameters. It was the first isoconversional linear integral 

method and used following equation; 

 
5.331 1.052a a

g

AE E
ln ln

R RT



                 (Eq. 5) 

where, β the heating rate; A the pre-exponential factor; R the general gas constant and T is the 

temperature at the conversion rate (α). The α is calculated by using below given relation; 
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m m






                  (Eq. 6) 

 where, m˳ and mf are the initial and final mass, respectively;  mt is the sample mass at any 

temperature T. 

Flynn-Waal-Ozawa (FWO) method may be termed as a model-free approach because it is 

based on the assumption that rate of thermal degradation reaction depends upon temperature 

only for a fixed extent of conversion. For a fixed value of α at different heating rates, a graph 

is plotted between logβ and 1000 T
-1

 which gives a straight line graph and the value of Ea is 

calculated by the slope of this straight line graph. 

In Kissinger’s method, it was assumed that the temperature of maximum deflection in 

differential thermal analysis is also the temperature at which the reaction rate is maximum. 

Kissinger’s method (Kissinger, 1957) uses following equation; 

2
  a

m m

E
ln constant

T RT


                 (Eq. 7) 

A plot of log(β/Tm
2
) versus 1000 Tm

-2
 for a constant conversion gives the Ea at that 

conversion.  

Equation for the determination of shape index by Kissinger method is given below which can 

be used to find out the order of reaction n; 

2

2

2

2

L

R

d

dt
S

d

dt





  
  
  


  
  
  

                    (Eq. 8) 

The values of (d
2
α/dt

2
)L and (d

2
α/dt

2
)R are obtained from the 2DTG curve where subscripts 

“L” and “R” indicate the data on left and right sides of the 2DTG peak. The value of “S” 

helps to calculate the n using equation as under; 

  1.88          0.45                    n S S             (Eq. 9) 
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 0.5 1.26       0.45n S S               (Eq. 10) 

Integral procedural decomposition temperature (IPDT) and comprehensive index of intrinsic 

thermal stability (ITS) were calculated to evaluate the thermal stabilities of the samples using 

method proposed by (Doyle, 1961). The IPDT and ITS values were determined from TG 

curves of all four heating rates and mean values are reported for MPH and AMPH. The 

thermodynamic parameters such as change in enthalpy (∆H), change in entropy (∆S) and 

change in Gibbs free energy (∆G) were also calculated following a reported method (Eyring 

and Polanyi, 1931). The data were analyzed by the use of Universal Analysis 2000 software, 

version 4.2E (TA Instruments, USA), and MS Excel
®
2010. 

2.6. Dynamic swelling and stimuli responsive on-off switching of MPH 

2.6.1. Flow-ability parameters of MPH 

2.6.1.1. Angle of repose 

Angle of repose was determined by fixed funnel method in order to study the flow-ability of 

hydrogel (Well and Aulton, 1988).
 
Powdered hydrogel was allowed to fall through fixed 

funnel on a graph paper. Angle of repose (θ) was determined by calculating the height (h) and 

radius (r) of heap by the Eq. 11; 

Tan
h

r
                 (Eq. 11) 

2.6.1.2. Bulk and tap density 

Volume of hydrogel (Vb) was recorded by placing hydrogel (1.0 g) in graduated cylinder. 

Tapped volume (Vt) was noted after tapping graduated cylinder 100 times. Bulk density (Db) 

and tap density (Dt) were calculated by Eq. 12 and 13 respectively; 

 b

   
D

      b

Weight of hydrogel

Volumeof hydrogel V
             (Eq. 12) 

 t

   
D

    t

Weight of hydrogel

Tapped volume V
              (Eq. 13) 
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2.6.1.3. Hausner ratio and Carr’s index 

Hausner ratio and Carr’s index are frequently employed to study flow properties of hydrogels 

(Well and Aulton 1988). Hausner ratio is the ratio of tap density to bulk density given by the 

Eq. 14; 

   t

b

D
Hausner ratio H

D
              (Eq. 14) 

whereas Carr’s index is the percentage ratio representing arrangement of particles and is 

calculated by Eq. 15; 

 '   100  1  b

t

D
Carr s index C

D

 
   

 
            (Eq. 15) 

where, Db and Dt are bulk and tap densities, respectively. 

2.6.2. Moisture content 

Sartorius Thermo Control Infrared Dryer (YTC 01L, Germany) was used to determine 

moisture content of MPH. Weight of hydrogel was recorded before and after drying at 105 °C 

for 1 h. 

2.6.3. Centrifuge retention capacity 

Water retention capacity or centrifuge retention capacity was assessed by centrifuging freshly 

prepared solution of hydrogel (1% w/w) in deionized water at 4500 rpm for 30 min at room 

temperature. Supernatant was decanted and weight of wet sediment paste was noted. This wet 

sediment paste was completely dried at 70 °C and weight of the dried mass was noted. Water 

retention capacity is the ratio of weight of wet sediment mass to dried mass (Ring, 1985; 

Peerapattana et al., 2010). 
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2.6.4. Solubility of hydrogel 

Supernatants obtained during water retention capacity were dried at 110 °C to constant 

weight. Solubility of hydrogel is actually amount of this dried mass and is calculated as %age 

of initial mass of hydrogel. 

2.6.5. Swelling capacity 

Tapped volume of powdered hydrogel (1.0 g) was noted by tapping the graduated cylinder 

100 times. Then deionized water was added in it and was mixed it thoroughly to scatter the 

hydrogel and then volume was adjusted to 100 cm
3
. Sediment volume of swollen hydrogel 

was observed after keeping for 24 h and swelling capacity (v/v) was calculated as ratio of 

swollen to tapped volume. Swelling capacity can be determined using Eq. 16; 

 
 

    /
 

Swollenvolume
Swelling capacity v v

Tapped volume
            (Eq. 16) 

2.6.6. Dynamic and equilibrium swelling 

To find out pH dependent swelling, MPH (0.5 g) was packed in cellophane bags and then 

soaked in hydrochloric acid buffer (pH 1.2), phosphate buffers (pH 6.8 and 7.4) and 

deionized water for 24 h. The pH values were calibrated precisely using pH meter (JENWAY 

3510, UK). Weight of swollen hydrogel was noted after regular intervals for 24 h and 

swelling capacity (g/g) was calculated by Eq. 17; 

  0

0

    / t cW W W
Swelling capacity g g

W

 
            (Eq. 17) 

where, Wt is the weight of swollen hydrogel with wet cellophane bag, W0 is the weight of dry 

hydrogel and Wc is weight of wet cellophane bag. 

The normalized degree of swelling, Qt is the ratio of media (buffers of pH 1.2, 6.8, 7.4 and 

deionized water) penetrated into gel to initial weight of hydrogel at time t and can be 

calculated using Eq. 18; 
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                (Eq. 18) 

where, Ws is the weight of swollen hydrogel at time t, Wd is the weight of dried hydrogel at 

time t=0 and Wt is the weight of water penetrated into the gel at time t. 

Normalized equilibrium degree of swelling, Qe is the ratio of media penetrated into hydrogel 

at t∞ to weight of dried hydrogel at t=0. It can be determined by the Eq. 19; 

d e
e

d d

W W W
Q

W W

                 (Eq. 19) 

where, W∞ is the weight of swelling hydrogel at time t∞ when swelling remains constant, Wd is 

the weight of dried hydrogel at t=0 and We is amount of water absorbed by hydrogel at t∞. 

 

2.6.7. Swelling kinetics 

Normalized degree of swelling (Qt) and normalized equilibrium degree of swelling (Qe) 

values can be used to find the kinetic order of swelling (Diez-Pena et al., 2002). 

For second order kinetics, Eq. 20 can be used (Krusic and Filipovic, 2006); 

2

1
 

t e e

t t

Q KQ Q
                (Eq. 20) 

The plot between 
𝑡

𝑄𝑡
 on y-axis and t on x-axis should be a linear line with slope of  

1

𝑄𝑒
 and 

intercept of  
1

𝐾𝑄𝑒
2 . 

2.6.8. Preparation of buffer solutions 

Acidic buffer solution (pH 1.2) was prepared by mixing 0.2 M KCl solution (250 mL) with 

0.2 M HCl solution (425 mL) in a volumetric flask and total volume of resultant solution was 

diluted to 1 dm
3
 with distilled water. For the preparation of buffer solution of pH 6.8; 0.2 M 

potassium dihydrogen phosphate solution (250 mL) and 0.2 M NaOH solution (112 mL) were 

mixed in 1 dm
3
 volumetric flask and volume was adjusted to 1 dm

3
 with distilled water.  
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Buffer solution of pH 7.4 was prepared by mixing 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen phosphate 

(250 mL) solution with 0.2 M NaOH solution (195.5 mL) and volume of solution was made 

up to 1 dm
3
 with distilled water.  

2.6.9. Swelling in salt solutions 

Swelling behavior of MPH was recorded by soaking hydrogel containing cellophane bags in 

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 M solutions of NaCl and KCl at 25 °C and equilibrium 

swelling was recorded after 24 h using Eq. 17. 

2.6.10.  Swelling at different temperatures 

Thermoresponsive swelling of weighed hydrogel was investigated by hanging hydrogel 

keeping cellophane bags in deionized water at 20, 30, 40 and 50 °C for 24 h. Weight of 

swollen hydrogel was noted after regular intervals and swelling index was calculated. 

2.6.11.  Swelling-deswelling behavior in response to external stimuli 

Gravimetric method was employed to monitor swelling and deswelling of MPH. The 

hydrogel was allowed to swell in deionized water for 1 h and then immersed in pure ethanol 

to measure its weight as a function of deswelling time for 1 h.  

In another experiment, swelling-deswelling behaviour was studied by using buffer solutions 

(pH 7.4 and 1.2). Hydrogel was kept in pH 7.4 buffer for 1 h to determine its swelling and 

then allowed to deswell for 1 h in buffer solution (pH 1.2). Similarly, swelling-deswelling 

was studied in water and 0.9% aqueous NaCl solution. These swelling-deswelling cycles 

were recorded for four times. All experiments were performed three times and mean values 

were reported. 

2.6.12. Scanning electron microscopy 

The surface morphology and internal structure of MPH were analyzed by SEM. For this 

purpose, 0.1 g powder of dried hydrogel was mixed in deionized water (2 mL) with mixer 

mill and further sonicated for 30 min to remove air bubbles. The swollen MPH was frozen at 
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-20 °C and then freeze-dried. Afterwards, the transverse and vertical cross-sections of 

hydrogel were obtained by using sharp blade to reveal its porous nature. The obtained cross-

sections were mounted on aluminum stub with silver paint and further coated with gold using 

sputter coater (Denton, Desk V HP) operating at 40 mA for 30 s under vacuum before 

analysis. SEM of MPH air dried gel and surface of tablet was also performed. 

2.7. Formulation design for MPH 

Tablets of DS, TF and LS were prepared. Physical mixture of tablets was prepared with MPH 

to examine MPH as sustained/targeted release matrix.  

2.7.1. Preparation of tablets 

The evaluation of MPH as sustained release agent for oral drug delivery systems was carried 

out using DS as a model drug. Wet granulation method was employed to prepare tablets. For 

this purpose, MPH, DS and microcrystalline cellulose were passed through 40-mesh sieve, 

thoroughly homogenized with pestle and mortar, and granulated with solution of 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP K30) in isopropyl alcohol. The resultant wet mass was passed 

through 20-mesh sieve after drying at 40 °C and then lubricated with magnesium stearate. 

Rotary tablet press fitted with 11 mm punch was used to prepare the tablet (350 ± 5 mg). The 

manufactured tablets were studied for their hardness, thickness and friability, which were 

found in the range of 6-7 kg cm
-2

, 4.15-4.19 mm and 0.82-0.96%, respectively. Later on, 

tablets were evaluated to study the effect of MPH on the release behavior of DS. Table 1 

shows the composition of different formulations of DS using MPH.  
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Table 2.1. Composition of DS formulation to study MPH as an oral drug delivery system. 

Formulation composition 

(mg/tablet) 

F1 F2 F3 

MPH 100 150 200 

DS 100 100 100 

Microcrystalline cellulose 125 75 25 

PVP K30 20 20 20 

Magnesium stearate 

Total weight 

5  

350 

5 

350 

5 

350 

 

Table 2.2. Composition of LS formulations to study GX as an oral drug delivery system. 

Formulation composition 

(mg/tablet) 

GXF F1 F2 F3 

GX 125 75 100 125 

LS  100 100 100 

Microcrystalline cellulose 155 105 80 55 

Tragacanth  15 15 15 15 

Magnesium stearate 5 5  5 5 

Total weight  300 300 300 
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Table 2.3. Composition of TF formulations to study GX as an oral drug delivery system. 

Formulation composition 

(mg/tablet) 

GXF F1 F2 F3 

GX 125 75 100 125 

TF  100 100 100 

Microcrystalline cellulose 155 105 80 55 

Tragacanth  15 15 15 15 

Magnesium stearate 5 5  5 5 

Total weight 300 300 300 300 

 

2.7.2. Pre-compression evaluation  

For the preparation of different formulations, granules were prepared using lubricant. Flow 

properties and compressibility of each formulation like angle of repose, tap density, bulk 

density, Hausner ratio and Carr’s index were evaluated before pressing tablets. All 

investigations were carried out thrice and mean values were shown.  

2.7.3. Post-compression evaluation 

Various parameters such as hardness, thickness, diameter, weight variation and friability of 

tablets were evaluated using standard procedures (Lachman et al., 1987).  

2.7.4. Diameter, thickness and hardness test  

Ten tablets of each formulation were randomly chosen and tested for diameter, thickness and 

hardness through hardness tester (Pharma Test, PTB 311E, Germany). Mean values for each 

test are reported. 
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2.7.5. Weight variation test 

For each formulation, twenty tablets were randomly taken and weighed on analytical balance 

(Shimadzu, Japan) for weight variation test. Mean values are reported and used in 

calculations. 

2.7.6. Friability test 

For each formulation, selected tablets (10) were placed in friability tester (Pharma Test, PTF 

10E, Germany). The tablets were rotated for 4 min at 25 rpm. After this, tablets were 

carefully weighed. Friability was determined as percentage mass loss by Eq. 21;  

 
 

    %     100
i f

i

W W
Weight loss

W


                  (Eq. 21) 

where, Wi and Wf are the weight of the tablet before and after friability test, respectively. 

2.7.7. Content uniformity 

Contents of various drugs, DS, TF and LS in different tablet formulations were studied by 

selecting and crushing ten tablets of each formulation in pestle and mortar. The resultant 

powder was weighed and mixed with methanol in 50 mL flask. Absorbance of DS, TF and 

LS was noted at 276, 273 and 276 nm, respectively using UV/Vis spectrophotometer. The 

observed values of absorbance for DS, TF and LS were compared with standard values and 

percentage of each drug was calculated. 

2.8. Dynamic swelling and stimuli responsive evaluation of formulations 

Tablet formulations of MPH were examined for their on-off switching and stimuli sensitive 

properties.  

2.8.1. pH sensitive swelling of MPH containing tablet formulations 

Various tablet formulations of TF, DS and LS were evaluated for their swelling behaviour in 

buffer solutions of pH 1.2, 6.8 7.4 and water at body temperature for 16 h. Buffer solutions 
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were prepared according to standard procedure reported in United States Pharmacopeia 

(USP). Tablet containing cellophane bags were placed in buffer solution of different pH and 

water. In this way, swelling of four tablets of each formulation was studied. After fixed 

intervals of time, weight of swelling tablets was carefully noted by removing cellophane bags 

from media. Then cellophane bags were again placed in respective media. Swelling index 

(g/g) was determined using Eq. 22; 

 
   

    /   t w i

i

W W W
Swelling index g g

W

 
            (Eq. 22) 

where, Wt is the weight of cellophane bag with swollen tablet, Ww is the weight of wet 

cellophane bag and Wi is the weight of dry tablet. 

2.8.2. Swelling kinetics 

For the calculation of swelling kinetics of each formulation from swelling index, same 

method was adopted as for powdered MPH.  

2.8.3. Evaluation of salt solution responsive swelling 

Tablets of various formulations were prepared and evaluated for swelling in different 

concentrations of NaCl and KCl solutions. For this purpose, molar solutions of NaCl and KCl 

(0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 M) were prepared and accurately weighed tablets of 

different formulations were placed in these solutions.  Swelling index was noted using the 

same method which was previously applied for powder hydrogel. 

2.8.4. Stimuli responsive swelling-deswelling (on-off) behavior 

Prepared tablets were evaluated for on-off switching in water-ethanol, water-NaCl solution, 

and buffer solutions of pH 1.2 and 7.8.  To evaluate swelling, tablets of each formulation 

were placed in cellophane bags and then allowed to swell in swelling media (deionized water 

and pH 7.4). After 1 h, cellophane bags were carefully weighed. Then cellophane bags 

containing swollen tablets were placed in deswelling media (normal saline, ethanol and pH 

1.2) for 1 h. After that, weight of deswelled tablets was noted. The swelling-deswelling 
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cycles were performed four times. For accurate results, each experiment was repeated thrice. 

Swelling index was calculated in the same manner as for powdered hydrogel.   

2.8.5. In-vitro drug release study of DS, TF and LS 

The effect of MPH on the release of DS tablets was studied in SGF (900 mL, pH 1.2) for 2 h 

using USP dissolution apparatus II. The tablets were then shifted to SIF (900 mL, pH 7.4) 

and release behaviour was studied for 14 h at 37 °C and 50 rpm. After fixed time intervals, 

from SGF and SIF media, sample (5 mL) was withdrawn, filtered, diluted (if necessary) and 

analyzed using UV/Vis spectrophotometer at λmax; 276 nm. Fresh SGF or SIF was added to 

release media to make up the deficiency of withdrawn volume. The experiment was 

performed in triplicate and cumulative percentage of drug release was expressed according to 

mean values. The results of MPH containing formulations were compared with commercial 

formulation of DS (Voltral
®

 SR 100 tablet). Similarly, TF and LS release from MPH was 

observed at λmax; 273 nm and 276 nm, respectively.   

2.8.6. Drug release mechanism 

The drug release from water-swellable polymers is mainly controlled by diffusion mechanism 

which can be better explained by power law (Korsmeyer et al., 1983) given in Eq. 23; 

nt
p

M
k t

M

                (Eq. 23) 

where, Mt/M∞ is the fraction of drug released in time t, kp is the power law constant and n is 

the diffusion exponent.  

The drug release mechanism corresponds to value of this diffusion coefficient (n). The drug 

release from hydrogel follows FD if the value of n is 0.45. The mechanism will be non-FD 

(controlled by both swelling and diffusion) when the value of n ranges between 0.45 and 

0.89. If value of n is greater than 0.89, the mechanism is super case-II transport in which rate 

remains constant for longer period of time and shows exponential increase in drug release at 

the end due to matrix erosion (Ritger and Peppas, 1987; Siepmann and Peppas, 2001). 
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2.9. Bactericidal effect of GX mediated synthesis of Ag NPs 

2.9.1. Preparation of AgNO3 solution 

AgNO3 (0.85, 1.27 and 1.7 g) was dissolved in deionized water to prepare 50, 75 and 100 

mmol solutions respectively. 

2.9.2. Preparation of GX solution 

The solution of GX was obtained by dissolving 0.1 g of MPH in deionized water (10 mL). 

2.9.3. Synthesis of Ag NPs mediated by MPH 

Freshly prepared MPH solution (2 mL) was homogenized with AgNO3 (50 mmol, 2 mL) 

solution. The mixture was exposed to sunlight and diffused sunlight assisted reduction of 

silver ions was monitored by recording the absorption of the reaction mixtures in a 

wavelength ( 800-200 nm) on the UV/Vis spectrophotometer over a period of 24 h. Using 

same procedure, colour changes were also observed for AgNO3 (75 and 100 mmol) solutions, 

respectively. 

2.9.4. FT-IR spectroscopy 

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra of MPH with or without Ag NPs were recorded 

using the KBr pellet technique. The samples and pellets were desiccated under vacuum 

before examination. 

2.9.5. SEM 

Tomography of MPH and Ag NPs loaded MPH was observed using SEM. Microtomes were 

taken from GX and silver nanoparticles loaded GX and analyzed on SEM with carbon stubs 

(carbon adhesive Leit-Tabs No. G 3347, (PLANO GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany). 

2.9.6. TEM 

Freshly prepared Ag NPs were isolated from solution by centrifugation and studied by TEM 

on a Philips 420 instrument with an acceleration voltage of 120 kV. The samples were made 

by drop casting on a carbon-coated Cu TEM grid. 
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2.9.7. PXRD 

The structure of Ag NPs was also investigated by diffraction pattern recorded on an X’Pert 

PRO MPD (PANalytical, Netherlands) diffractometer equipped with monochromatic X-rays 

over a 2θ of range of 5°–100°.  

2.9.8. Antimicrobial activity of Ag NPs 

Antimicrobial activity of Ag NPs was studied against bacterial (E. coli, B. subtilis, S. aureus, 

P. aeruginosa and S. epidermidis) and fungal strains (Actinomycetes, P. notatum, Rhizopus 

and Aspergillus niger) using disc diffusion method. Mueller-Hinton agar media (Oxoid Ltd., 

Hampshire, UK) and Sabouraud dextrose agar (Hardy Diagnostics, Santa Maria, CA, USA) 

were used to grow bacterial and fungal strains respectively. Microbial cultures were 

inoculated for 24 h at 37 °C for bacterial and 30-37 h at 27-30 °C for fungal strains. After 7 

days, fungal cultures were washed with normal saline solution and filtered through aseptic 

glass wool before incubating at 28 °C. The cultures containing tubes were shaken at times to 

speed up the growth of the microbial strains. The turbidity of the inoculums was attuned by 

0.5 McFarland Standards. 

Bacterial strains were uniformly spread on Mueller-Hinton agar plates and discs (6 mm) of 

Whatman filter paper No. 1 loaded with nanoparticles were carefully placed on it. Deionized 

water was used as negative control. The culture plates were incubated for 24 h at 37 °C. All 

experiments were repeated three times and the mean values were reported. 

To perform MIC and to get reasonable response a standard number of colony forming units 

(CFU) were maintained for different bacterial strain, though it is difficult to maintain the 

exact no of CFU for all strain. Because different bacterial species have different optical 

densities due to their variable sizes, cell wall textures and turbidity of growth media, so for 

the certainty of uniform number of bacteria, a set of graph was prepared by studying the log 

and Decline curve for each bacterial strain. Thus, a final concentration of 5 × 10
6
 CFU/mL 
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was measured. MIC was determined using serial dilutions of Ag NPs from 200 to 0.390 

μg/mL. 

2.10. Evaluation of Wound healing 

2.10.1. Preparation of wound dressing 

MPH based Ag NPs were examined for the healing of wounds. For this purpose, dressing 

patch was prepared. The dressing consists of two layers, cubic porous adhesive (USP) 

backing membrane (4×4 cm) and the cubic sterile cotton patch (2×2 cm). The hydrogel 

wetted dressing was then dipped in solution of nanoparticles and placed on adhesive 

membrane. 

2.10.2. Strategy adapted  

Healthy male albino rabbits (2.2±0.2 kg, n=3) were divided into three groups with three 

rabbits each.  The rabbits were kept under standard condition and provided with usual food 

for 48 h. The shaving of hairs from rear leg was done after giving anesthesia to rabbits. 

Biopsy punch was used to make a wound (6 mm). The patch impregnated with silver 

nanoparticles was placed on wound in test group while Band-aid
®
 dressing was used to cure 

wounds in standard group. Tracing paper was used to evaluate progress of wound healing 

(Lee and Tong, 1968). 

Similar study was carried out on Wistar rats (350 ± 20 g, n=6) by making wound on dorsal 

thoracic region. The samples of wound tissue of rat model preserved in 10% neutral buffer 

formalin were histopathologically examined. Briefly, before sectioning, tissue sample were 

embedded in paraffin. Later on with cryomicrotome (Leica RM 2145, Germany) tissue 

samples were cut into small sections (4 μm) and stained by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 

staining. Following H&E staining, the slides were observed for histological changes under an 

optical microscope (Olympus, BX-41).    
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2.10.3. Estimation of collagen 

After the regeneration of wounds, collagen was sliced and washed with sodium acetate (0.5 

M). It was then stirred with acetic acid for 48 h (0.5 M, 10% w/v). After this, centrifugation 

of suspension was carried out at 5000 g for 2 h. For this purpose, regenerated tissue of the 

wound was chopped and suspended into 0.5 M acetic acid (10% w/v) after being washed with 

0.5 M sodium acetate. It was stirred for 48 h and then centrifuged for 2 h at 5000 g. Collagen 

was filtered after precipitating with sodium chloride (10% w/v) solution (Lee and Tong, 

1968). 

2.11. Toxicological evaluation of MPH 

2.11.1. Protocols 

Toxicological evaluation was performed using Swiss albino mice (24-29 g) of either sex 

which were brought from the animal house of University of Sargodha, Sargodha, Pakistan. 

Animals were carefully examined for any condition of sickness and anomalies before placing 

in neat and clean cages at room temperature. The animals were exposed to light for regular 

intervals (12 h light and dark alternately). Animals were provided with standard diet and tap 

water. All tests and procedures conformed to the Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) 

regulations as described by United States Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) and 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Test Guidelines 425 

(Up and Down Procedure). Before starting experiment, approval was taken from The 

Pharmacy Research Ethics Committee of University of Sargodha, Sargodha, Pakistan (Ref. 

No. 75-2014/PREC). The animals were divided into four groups with three animals each. 

Group I was treated with standard diet. However, other groups (II-IV) were provided with 

different amounts of MPH. 
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2.11.2. Evaluation of toxicology 

Animals (7-8 weeks) were transferred to laboratory one week before study so that they can 

adapt environment. To initiate study, mice were retained in fasting period of 12 h. Group I 

was provided with standard diet. Group II-IV were given 1, 2 and 3 g kg
-1

 body weight per 

day water moistened MPH, respectively. After 1 h of administration of MPH, mice were 

given access to tap water and normal diet. The study was carried out for 14 days.  

2.11.3. Study of different parameters 

Animals were carefully examined for toxicity, mortality, illness, diarrhea, sleep, salivation, 

tremors and any change in fur, skin, mucus membranes, behaviour and eyes. 

2.11.4. Estimation of body weight, consumption of food and water 

During the study, weight of each group animals was carefully noted after 1, 3, 7 and 14 days. 

Moreover, food and water consumed by mice of group II-IV were examined and compared 

with animals of group I. 

2.11.5. Ocular irritation 

Ocular irritation test was carried out in six albino rabbits of either sex. MPH was moistened 

with water and placed in conjunctiva of right eye of each albino rabbit. To avoid the loss of 

MPH from eyes, lids were closed with fingers for a while. Examination of eyes were carried 

out for 1, 24, 48, and 72 h for any irritation after the introduction of MPH. Left eye of each 

rabbit was left untreated so that results can be compared. 

2.11.6. Acute dermal toxicity 

Acute dermal toxicity of MPH was carried out using white albino rabbits (six). Rabbits were 

examined carefully for any symptom of illness. After that, hairs of rabbits were shaved. MPH 

was stirred in water to prepare thick paste which was then applied on a 4 ply gauze pad 

(4ʺ×4ʺ). This gauze pad was placed on skin of rabbits and fixed with Micropore™ tape. The 

pads were removed after 24 h and skin was noted for any change in colour. The study 
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remained continuous for 14 days and rabbits were examined for any change in behaviour and 

weight (Saiyad et al., 2015). 

2.11.7. Weights of different organs 

At the end of study, albino mice were sacrificed to examine the autopsy of heart, kidney, 

lungs, spleen, liver and GIT. These vital organs were studied macroscopically for any 

lacerations. After that, absolute weight of organs of control and test animals was noted. The 

relative organ body weight (ROW) was calculated by formula (Sahgal et al., 2010) given in 

Eq. 24; 

Absolute weight of organ
ROW  

total body weight of mice at the end of study
         (Eq. 24) 

2.11.8. Histopathology of vital organs 

Histopathology of various vital body organs was studied to examine the effect of MPH on 

cellular structures. After sacrificing animals, their heart, liver, kidney, intestinal mucosa and 

spleen were preserved in formalin (10% v/v). For this purpose, slides were prepared by 

cutting a small piece of each organ with rotary microtome and the staining with eosin and 

heamatoxylin dyes for microscopic examination. 

2.11.9. Hematological and biochemical analysis of blood 

For hematological and biochemical analysis of blood, blood samples were collected from 

mice before they are sacrificed.  The blood was withdrawn from posterior vena cava with 22 

G syringe by cardiac puncture. Hameoglobin in the blood was calculated using Sahli 

heamometer. Moreover, RBCs, WBCs and platelets count was also studied. Biolyser was 

used for liver profile test, renal function test and lipid profile test like biochemical tests. 

2.11.10. Safety pharmacology study 

Pharmacological activity of each excipient should be mandatory either with toxicology or 

alone according to guidelines of International conference for hormonization (ICH guidance, 

2005). Hearts of albino rabbits were isolated to study the toxicological effect of MPH using a 
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langendorff technique with changes (Langendorff, 1895). Heparin (1000 IU) was injected to 

rabbits to make them unconscious. The heart of the rabbits was removed after surgery along 

with aorta (1 cm) and washed with oxygenated Ringers solution (NaCl, 45.0 g; NaHCO3, 1.0 

g; D-glucose, 5.0 g; KCl, 2.1 g; CaCl2.2H2O, 1.6 g; in 5 L of distilled water). To remove the 

residual blood, heart was repeatedly squeezed during washing. After that, heart was shifted to 

the perfusion apparatus (Radnoti Isolated Heart System, AD Instrument, Australia).  The 

heart was tied to glass cannula through the aorta and mixture of oxygen (95%) and carbon 

dioxide (5%) was continuously bubbled through it at about body temperature.  

For the determination of mechanical force of contraction of hearts, they were attached to a 

Palmer clip on one end and to a force displacement transducer (MLT 844; AD Instruments, 

Australia) on the other end with the help of threads. Lab Chartpro 5 software (AD 

Instruments, Australia) was used to calculate the heart rate. The intensity of signals from 

force transducer increased before sending to an analog-to-digital converter (Power Lab Data 

Acquisition and Analysis system of AD Instruments, Australia).  

The hearts were allowed to stabilize for 30 min before the administration of drug in different 

dozes (10, 100 ng, 1, 10, 100 μg and 1 mg mL
-1

). The force of contraction, heart rate and 

perfusion pressure were noted before and after the drug administration. 

2.12. Determination of the zero point charge pH (pHZPC) 

Solid addition method was used to determine the pH of zero point charge (ZPC) for the 

MPH-Suc-Na (Kumar et al., 2008). For this purpose, MPH-Suc-Na (20 mg) solution in 50 

mL NaNO3 was shaken at 150 rpm for 2 h. Initial pH values (pHi) are attuned in the range of 

2-10 with the addition of either 0.1 M HNO3 or 0.1 M NaOH. The supernatant was decanted 

and final pH values (pHf) are determined. The graph was plotted between difference of initial 

and final pH values (pHi - pHf) and pHi. The point where resultant curve intersects the x-axis 
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is the pHzpc. The polymer surface carries no charge if pH = pHpzc. There will be net negative 

charge if pH > pHpzc and positive charge when pHpzc>pH on the surface of polymer.  

2.13. Removal of heavy metals 

2.13.1. Analysis of ground water 

The ground water taken from different area of Sargodha district was analyzed by different 

analytical techniques and observed to contain following characteristics: 

pH 7.25, total hardness = 1370.8 mg L
-1

 (as CaCO3 and MgCO3
 
), magnesium hardness = 

867.3 mg L
-1

, calcium hardness = 503.5 mg L
-1

, total alkalinity = 497.3 mg L
-1

, P-alkalinity 

(CO3
-2 

) = nil, M-alkalinity (HCO3
-1

) = 497.3 mg L
-1

, chlorides
 
= 1383 mg L

-1
, sulphates = 

203.5 mg L
-1

, nitrates = 25 mg L
-1

, phosphates = 19.7 mg L
-1

, bicarbonates = 717.3 mg L
-1 

, 

carbonates = 0 mg L
-1 

and iron = 0.123 mg L
-1

. 

2.13.2. Preparation of solutions 

Salt of Cd(II) (procured from Panreac, Spain) was dissolved in deionized water to prepare 

stock solution (1000 ppm). The stock solution was further diluted to the aqueous feed initial 

metal concentration for each experiment. Before the start of sorption process, pH of each 

solution was adjusted using sodium hydroxide and nitric acid (> 98%, from Panreac, Spain). 

The buffer solutions of different pH were prepared using Omega 300 pH meter 

(Crison instruments, S.A., Spain). These buffer solutions were used to calibrate the 

pH of various solutions of Cd(II) in all the studies. 

2.13.3. Sorption studies 

The Cd(II) from the solutions were removed using MPH-Suc-Na as sorbent in a batch 

operation process. The sorbent was weighed precisely and added into heavy metal solution in 

250 mL stoppered conical flask. Then it was stirred using shaking thermostat machine. After 

fixed time intervals, the system was decanted first and then filtered to obtain two phases. The 
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concentration of metal Cd(II) in supernatant layer was determined using FAAS at wavelength 

228.8. Sorption capacity of MPH-Suc-Na was calculated by the Eq. 25; 

 
   i e

e

C C
q V

m


                (Eq. 25) 

where, qe (mg g
-1

), Ci, Ce and V (L) are equilibrium adsorption capacity, initial and  

equilibrium  metal ion concentrations (mg L
-1

), and volume  of  the solution used for 

adsorption studies, respectively.  

The %age uptake of heavy metals can be determined using Eq. 26; 

 
      100i e

i

C C
Percentageuptake

C


                        (Eq. 26) 

where, m  (g)  is  the  mass of adsorbent used. 

2.13.4. Effect of initial metal ion concentration 

Initial concentration of each metal ion concentration was adjusted to decide sorbent’s 

maximum sorption capability using FAAS. The sorbent (40 mg) was added in 100 mL 

distilled water containing metal ions and stirred for 30 min at 130 rpm at 298 K. For MPH-

Suc-Na, initial metal ion concentration of different metals ions was changed in the range 20, 

40, 60, 80, 100,120 and 140 mg L
-1

. 

2.13.5. Effect of sorbent dosage 

Like initial concentration of heavy metal ions, amount of sorbent is optimized to get 

maximum sorption efficiency with minimum dose. The sorbent (30-100 mg) was accurately 

weighed, added to optimized Cd(II) solution Cd(II) 60 mg L
-1

 in distilled water (100 mL) and 

stirred for 30 min 130 rpm at 298 K. The equilibrium concentration of metal ion by sorbent 

was determined by FAAS. 

2.13.6. Effect of pH on removal of metal ion 

The extent of ionization and surface charge of the sorbent is changed by changing the pH of 

the solution. Therefore, pH of the solution should be optimized. The optimized amount of 
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sorbent (40 mg) was mixed with solutions of heavy metals such as Cd(II) (60 mg L
-1

) and 

stirred at 130 rpm for 30 min in the pH range of pH 2-7. Metal absorption by MPH-Suc-Na 

sorbent from supernatant was determined using FAAS. 

2.13.7. Effect of contact time 

A fixed concentration of Cd(II) (60 mg L
-1

) in distilled water (100 mL) was mixed with 

optimum quantity of sorbent (40 mg) and stirred in the range of 5-120 min at 130 rpm and 

298 K. The equilibrium concentration of Cd(II) in the solution was determined by noting the 

absorbance using FAAS. 

2.13.8. Effect of temperature on metal ions sorption  

At optimum pH and sorbent amount (40 mg), effect of temperature on the sorption of metal 

ions was evaluated. The sorbent was mixed with solution of Cd(II) (60 mg L
-1

) and stirred for 

30 min at 130 rpm and 298-343 K. 

2.13.9. Sorption kinetics 

Various kinetic models are applied to know about the mechanism and efficiency of sorption. 

These kinetic models are also important to determine rat controlling steps like mass transport 

and chemical reaction processes. These kinetic expressions are studied to evaluate the 

sorption of metal ions on the surface of solids in liquid-solid phase sorption systems. The 

kinetics of removal of heavy metal ions using sorbents was evaluated by pseudo-first 

and pseudo-second order kinetic models. 

Lagergren used charcoal for the sorption of acids such as malonic and oxalic acid. He applied 

pseudo-first order equation to study kinetics of sorption (Lagergren, 1898). Nowadays 

sorption of metal ions, dyes and organic compounds from solutions is determined using 

pseudo-first order kinetics model (Yuh-Shan, 2004). According to this model, rate of sorption 

is directly proportional to available vacant sites and is expressed in Eq. 27; 

 1   t
e t

dq
k q q

dt
               (Eq. 27) 
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where, qt, qe and k1 (g mg
-1 

min
-1

) are amounts of metal ions sorbed at time t, equilibrium and 

rate constant of the pseudo-first order equation respectively.  

Above equation can be integrated and rearranged to get Eq. 28; 

  1 
2.303

e t e

k
log q q logq t                          (Eq. 28) 

The kinetic model will be applicable if plot between 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑞𝑒 − 𝑞𝑡) and t gives straight line 

(Aksu, 2001). For pseudo-first order model, qe is determined by keeping t = ∞. 

The pseudo-second order model is based on the efficiency of sorption by solid sorbents (Ho 

and McKay, 1999). According to this model, rate of sorption is directly related to square of 

the number of vacant sites and can be shown by Eq. 29; 

 
2t

e t

dq
k q q

dt
                   (Eq. 29) 

where, qt, qe and k1 (g mg
-1 

min
-1

) are amounts of metal ions sorbed at time t, equilibrium and 

rate constant of the pseudo-second order equation, respectively. 

By integrating and rearranging above equation, we get Eq. 30; 

2

1
     

t e e

t t

q kq q
                 (Eq. 30) 

The pseudo-second order model will be applicable only if the plot between t/qt and t provides 

straight line. The slope and intercept of the straight line can be used to determine values of qe 

and k respectively. The pseudo-second order kinetic model takes into account the 

chemisorption as rate determining step and can be applied over the range of time of sorption 

process.  

2.14. Sorption isotherm models 

An expression which explains the quantity of sorbate per unit mass of sorbent (qe, mg g
-1

) is 

called sorption isotherm. It also describes the concentration of sorbate in the bulk solution 

(Ce, mg L
-1

) in equilibrium at particular temperature (Ofomaja, 2010).  At sorption 
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equilibrium, concentrations are same in both phases. This is because sorption and desorption 

rates become equal. The importance of sorption isotherms can be understood from the 

fact that it is used to predict mechanism of sorption along with surface characteristics 

and attraction of sorbent with metal ions (Ho et al. 2002). Freundlich and Langmuir 

isotherms are valuable in this regard. 

2.14.1. Freundlich isotherm 

Freundlich sorption isotherm depends upon the following postulates (Freundlich, 1906); 

i. Adsorption of metal ions in multilayer on heterogeneous surface 

ii. There is exponential elation between adsorption sites and heat of sorption 

iii. The sites which have greater attraction with metals ions are occupied in preference. 

Moreover, with increase in occupation of sites, further binding tendency reduces. The 

expression of Freundlich model  is shown in Eq. 31; 

1

  n
e F eq k C               (Eq. 31) 

By taking logarithm of above expression we get Eq. 32; 

1
     e F elogq logk logC

n
              (Eq. 32) 

where, Ce (mg L
-1

), qe (mg g
-1

), kF and n are metal ions concentration at equilibrium in 

solution, metal ions removal/g of the sorbent, capacity and intensity of sorption respectively. 

The process of metal ion sorption will be auspicious if value of sorption intensity is more than 

unity (Mohanty et al., 2006). The isotherm model will be effective in liquid-solid systems 

if there is linear relation between logqe and logCe. The value of n and kF can be 

determined from the slope and intercept of linear line (Kamal, 2010). 

2.14.2. Langmuir isotherm 

Langmuir isotherm model is based on the following assumptions (Langmuir, 1916); 
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i. Adsorption of metal ions on sorbent in monolayer 

ii. The sorbate has same attraction for all adsorbent sites 

iii. There is no affinity of metals ions with each other. 

The Langmuir model expression is given in Eq. 33; 

 
1

max e
e

e

Q bC
q

bC



              (Eq. 33) 

Above equation can be rearranged to get Eq. 34; 

1
       e e

e max max

C C

q Q Q b
 


             (Eq. 34) 

where, Ce (mg L
-1

), qe (mg g
-1

), Qmax (mg g
-1

) and b are metal ions concentration at 

equilibrium in solution, metal ions removal/g of the sorbent, maximum sorption capacity/g of 

sorbent and Langmuir constant, respectively. 

The straight line between Ce/qe and Ce indicates that model is applicable to data. The values 

of Qmax and b can be calculated from slope and intercept from this linear line, respectively. 

Furthermore, the feasibility of adsorption can be explained by dimensionless constant 

separation factor (RL) which can be found by Eq. 35; 

1
 
1 

L

i

R
bC




              (Eq. 35) 

where, b and Ci are the Langmuir constant and initial adsorbate concentration, respectively. 

Adsorption will be unfavourable if value of RL is greater than unity. The values of RL= 1 and 

RL= 0 are for linear adsorption and irreversible adsorption respectively. The adsorption will 

be favourable if value of RL is greater than zero and lesser than unity. 

2.14.3. Ion exchange model 

Boyd (Boyd et al., 1947) derived a rate equation which considered rates of ion exchange 

sorption of a metal ion from aqueous solution through ion exchange mechanism which is 

given as Eq. 36; 
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 log 1    
2.303

S
F t                (Eq. 36) 

and  

F = 
qt

qe
 

where qe and qt are amounts of metal sorbed at equilibrium and time t, respectively and S 

(min
-1

) is a constant. 

2.15. Sorption and desorption  

The sorbents used in the treatment of waste water should be regenerated and reused to make 

this process economical. Thus, sorbent (MPH-SA-Na) was regenerated and reused for 

absorption of metal ions. For this purpose, a sorbent containing metal ion was treated with 

saturated solution of NaCl (brine) to desorb ions. This recovered sorbent adsorbs metal ions. 

The sorbed and desorbed metal ions concentrations were noted by measuring absorbance 

using FAAS.  

The stirring of optimized amount of sorbent (40 mg) was carried out for 30 min at 130 rpm 

after mixing with solutions of metals ion 60 mg L
-1

. The sorbed metal ions concentration was 

determined from absorbance in FAAS. The sorbent is then centrifuged, dried and mixed with 

brine. The mixture was centrifuged and washed with distilled water after keeping overnight. 

The left over brine is tested with silver nitrate solution. Sorption-desorption cycle was carried 

out five times and desorption ratio was calculated as (Eq. 37); 

Amount of desorbed ionsin desorption medium
Desorption ratio = ×100

Amount of adsorbed metalionsonto polym-suc-Na
 (Eq. 37) 

2.16. Thermodynamic parameters determination  

Various thermodynamic factors like changes in free energy (∆G°), enthalpy (∆H°) and 

entropy (∆S°) were calculated to determine whether sorption is feasible and spontaneous or 

not. These thermodynamic factors can be determined using Eq. 38 and 39; 
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   c

S H
lnK

R RT

   
                (Eq. 38) 

  ads
c

e

C
K

C
               (Eq. 39) 

where, Cads and Ce are the amount of metal
 
adsorbed and equilibrium metal ion concentration, 

respectively. The plot between lnKc and 1/T (K
-1

) gives straight line.  The slope and intercept 

this straight line describes values of ∆S° and ∆H° respectively. 

For the calculation of Gibb’s free energy, optimized amount of sorbent (40 mg) was used for 

the uptake of metals ions and sorption isotherm is plotted. Following expression is used to 

calculate Gibbs free energy in Eq. 40; 

  cG RTlnK                (Eq. 40) 

where, R is the gas constant, T (K) is the temperature and Kc (L/mol) is the equilibrium 

constant This equilibrium constant and molar mass can be related with each other as shown in 

Eq. 41 (Gurgel and Gil, 2009); 

c AK bM               (Eq. 41) 

where, b (L/g) is the Langmuir constant and MA (g/mol) is the molar mass of metal ion under 

observation, respectively. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Esterification of MPH 

3.1.1. Acetylation of MPH and characterization 

3.1.1.1. Synthesis of Acetylated MPH 

Acetylation of MPH was carried out to obtain acetylated MPH derivative; AMPH. MPH was 

reacted with acetic anhydride in the presence of DMAP (40 mg in each reaction) as a catalyst 

(Scheme 3.1) which is a widely accepted method for acetylation of polysaccharides. 
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Scheme 3.1. Synthesis of acetylated MPH using acetic anhydride. 

DS of acetyl group onto anhydroglucose unit was calculated in triplicate by acid-base 

titration method and mean values are being shown in Table 3.1. The DS range of newly 

synthesized AMPH derivatives was found between 0.35-1.86. Maximum DS (1.86) of 

acetylation was obtained using large molar ratio (1:12) of acetic anhydride to anhydroglucose 

unit in the presence of DMAP as a catalyst. The reaction conditions and results of syntheses 

are also given in Table 3.1. The products obtained were soluble in DMSO and DMAc. 
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Table 3.1. Reaction conditions and results of acetylation of MPH (1.0 g) using acetic 

anhydride in the presence of DMAP (40 mg) catalyst. 

Sample Molar Ratio
a
 Yield/g DS

b
 Solubility 

AMPH 1 1:3 0.89 0.35 DMSO 

AMPH 2 1:6 1.02 0.81 DMSO, DMAc/LiCl+∆ 

AMPH 3 1:9 1.18 1.74 DMSO, DMAc/LiCl+∆ 

AMPH 4 1:12 1.20 1.86 DMSO, DMAc/LiCl+∆ 

a
Anhydroglucose unit: acetic anhydride; 

b
DS calculated by acid base titration after 

saponification. 

3.1.1.2. FT-IR spectroscopy 

MPH acetates were characterized by FT-IR spectroscopy using KBr pellet technique. The 

spectrum of AMPH 4 showed a distinct ester peak at 1747 cm
-1

 indicating successful 

acetylation of MPH. The characteristic broad peak at 3414 cm
-1 

indicates unmodified OH 

groups having H-bonding. Characteristic signals of COC of polymer backbone centered at 

1047 cm
-1

 whereas, CH2 bending appeared at 1431 cm
-1

. Overlay of FT-IR spectra of MPH 

and AMPH is shown in Figure 3.1. Presence of distinct ester peaks along with all 

characteristic signals of MPH indicated successful formation of AMPH. 
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Fig. 3.1. FT-IR (KBr) spectra of MPH and AMPH showing distinct ester carbonyl signal. 

3.1.1.3.  1
H NMR spectroscopy 

Typical 
1
H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz) spectrum of sample 4 showed the success of 

acetylation. Methyl Hs of acetyl groups attached on to MPH polysaccharides appeared at  

1.97 ppm. The MPH polysaccharide repeating unit Hs were detectable at  3.01-4.70 ppm. 
1
H 

NMR spectrum of AMPH is shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Fig. 3.2. 
1
H NMR (DMSO-d6; 400 MHz; 64 scans) spectrum of AMPH. 
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3.1.2. Succinylation of MPH and characterization 

3.1.2.1. Synthesis of MPH-Suc and MPH-Suc-Na 

Homogeneous reaction conditions were applied to synthesize MPH-Suc in DMAc solvent. 

The hydroxyl groups of MPH are esterified with SA under inert atmosphere of nitrogen at 80 

°C for 24 h using catalyst, DMAP. The product formed was precipitated and washed with 

ethanol. The MPH-Suc was further treated with saturated solution of NaHCO3 at 25 °C for 2 

h. Sodic form of MPH-Suc (MPH-Suc-Na) was obtained in the form of granules after 

neutralizing and washing the suspension. Scheme 3.2 outlines the synthesis of MPH-Suc and 

MPH-Suc-Na. This sodic form of MPH-Suc can be used as potential candidate for the 

sorption of cadmium ions. 
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  Scheme 3.2. Synthesis of MPH-Suc and MPH-Suc-Na under homogenous reaction 

conditions. 

 

3.1.2.2. FT-IR spectroscopy 

FT-IR spectroscopy was employed to confirm the structure of MPH-Suc and its sodium salt. 

FT-IR spectra were acquired by forming KBr discs of MPH, MPH-Suc and MPH-Suc-Na. 

The overlay of FT-IR spectra is shown in Figure 3.3 to examine the desired chemical 
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changes. FT-IR spectrum confirmed the successful succinylation of MPH by the appearance 

of ester carbonyl peak at 1746.1 cm
-1

. Salt formation of MPH-Suc was established by the 

appearance of distinct carboxylate anion peak at 1553.4 cm
-1

. All other discrete peaks of 

MPH are present in the FT-IR spectra of MPH-Suc and MPH-Suc-Na. 

 

Fig. 3.3. FT-IR (KBr) spectra of a) MPH b) MPH-Suc and c) MPH-Suc-Na showing distinct 

signals. 

 

3.2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of MPH and acetylated MPH 

3.2.1. Degradation behaviour 

Thermal degradation behavior of hydrogel of both MPH and AMPH (sample 4) was studied 

in the temperature range of 25-800 °C at multiple heating rates. The TG curves of MPH and 

AMPH showed 9% and 6% mass loss, respectively between 50-130 °C indicating the loss of 
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trapped water (Hussain et al., 2013; Vyazovkin et al., 2011). TGA of both MPH and AMPH 

showed two step degradations. Overlay of TG and DTG curves of MPH and its acetylated 

derivative (Sample 4) recorded at multiple heating rates are shown in Figure 3.4 and results 

are shown in Table 3.2. The initial and final thermal degradation temperatures (Tdi and Tdf, 

respectively) of MPH were found in the range of 248-266 °C and 372-384 °C, respectively 

for first thermal degradation step. The Tdi and Tdf observed for second step were between 

412-427 °C and 499-523 °C, respectively. The average mass loss was approx. 56-58% in the 

first step while 26% in the second step. Whereas, the Tdm values were found in the range of 

293-307 °C and 461-493 °C for degradation step 1 and 2, respectively. 

 

Table 3.2. Thermal decomposition temperatures of MPH and AMPH 4 at various heating 

rates. 

Sample Step 

Tdi 

(°C) 

Tdm 

(°C) 

Tdf 

(°C) 

Mass loss % 

at Tdf 

Char yield Mass 

% 

MPH 

I 248-266 293-307 372-384 56-58 

13-14 at 600 °C 

II 412-427 461-493 499-523 83-84 

AMPH 

I 231-241 315-333 381-404 68-71 

9-11 at 600°C 

II 430-448 469-485 501-517 88-90 
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Fig. 3.4. Overlay TG (a, c) and DTG (b, d) curves of MPH and AMPH 4, respectively at 

multiple heating rates. 

 

Thermal degradation of AMPH at different heating rates (sample 4) showed Tdi values 

between 231-241 °C for first degradation step whereas the Tdf values were found between 

381-404 °C. The first step was major degradation step with 68-71% mass loss. Tdi and Tdf 

were observed in the range of 430-448 °C and 501-517 °C, respectively with 19% mass loss 

for second degradation step of AMPH. The Tdm values of both degradation steps of AMPH 

were found higher than that of MPH in the range of 315-333°C and 469-485 °C for step 1 and 

2, respectively. It is concluded from the comparison of Tdm values of first step of MPH (293-

307 °C) and AMPH (315-333 °C) that significant thermal stability was imparted to MPH 

after acetylation (see Table 3.2). Similarly, higher Tdm values of second step degradation 

were found for AMPH as compared to MP.  Plots of α vs. T curves of first and second 

thermal degradation steps for MPH and AMPH at each heating rate are shown in Figure 3.5 

showing comparable degradation pattern at different heating rates. 
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Fig. 3.5. Plots of α vs. T curves of first (a, c) and second (b, d) thermal degradation steps for 

MPH and AMPH 4, respectively at multiple heating rates. 

 

3.2.2. Degradation Kinetics 

Different kinetic parameters; energy of activation (Ea) and frequency factor (A) were 

calculated using FWO and Kissinger isoconversional methods. The order of thermal 

degradation reactions (n) was calculated by Kissinger method. In FWO method, the Ea 

values for both stages of thermal decomposition were calculated at different conversions (α = 

0.1–0.90 with 0.1 increment) therefore FWO is most trustable method in this regard. The Ea 

values of first and second degradation steps for MPH were found to be 110.33 and 148.90 kJ 

mol
-1

, respectively (Table 3.2). Whereas, the Ea values of both degradation steps of AMPH 

(sample 4) were found to be 108.49 and 153.67 kJ mol
-1 

respectively. The comparable Ea 

values calculated by FWO method showed that acetylation does not significantly affect the 
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degradation rates of MPH. FWO plots between logβ and 1000 T
-1

 (K) for each thermal 

degradation step at several degree of conversion for MPH and AMPH are shown in Figure 

3.6. 

 

Fig. 3.6. FWO plot between logβ and 1000 T
-1

 (K) for first (a, c) and second (b, d) thermal 

degradation steps at several degree of conversion for MPH and AMPH 4, respectively. 

 

In Kissinger method, the maximum decomposition temperature at each heating rate is taken 

in to account and values of Ea were calculated by the slope of straight line graph between 

log(β/Tm
2
) and 1000 Tm

-2
/K (see Table 3.3, Figure 3.7). The Ea values calculated were 

105.04 and 148.91 kJ mol
-1 

for both degradation steps of MP. Whereas, Ea values of both 

degradation steps of AMPH were found to be 105.41 and 163.77 kJ mol
-1

, respectively. The 

Ea values calculated by Kissinger method were in close accordance to those calculated by 

FWO method. Each thermal decomposition step of both MPH and its acetylated derivative 

(AMPH) exhibited first order kinetics as calculated by Kissinger method. Graphs between Ea 
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and α were also plotted (Figure 3.8) and results showed different Ea values for different α 

values. 

 

Fig. 3.7. Plots of Kissinger method between log (β/Tm
2
) and 1000 Tm

-2
/K for first (a, c) 

and second (b, d) thermal degradation step of MPH and AMPH 4, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 3.8. Dependence of Ea on α plots for thermal degradation of MPH and AMPH. 
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3.2.3. Thermodynamic Analysis 

The thermodynamic parameters such as ∆H, ∆G and ∆S were calculated from TG data for 

both MPH and AMPH (see Table 3.3). The IPDT and ITS values are important thermal 

parameters to determine thermal stability calculated from the area under TG curves rather 

than degradation temperatures. The mean value for ITS was found to be 0.55 for both MPH 

and AMPH. ITS values for MPH (0.55 ±0.03) and AMPH (0.55 ±0.02) are higher than the 

similar kind of polysaccharides obtained from Astragalus gummifer (0.38), Acacia nilotica 

(0.40), Argyreia speciosa (0.35), Acacia modesta (0.42), Ocimum basicilicum (0.41), 

Plantago ovata (0.39), Salvia aegyptiaca (0.33) and P. ovata husk (0.41) clearing greater 

stability of MPH and AMPH (Iqbal et al., 2013). Moreover, the mean IPDT values were 

found to be 338 and 346 °C for MPH and AMPH, respectively. Hence, relatively higher 

values of IPDT indicated that AMPH was thermally as stable as MPH. 
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Table 3.3. Thermal degradation kinetics and thermodynamic parameters of MPH and AMPH 4. 

Sample Method Step |r| N 

Ea(kJ 

mol
-1

) 

lnA ∆H* ∆S* ∆G* IPDT ITS 

MPH 

FWO I 0.975 - 110.33 24.95 105.57 56.61 138.01 

338 ±0.5 0.55 ±0.03 

Kissinger I 0.988 0.93 105.04 24.17 100.27 63.50 136.68 

FWO II 0.996 - 148.90 23.79 142.76 70.08 194.51 

Kissinger II 0.996 0.87 148.91 23.03 142.77 76.40 199.18 

AMPH 

FWO I 0.994 - 108.49 24.46 103.51 61.90 140.57 

346 ±0.3 0.55 ±0.02 

Kissinger I 0.999 1.02 105.41 24.64 100.43 60.64 136.73 

FWO II 0.986 - 153.67 26.98 147.42 43.73 180.28 

Kissinger II 0.999 0.99 163.77 27.82 157.52 36.22 184.73 
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3.3. Swelling-deswelling and drug release from MPH 

3.3.1. Physical properties of MPH 

MPH had poor flow properties as indicated by the values of Carr’s index, Hausner ratio and 

angle of repose. Various physical properties of MPH are shown in Table 3.4.  

Table 3.4. Physical properties of MPH powder. 

Physical properties MPH 

Moisture content (%) 12 ± 0.20 

Average particle size (μm) ≈ 259 

Angle of repose 46 ± 0.25 

Bulk density (g/cm
3
) 0.2 ± 0.01 

Tapped density (g/cm
3
) 0.363 ± 0.01 

Carr’s index (%) 44.1 ±1.50 

Hausner ratio 1.82 ± 0.06 

Swelling capacity on 24 h (g/g) 55.42 ±2.00 

Centrifuge retention capacity (%) 87.28 ± 1.11 

 

3.3.2. Swelling capacity of MPH at different temperatures in deionized water 

Effect of temperature on swelling capacity of hydrogel was studied in deionized water at 20, 

30, 40 and 50 °C. Figure 3.9 demonstrates that swelling increases with increase in 

temperature. This increased swelling is due to mobility of polymer chains with increase in 

temperature. Temperature loosens the polymer chains by breaking hydrogen bonds and 

allows more penetrations of water into it. But after particular time, relaxation is maximum 

and swelling become almost constant. 
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Fig. 3.9. Swelling (g/g) of MPH at different temperatures in deionized water. 

 

3.3.3. pH responsive swelling of MPH 

Swelling pattern of MPH was studied in buffer solutions of pH 1.2, 6.8 and 7.4 representing 

the pH values of stomach, small and large intestines, respectively (Figure 3.10). It was found 

that MPH swells less in acidic buffer (pH 1.2) however it swells more in basic buffers and 

deionized water. Actually, in acidic pH, carboxylic groups present at the polymer chains are 

protonated resulting in hydrogen bonding and shrinkage of polysaccharide. On the other 

hand, in alkaline media, carboxylic groups (-COOH) are ionized to carboxylate ions (-COO
-
) 

that resulted in anion-anion repulsions hence increases the swelling of MPH. Furthermore, 

swelling tendency of hydrogel in alkaline pH (pH 6.8 and 7.4) was still low than deionized 

water. This low swelling capacity in alkaline media may be due to charge screening effect of 

excess cations that put a stop to anion-anion repulsions due to shielding of carboxylate 

anions. Various hydrogels exhibited similar swelling behaviour like MPH as indicated in the 

literature (Siepmann and Peppas 2001; Pourjavadi et al., 2004). 
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Fig. 3.10. Swelling capacity (g/g) of MPH in deionized water and buffers of different pH 

values. 

 

The study ended with the conclusion that swelling of MPH depends upon pH and can be 

further used as potential candidate for drug release formulations.  

3.3.4. Swelling kinetics  

The hydrogels which show higher swelling capacity and swelling rate are of great interest for 

the applications in targeted/sustained/targeted release of drugs. The second order kinetic 

theory explains that swelling of hydrogel depends upon diffusion of solvent and relaxation of 

polymer chain (Lu et al., 2001). To evaluate swelling kinetics of MPH, it was allowed to 

swell in deionized water and buffer solutions of different pH. Swelling kinetics of MPH in 

deionized water and buffers of different pH values is given in Figure 3.11. Swelling data of 

MPH obtained in water and at pH 6.8 and 7.4 showed that swelling of hydrogel followed 2
nd

 

order kinetics model because straight line was obtained when a graph was plotted between 

t/Qt vs t. The slope of line was 1/Qe with an intercept of 1/kQe
2
 indicating best fit of swelling 

data to 2
nd

 order kinetic model. 
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Fig. 3.11. Swelling kinetics of MPH in deionized water and buffers of different pH values. 

 

3.3.5. Saline responsive swelling of MPH 

Swelling of hydrogels depends upon; 

i. Concentration of salt 

ii. Charge on ions 

iii. Nature of polymer, i.e., presence of hydrophilic groups and elasticity of network, etc 

(Pourjavadi et al., 2005).
 
 

Swelling of MPH decreases sharply with increase in concentration of salts such as NaCl and 

KCl as shown in Figure 3.12. This reduced swelling in salt solutions might be due to charge 

screening effect of excess cations resulting in non-perfect anion-anion electrostatic 

repulsions. The ions with smaller size and greater charge density interact more strongly with 

carboxylate anions and decrease anion-anion repulsions (Pass et al., 1997).
 
Therefore, MPH 

deswells more in NaCl solution as compared to KCl solution.  
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Fig. 3.12. Swelling (g/g) of MPH in different concentrations of NaCl and KCl. 

 

3.3.6. Swelling-deswelling kinetics in response to external stimuli 

3.3.6.1. Swelling-deswelling behaviour of MPH in water and ethanol 

Gravimetric method was employed to monitor swelling and deswelling of MPH. The 

hydrogel was allowed to swell in deionized water for 1 h and then immersed in pure ethanol 

to measure its weight after deswelling. This swelling-deswelling cycle was repeated four 

times (Figure 3.13). The hydrogel deswells in ethanol rapidly because ethanol has less 

affinity with hydrogel than water. MPH forms less hydrogen bonding with ethanol because it 

is less polar and has less dielectric constant (80.4) than water (24.55). This lesser dielectric 

constant decreases ionization of ionizable groups and swelling capacity of polymer. Hydrogel 

swells again in water quickly due to swift wash out of ethanol molecules and formation of 

extensive hydrogen bonding with water. 
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Fig. 3.13. Swelling-deswelling behaviour of MPH in deionized water (filled circles) and 

ethanol (empty circles). 

 

3.3.6.2. Swelling-deswelling behaviour of MPH in acidic and basic buffers 

Evaluation of swelling-deswelling kinetics of hydrogel was carried out by using basic buffer 

(pH 7.4) and acidic buffer (pH 1.2) alternately. It was observed that higher swelling of MPH 

in basic buffer (pH 7.4) was because of ionization of carboxylic group (-COOH) to 

carboxylate ion (-COO
-
) and increase in anion-anion repulsions and decrease in hydrogen 

bonding among hydrophilic groups. These anionic repulsions relax the polymer chain and 

allow more penetration of water in hydrogel causing more swelling. The reason for 

deswelling in acidic buffer (pH 1.2) is the result of protonation of carboxylic groups, which 

eliminates anion-anion repulsions. This protonation of -COOH group increases hydrogen 

bonding and crosslinking among polymer chains. These increased intermolecular forces bring 

polymer chains close to each other and decrease swelling capacity. Swelling-deswelling 

behavior of MPH in basic and acidic buffers is shown in Figure 3.14. 
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Fig. 3.14. Swelling-deswelling behavior of MPH in basic (filled circles) and acidic (empty 

circles) buffers. 

 

3.3.6.3. Swelling-deswelling behaviour of MPH in deionized water and NaCl solution 

Swelling-deswelling of MPH was studied by immersing hydrogel in water and 0.9% NaCl 

solution alternately for fixed time intervals. It was found that MPH shows swelling in water 

and deswelling takes place when shifts to salt solution. Actually, addition of salt decreases 

the osmotic pressure between hydrogel and water. In this way, penetration of water molecules 

into hydrogel is decreased. This deswelling was also due to charge screening effect of 

excessive sodium ions (Na
+
) which lead to non-perfect anion-anion electrostatic repulsions 

(Kimihiko et al. 1981). Sodium ions interact more strongly with carboxylate anions and 

lessen anion-anion repulsions. This lessened repulsion causes the polymer to shrink and its 

swelling capacity decreases (Diez-Pena et al., 2002). It was observed that ionic concentration 

affects the swelling behaviour of hydrogels like MPH. Results of swelling-deswelling 

behaviour of MPH in deionized water and 0.9% NaCl solution are indicated in Figure 3.15. 
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Fig. 3.15. Swelling-deswelling behaviour of MPH in deionized water (filled circles) and 

NaCl solution (empty circles). 

 

3.3.7. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

The surface morphology and porosity of swollen then freeze-dried MPH were investigated 

with SEM. The SEM images of transverse cross sections of hydrogel (Figure 3.16) confirm 

the presence of interconnected macropores in the size range of 5-147 µm. The average pore 

size (of macropores) measured with Image J software was 62.94 µm. The SEM analysis of 

longitudinal cross sections of hydrogel reveals that the interconnected macropores are 

arranged in the form of hollow macroporous channels, responsible for the fast transportation 

of water or other solvent. It is therefore expected that MPH may be used in drug release, 

cosmetics, diapers and pharmaceuticals.   
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Fig. 3.16. Scanning electron micrographs of transverse (a, b and c) and longitudinal (d, e and 

f) cross sections of swollen then freeze-dried MPH (with average pore size 62.94 µm) at 

different magnifications. Size distribution of macropores (g) and (h); of transverse (a) and 

longitudinal (d) cross sections. 

3.4. Sustained release of drugs using GX  

Various tablet formulations of DS, TF and LS were prepared using GX as sustained release 

polymer matrix and results were compared with commercially available formulations. 

3.4.1. Assessment of pre-compression parameters of various formulations 

Various model drugs such as DS, TF and LS were chosen for their sustained release, and 

tablet formulations were prepared using different amounts of GX as polymer matrix. Active 
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ingredients, GX and excipients were homogenized using wet granulation method and 

acquired granules were lubricated with magnesium stearate. After this, granules were 

evaluated for pre-compression parameters such as angle of repose, loose and tapped bulk 

densities, Hausner ratio and Carr’s index (Table 3.5-3.7). It was observed that various matrix 

formulations of DS, TF and LS had values of angle of repose, loose and tapped bulk densities 

in the range of 24.71-27.24, 0.637-0.811 and 0.672-0.852, respectively. The flow-ability and 

compressibility of granules of different formulations was found good as it is clear from the 

values of Hausner ratio (1.022-1.066) (Trivedi et al., 2008, Wilson et al., 2011, El-Zahabay et 

al., 2014). 

 

Table 3.5. Pre-compression parameters for DS formulations. 

Formulations Angle of 

repose 

Loose bulk 

density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Tapped bulk 

density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Hausner’s 

ratio 

Compressibility 

index (%) 

DS1 26.34 ± 0.81 0.728 ± 0.15 0.776 ± 0.05 1.066 ± 0.17 6.20± 1.98 

DS2 26.98 ± 1.82 0.709 ± 0.23 0.739 ± 0.14 1.042 ± 0.09 4.10 ± 2.14 

DS3 27.24 ± 1.57 0.689 ± 0.06 0.718 ± 0.17 1.042 ± 0.11 4.00 ± 1.12 

 

Table 3.6. Pre-compression parameters for TF formulations. 

Formulation 

code 

Angle of 

repose 

Loose bulk 

density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Tapped bulk 

density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Hausner’s 

ratio 

Compressibility 

index (%) 

TF1 25.21± 1.27 0.811 ± 0.05 0.852 ± 0.08 1.050 ± 0.07  4.80± 1.08 

TF2 25.90 ± 1.45 0.784 ± 0.11 0.801 ± 0.09 1.022 ± 0.12 2.10 ± 2.81 

TF3 26.13 ± 0.85 0.749 ± 0.21 0.766 ± 0.06 1.023 ± 0.21 2.20 ± 3.24 
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 Table 3.7. Pre-compression parameters of LS formulations. 

Formulation 

code 

Angle of 

repose 

Loose bulk 

density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Tapped bulk 

density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Hausner’s 

ratio 

Compressibility 

index (%) 

LS1 24.71± 2.13 0.704 ± 0.08 0.734 ± 0.14 1.043 ± 0.19 4.10± 1.33 

LS2 25.44 ± 0.89 0.682 ± 0.10 0.720 ± 0.05 1.056 ± 0.14 5.30 ± 2.08 

LS3 25.78 ± 1.90 0.637 ± 0.09 0.672 ± 0.13 1.055 ± 0.06 5.20 ± 2.39 

 

3.4.2. Evaluation of tablets for post compression parameters 

Various tablet formulations containing DS, TF and LS were evaluated for their friability, 

thickness, hardness, weight and drug contents like post compression parameters and mean 

values are given in Table 3.8-3.10. The thickness and hardness of tablet formulations was 

found in the range of 4.05-4.19 mm and 7.87-8.34 kg/cm
2
, respectively. Moreover friability 

and weight of formulations were recorded in the range of 0.69-0.91% and 400.4-409.7 mg, 

respectively. The amount of DS in three selected formulations (DS1, DS2, DS3) was 99.08, 

98.49 and 98.74%. TF formulations (TF1, TF2 and TF3) contain 98.91, 99.08 and 98.78% 

drug. However drug content in LS formulations (LS1, LS2 and LS3) was recorded to be 

98.49, 99.42 and 98.63%. 
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Table 3.8. Post compression parameters for DS tablets. 

Formulation 

code 

Tablet 

thickness 

(mm)  

n = 10 

Hardness 

(Kg/cm
2
) 

 n = 10 

Friability 

   (%)  

n = 10 

Tablet 

weight (mg)  

  n = 20 

Drug content 

      (%) 

    n = 10 

DS1 4.11 ± 0.05 7.93± 0.21 0.69 ± 0.11 407.2 ± 4.13 99.08 ± 0.23 

DS2 4.17 ± 0.07 8.19 ± 0.09 0.74 ± 0.21 401.4± 7.24 98.49 ± 0.47 

DS3 4.13 ± 0.03 8.10 ± 0.11 0.89± 0.09 400.4± 5.31 98.74 ± 0.26 

 

 

Table 3.9. Post compression parameters of TF tablets. 

Formulation 

code 

Tablet 

thickness 

(mm)  

n = 10 

Hardness 

(Kg/cm
2
) 

 n = 10 

Friability 

   (%)  

n = 10 

Tablet 

weight (mg)  

  n = 20 

Drug content 

      (%) 

    n = 10 

TF1 4.09 ± 0.06 7.87± 0.23 0.76 ± 0.07 409.7 ± 7.24 98.91 ± 0.38 

TF2 4.13 ± 0.09 7.91 ± 0.14 0.91 ± 0.11 403.6± 6.93 99.08 ± 0.72 

TF3 4.17 ± 0.07 8.22 ± 0.09 0.71± 0.13 402.9± 4.65 98.78 ± 0.67 
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Table 3.10. Post compression parameters of LS tablets. 

Formulation 

code 

Tablet 

thickness 

(mm)  

n = 10 

Hardness 

(Kg/cm
2
) 

 n = 10 

Friability 

   (%)  

n = 10 

Tablet 

weight (mg)  

  n = 20 

Drug content 

      (%) 

    n = 10 

LS1 4.12 ± 0.08 8.34± 0.18 0.84 ± 0.08 400.4 ± 5.33 98.49 ± 0.72 

LS2 4.05 ± 0.02 8.07 ± 0.06 0.74 ± 0.10 409.6± 4.96 99.42 ± 0.39 

LS3 4.19 ± 0.05 8.16 ± 0.12 0.69± 0.19 401.1± 4.46 98.63 ± 0.81 

 

3.4.3. Swelling response of GXF formulations to different media 

The swelling of MPH containing tablet formulations of DS, TF and LS was carried out in 

deionized water and buffers of pH 1.2, 6.8 and 7.4. The weight of swollen tablets was noted 

after regular time intervals and swelling capacity was determined using equation 6.  

3.4.3.1. Swelling behaviour of blank GXF tablets in buffers and swelling kinetics 

GXF tablets without any drug were allowed to swell in deionized water, hydrochloric acid 

buffer (pH 1.2) and phosphate buffers (pH 6.8 and 7.4). It was noted that tablets swell more 

in deionized water and phosphate buffers however swelling was found low in hydrochloric 

acid buffer. Actually in basic pH, carboxylic acid groups ionize to carboxylate ions (-COO
-
) 

which develop electrostatic forces of repulsions to relax polymer chain. This relaxation 

allows the rapid penetration of water into polymer chains and enhances the swelling. 

However in acidic media (pH 1.2), protonation of carboxylic groups resulted in increased 

hydrogen bonding, which brings polymer chains together and hydrogel shrinks (Amin et al., 

2014; Huang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2011a). Furthermore, swelling of hydrogel was low in 

phosphate buffers than deionized water due to charge screening effect of excessive sodium 

ion (Na
+
) in buffers (Peppas and Mikes, 1986). The swelling data obtained in deionized water 
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and buffers was fitted to various kinetic models to study the swelling kinetics of GXF blank 

tablets. The straight line obtained when graph was plotted between t/Qt and t showed that 

GXF tablets follow second order swelling kinetics (Figure 3.17-3.18).  

 

 

Fig. 3.17. Swelling tendency of GXF blank tablets in water, 7.4, 6.8 and 1.2 buffers. 

 

 

Fig. 3.18. Swelling kinetics of GXF tablets in water, 1.2, 7.4 and 6.8 buffers. 
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3.4.3.2. Swelling behaviour of GXF-TF formulations in buffers and swelling kinetics 

The swelling of selected GXF tablets (TF1, TF2, TF3) containing TF as an active ingredient 

was evaluated in deionized water, hydrochloric buffer (pH 1.2) and phosphate buffers (pH 6.8 

and 7.4). The swelling of tablets was found low in acidic buffer (pH 1.2). This is due to 

protonation of carboxylic acid groups which upturns hydrogen bonding and cause the 

shrinkage of polysaccharidal chain (Huang et al., 2007). Thus diffusion of water into 

hydrogel network decreases which in turn reduces swelling. It was also observed that with 

increase in GXF concentration in tablet formulations, swelling decreases (Figure 3.19-3.22). 

 

 

Fig. 3.19. Swelling capacity of GXF and TF tablet formulations (TF1, TF2, TF3) in buffer of 

pH 6.8. 
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Fig. 3.20. Swelling capacity of GXF and TF tablet formulations (TF1, TF2, TF3) in buffer of 

pH 7.4. 

 

Fig. 3.21. Swelling capacity of GXF and TF tablet formulations (TF1, TF2, TF3) in 

deionized water. 
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Fig. 3.22. Swelling capacity of GXF and tablet formulations (TF1, TF2, TF3) in pH 1.2. 

The swelling of tablet formulations containing TF increases rapidly in phosphate buffers. 

This is due to deprotonation of carboxylic acid groups and increase in electrostatic repulsions 

which relaxes polymer chains to allow rapid diffusion of water. The swelling data was 

subjected to kinetic models for evaluation of swelling kinetics. The swelling follows second 

order kinetics because straight line is obtained in a plot between t and t/Qt (Figure 3.23-3.26). 

 

 

Fig. 3.23. Swelling kinetics of GXF and TF formulations (TF1, TF2 and TF3) in buffer of 

6.8. 
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Fig. 3.24. Swelling kinetics of GXF and TF formulations (TF1, TF2 and TF3) in buffer of 

7.4. 

 

 

Fig. 3.25. Swelling kinetics of GXF and TF formulations (TF1, TF2 and TF3) in deionized 

water. 
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Fig. 3.26. Swelling kinetics of GXF and TF formulations (TF1, TF2 and TF3) in buffer of pH 

1.2. 

 

3.4.3.3. Swelling of GXF-LS tablets and swelling kinetics 
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and 7.4). The tablets exhibited significant swelling in phosphate buffers due to the slackening 

of polymer chains by anionic repulsions of carboxylate ions (-COO
-
). Maximum swelling of 

hydrogel is attained in deionized water. However swelling is low in acidic buffer (pH 1.2) 

because of the dominance of attractive forces (H-bonding) after protonation. It was also noted 

that swelling capacity decreases with increase in concentration of GXF (Figure 3.27-3.30). 
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Fig. 3.27. Swelling capability of GXF and LS tablets in buffer solution of pH 6.8. 

 

 

Fig. 3.28. Swelling capability of GXF and LS tablets in buffer solution of pH 7.4. 
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Fig. 3.29. Swelling capability of GXF and LS tablets in deionized water. 

 

 

Fig. 3.30. Swelling capability of GXF and LS tablets in buffer solution of pH 1.2. 
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Fig. 3.31. Swelling kinetics of GXF and LS tablets (LS1, LS2 and LS3) in buffer solution of 

pH 6.8. 

 

 

Fig. 3.32. Swelling kinetics of GXF and LS tablets (LS1, LS2 and LS3) in buffer solution of 

pH 7.4. 
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Fig. 3.33. Swelling kinetics of GXF and LS tablets (LS1, LS2 and LS3) in deionized water 

 

 

Fig. 3.34. Swelling kinetics of GXF and LS tablets (LS1, LS2 and LS3) in buffer solution of 

pH 1.2. 
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of salts increases (Figure 3.35). This is due to charge screening effect of excessive cations 

which decreases electrostatic repulsions of carboxylate anions (Pandey et al., 2013). 

Ultimately equilibrium is achieved and no further decrease in swelling was observed. 

Moreover swelling of tablet formulations was even lower than blank GXF tablets. Actually 

diffusion of water into polymer chain is decreased in salt solutions due to reduction of 

osmotic pressure between polymer chain and salt solutions. Similarly, tablets swell less in 

NaCl solution than KCl solution. This is due to smaller size and greater charge density of 

sodium ions (Na
+
). 
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Fig. 3.35. Equilibrium swelling of GXF, TF3 and LS3 tablet formulations in different molar 

concentrations of KCl (a) and NaCl solutions (b). 

 

3.4.3.5. Swelling-deswelling response of various formulations to different stimuli 
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polar and has less attraction with polymer chains (Dragan and Apopei, 2013). 
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Fig. 3.36. Equilibrium swelling of GXF, TF3 and LS3 tablet formulations in ethanol and 

deionized water. 
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Fig. 3.37. Equilibrium swelling of GXF, TF3 and LS3 tablet formulations in NaCl solution 

and deionized water. 

 

3.4.3.5.3. Swelling de-swelling behaviour of GXF tablets in buffers 

The utilization of GXF in targeted drug delivery systems requires its swelling-deswelling 

response in acidic and basic buffers. The chosen tablet formulations were allowed to swell in 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for 1 h. After weighing the swollen tablet, it was shifted to 

hydrochloric acid buffer (pH 1.2) where it deswells for 1 h. The weight of deswollen 

formulation was noted and swelling-deswelling cycle was repeated (Figure 3.38). The tablets 

swell in phosphate buffer due to electrostatic repulsions of carboxylate ions which loosens 

the polymer chains and allows more water penetration. However in acidic buffer, carboxylic 

groups of GXF are protonated and hydrogen bonding becomes more extensive. This increase 

in strength of hydrogen bonding shrivels the polymer chain and water is removed from it 

(Wang, et al., 2011a; Huang, et al., 2007). Among all the formulations, DS3 swells more due 

to presence of ionizable carboxylic groups which provides additional electrostatic repulsions. 

This swelling-deswelling attribute of GXF showed that it can be used as potential candidate 

for the targeted release of drugs.  
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Fig. 3.38. Equilibrium swelling of GXF, TF3 and LS3 tablet formulations in buffer solutions 

of pH 1.2 and 7.4. 
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decreases. Formulation F3 sustained the drug better than commercially available Voltral
®
 SR 

tablet formulation. The results of drug release studies are shown in Figure 3.39a. 

The values of n and kp were calculated from the slope and intercept of the plot of ln(Mt/M∞) 

vs ln t, respectively and given in Table 3.11. The values of n range from 0.894-0.944 for the 

given formulations, which indicates that the drug release follows the super case-II transport 

mechanism in which the release of drug is governed by erosion of the delivery system. 

Swelling behaviour of all three formulations (F1, F2 and F3) were evaluated in water and 

results are depicted in Figure 3.39b. It was observed that the swelling of tablets are directly 

proportional to the concentration of GXF in tablet formulations. Figure 3.39c has shown the 

condition of tablet (F1) during swelling process in water after selected time intervals.    

Morphology of the GXF (air-dried) and the tablet of DS containing GXF (F3) were observed 

by SEM analysis (Figure 3.39d). Results of SEM revealed that appearance of the GXF was 

like micro-flakes. On pressing into the tablet the surface become smooth but showing some 

nanopores and micro cracks which further support the superporous and superabsorbent nature 

of GXF that is a prerequisite for a polysaccharidal materials for sustained/targeted release of 

drugs (Brazel and Peppas 1999). 
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Fig. 3.39. (a) Drug (DS) release profile from GXF matrix tablets in SGF and SIF, (b) 

Swelling capacity of GXF tablets containing DS,(c) photographs exhibiting swelling 

behaviour (aerial and axial view) of F1 formulation in water and (d) SEM images of air-dried 

hydrogel (i and ii) and tablet (F1) surface (iii). 

Table 3.11. Mathematical data of power law. 

Formulation n kp r
2
 

F1 0.899 12.554 0.9699 

F2 0.894 11.603 0.9745 

F3 0.944 9.966 0.9752 
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3.5.2. Drug release studies from GXF-LS and GXF-TF tablets 

Tablet formulation of LS and TF were prepared by loading drugs on GXF. These 

formulations were evaluated for drug release in hydrochloric acid buffer (pH 1.2), phosphate 

buffers (pH 6.8, 7.4) and deionized water at 50 rpm for 12 h. The release of drug from any 

polymeric material depends upon the following factors (Brazel and Peppas, 1999; Siepmann 

and Peppas, 2001); 

 Solubility of drug in the media 

 Swelling tendency of polymer 

 Development of interaction between polymer and drug 

It was discovered that different formulations (LS1, LS2 and LS3, see Table 2.2) release drug 

in the phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) in the range of 95.61, 94.87 and 83.23%. Similarly drug 

release from phosphate buffer of pH 7.4 after 12 h was found to be 95.88 (LS1), 96.32 (LS2) 

and 90.76% (LS3). In deionized water, percentage of drug release was calculated as 98.76, 

96.54 and 96.89% for LS1, LS2 and LS3 respectively. Moreover it was carefully investigated 

that with increase in concentration of GXF in various formulations, drug release was more 

sustained.  It might be due to greater swelling of polymer and solubility of drug into swollen 

hydrogel (Figure 3.40-3.42). 
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Fig. 3.40. Tablet formulations of LS (LS1, LS2 and LS3) showing drug release in buffer 

solution of 6.8. 

 

 

Fig. 3.41. Tablet formulations of LS (LS1, LS2 and LS3) showing drug release in buffer 

solution of 7.4. 
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Fig. 3.42. Tablet formulations of LS (LS1, LS2 and LS3) showing drug release in deionized 

water. 

 

In the similar fashion, various formulations of LS (LS1, LS2 and LS3) were placed 

hydrochloric acid buffer (pH 1.2) for 2 h to investigate the drug release. It was disclosed that 
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h, where drug release was rapid because of the greater swelling of GXF. After this, 

formulations were kept in phosphate buffer of pH 7.4 where almost complete release of drug 

occurs. The drug release from LS1, LS2 and LS3 was found to be 97.88, 96.71 and 98.11% 

respectively (Figure 3.43). 
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Fig. 3.43. Tablet formulations of LS (LS1, LS2 and LS3) showing drug release at 

physiological pH of 1.2, 6.8 and 7.4. 
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release were hydrochloric acid buffer (pH 1.2), phosphate buffers (pH 6.8 and 7.4) and 

deionized water. It was disclosed that drug release is insignificant in acidic buffer because of 

low swelling capacity of GXF. In phosphate buffers, drug solubility and release, and swelling 

capability of GXF increase. The drug release was found to be 95.09 (TF1), 96.33 (TF2) and 

93.89 (TF3) in phosphate buffer of pH 6.8 however drug release was calculated as 96.04 

(TF1), 97.18 (TF2) and 97.73 (TF3) for basic buffer of pH 7.4 at 50 rpm for 12 h.  The drug 

release in deionized water is higher than acidic and phosphate buffers which is found to be 

98.21, 98.43 and 98.44% for TF1, TF2 and TF3 respectively. It is due to greater swelling of 

GXF in deionized water than buffers (Figure 3.44-3.46). 
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Fig. 3.44. The release of TF tablet formulations in phosphate buffers of pH 6.8. 

 

 

Fig. 3.45. The release of TF tablet formulations in phosphate buffers of pH 7.4. 
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Fig. 3.46. The release of TF tablet formulations in deionized water. 

 

Moreover the release of TF tablet formulations was examined in hydrochloric acid buffer (pH 

1.2) for 2 h, followed by phosphate buffer of pH 6.8 and 7.4 for 6 and 4 h respectively 

(Figure 3.47). Results showed that drug release was low in acidic buffer and found to be 8.33, 

7.78 and 7.02% from TF1, TF2 and TF3 respectively. After this, immersion media was 

replaced with phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) where drug is released rapidly. The tablets 

formulations were then transferred to phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) where more TF is released. 

The amount of drug released was increased with increase in pH of buffers. In acidic buffers, 

swelling of GXF is very low, so drug is not released in considerable amounts. With increase 

in pH, ionization of carboxylic groups increases and carboxylate ion (-COO
-
) ion are formed. 

The electrostatic repulsions of carboxylate ions loosen the polymer chains and swelling 

increases. This enhanced swelling caused the GXF to release drug rapidly.  
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Fig. 3.47. Tablet formulations of TF (TF1, TF2 and TF3) showing drug release at 

physiological pH of 1.2, 6.8 and 7.4. 

 

3.5.3. Drug release kinetics  

The tablet formulations of TF (TF1, TF2 and TF3) and LS (LS1, LS2 and LS3) were 

investigated for drug release mechanism. For this purpose, data obtained from various 

dissolution studies was subjected to first order, zero order, Higuchi, Hixon Crowell and 

Korsmeyer-Peppas rate equations. Results are shown in the Table 3.12 and 3.13. The best 

followed method by LS and TF formulations was selected on the basis of values of regression 

coefficient (R
2
). The higher values of R

2
 suggest the best fit model, which are obtained in 

Korsmeyer Peppas equation. Diffusion coefficient (n) values from Korsmeyer Peppas 

equation exhibited that mechanism of dug release is super case II transport mechanism where 

drug is released by erosion (Korsmeyer et al., 1983; Ritger and Peppas, 1987). 
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Table 3.12. Drug release kinetics models of GXF-LS tablet formulations. 

  LS  

Kinetic 

Model 

 pH 6.8  pH 7.4  Deionized water  

 LS1 LS2 LS3  LS1 LS2 LS3  LS1 LS2 LS3  

Zero order 

R
2
 0.9863 0.9828 0.9748  0.9934 0.9867 0.9781  0.9880 0.9962 0.9896  

K0 7.109 6.206 5.269  7.580 6.449 5.799  9.866 8.440 7.073  

MSC 4.1386 3.9276 3.5572  4.8603 4.1802 3.6961  4.2242 5.4018 4.4275  

First order 

R
2
 0.7497 0.7577 0.8336  0.7533 0.7634 0.7847  0.8472 0.8335 0.8608  

K1 0.128 0.113 0.089  0.139 0.120 0.101  0.188 0.155 0.129  

MSC 1.1630 1.2177 1.5711  1.1775 1.2415 1.3358  1.6563 1.5706 1.7903  

Higuchi 

R
2
 0.7705 0.7661 0.7508  0.7891 0.7694 0.7574  0.8483 0.8403 0.8506  

KH 20.724 19.355 16.906  21.335 19.463 18.623  25.740 22.991 21.669  

MSC 1.3179 1.3197 1.2646  1.3898 1.3244 1.2913  1.6859 1.6526 1.7583  

Hixson-

Crowell 

R
2
 0.9225 0.9205 0.9234  0.9364 0.9971 0.9164  0.9672 0.9691 0.9698  

KHC 0.032 0.028 0.023  0.034 0.029 0.026  0.048 0.039 0.034  

MSC 2.4034 2.3991 2.4438  2.5882 2.4752 2.3567  3.2187 3.2942 3.3580  

Korsmeyer-

Peppas 

R
2
 0.9935 0.9897 0.9853  0.9961 0.9939 0.9869  0.9925 0.9979 0.9935  

KKP 4.241 4.436 3.421  6.309 4.660 3.916  11.888 9.514 8.654  

N 1.246 1.139 1.174  1.084 1.138 1.158  0.907 0.943 0.914  

MSC 4.7263 4.3834 4.0370  5.3157 4.8895 4.1514  4.6131 5.8931 4.8346  
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Table 3.13. Drug release kinetics models of GXF-TF tablet formulations. 

Kinetic 

Models 

  TF 

  pH 6.8  pH 7.4  Deionized water 

  TF1 TF2 TF3  TF1 TF2 TF3  TF1 TF2 TF3 

Zero order 

R
2
  0.9826 0.9771 0.9937  0.9873 0.9767 0.9899  0.9922 0.9648 0.9794 

K0  8.956 7.161 6.164  9.945 8.166 6.741  10.749 8.444 7.115 

MSC  3.8711 3.6318 4.9282  4.1683 3.5930 4.4531  4.6285 3.1805 3.7393 

First order 

R
2
  0.8556 0.8747 0.8540  0.8560 0.8834 0.8703  0.8272 0.9037 0.8840 

K1  0.164 0.133 0.107  0.186 0.155 0.121  0.204 0.161 0.134 

MSC  1.7132 1.8952 1.7421  1.6882 1.9491 1.8756  1.5057 2.1588 1.9872 

Higuchi 

R
2
  0.8510 0.8675 0.8456  0.8532 0.8672 0.8573  0.8368 0.8863 0.8740 

KH  24.470 22.022 19.495  25.967 23.323 20.672  26.634 24.203 21.894 

MSC  1.7219 1.8787 1.7351  1.7189 1.8223 1.8044  1.5903 2.0078 1.9286 

Hixson-

Crowell 

R
2
  0.9701 0.9788 0.9738  0.9700 0.9805 0.9782  0.9599 0.9858 0.9812 

KHC  0.043 0.035 0.028  0.048 0.039 0.032  0.051 0.042 0.035 

MSC  3.3297 3.7103 3.5069  3.3067 3.7722 3.6841  2.9934 4.0887 3.8315 

Korsmeyer-

Peppas 

R
2
  0.9884 0.9888 0.9958  0.9934 0.9891 0.9954  0.9939 0.9895 0.9929 

KKP  11.169 9.902 7.215  12.242 11.114 8.483  12.155 12.679 9.993 

N  0.895 0.861 0.934  0.897 0.859 0.902  0.936 0.814 0.854 

MSC  4.1980 4.2896 5.2691  4.7328 4.2787 5.1682  4.7825 4.3212 4.7416 
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3.6. GX-mediated Green Synthesis of Silver Nanoparticles 

3.6.1. Synthesis of Ag NPs 

GX is the hydrogel extruded by seeds of MP in water. This polysaccharidal material consists 

of D-xylose and D-glucuronic acid. The structure of GX is shown in Figure 3.48. 
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Fig. 3.48. The structure of GX polymer extruded from seeds of MP. 

 

Production of Ag NPs by GX as an in situ capping and reducing agent eliminates the use of 

toxic, dangerous, expensive and non-biocompatible reducing agents. The metallic Ag NPs are 

prepared by taking hydrated electrons, which are produced when solution is irradiated with 

sunlight.  

A complex [Ag(GX)]
+
 was formed on mixing silver nitrate and GX solutions. This complex 

is reduced to an intermediate, [Ag(GX)]
 
on exposure to diffused sunlight and solution 

changes from colourless to reddish brown over a period of 3 h. The hydroxyl groups present 

on GX stabilizes the intermediate by surrounding it (Figure 3.49).  
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Fig. 3.49. Scheme depicting the interactions between the hydroxyl groups of GX and positive 

charge of silver nanoparticles [Ag(GX)]. 

 

3.6.2. Characterization of Ag NPs 

3.6.2.1. UV/Vis spectrophotometry 

The progress of reaction between AgNO3 (50, 75and 100 mmol; 2 mL aliquot each) and GX 

solutions (2 mL) was monitored by UV/Vis spectrophotometry. Silver nanoparticles were 

produced by reduction of Ag
+
 ions upon exposure to sunlight. The surface plasmon resonance 

(SPR) phenomenon is produced by the collective oscillation of conduction electrons in silver 

nanoparticles, which causes the nanoparticles to absorb strongly in the visible region (Mock 

et al., 2002). Colorimetric reduction of silver nitrate solution by GX is shown in Figure 3.50. 
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Fig. 3.50. Photographs showing colour changes of silver nitrate solution on reduction with 

GX. 

 

These SPR transitions of silver nanoparticles exhibited colour changes from yellowish-brown 

to reddish-brown depending upon the particle size and reaction time. UV/Vis absorption 

bands were experimented at 390 nm, 417 nm, 438 nm, 448 nm, and 460 nm for 50 mmol; 397 

nm, 425 nm, 443 nm, 451 nm, and 463 nm for 75 mmol; and 420 nm, 440 nm, 449 nm, 459 

nm, and 465 nm for 100 mmol AgNO3 solutions at 0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 24 h, respectively. The 

results are in good agreement with the Ag NPs produced by hydroxyethylcellulose, 

hydroxypropylcellulose and dextrin (El-Sheikh et al., 2013; Hussain et al., 2014, 2015) where 

exogenous reducing agents were used. With passage of time, size of nanoparticles increases 

which is confirmed by bathochromic shift in the absorption peaks in UV-vis spectroscopy. 

Similarly, absorption intensity was also enhanced with reaction time from 30 min to 24 h, 

showing uninterrupted reduction of Ag
+
 by GX. Figure 3.51 shows the colour changes during 

the course of reaction. 

05 min 30 min 60 min 90 min 120 min 600 min
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Fig. 3.51. UV/Vis spectra of Ag NPs synthesized using GX with varying concentrations of 

AgNO3, i.e. 50 mmol (A), 75 mmol (B), 100 mmol (C) and combined graphical depiction 

exhibiting enhanced SPR absorption bands of solutions with time and concentration (D). 

 

3.6.2.2. FT-IR spectroscopy  

Silver nanoparticles are stabilized when surrounded by hydroxyl groups of GX. This 

interaction between hydroxyl groups and silver nanoparticles was confirmed by FT-IR 

spectroscopy (Figure 3.52). Due to intermolecular forces between silver nanoparticles and 

hydroxyl groups of GX, C-O-C stretching (1047 cm
-1

) of GX was modified to a large band 

(1109.1 cm
-1

) for GX–Ag NPs. There was appearance of new band at 464.8–592.1 cm
-1

 due 

to Ag---O Van der Waal forces. Other bands were found similar in pure GX and silver 

nanoparticles. Similarly, FT-IR spectra were also studied for 75 mmol and 100 mmol 

solutions. 

A

C

B

D
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Fig. 3.52.  FT-IR (KBr) spectra of a) MPH and b) MPH films loaded with Ag NPs prepared 

from 75 mmol AgNO3 solution.  

 

3.6.2.3. SEM-EDS analysis 

The size distribution of GX-Ag NPs confirmed using TEM mode of SEM, was found to 

broad in size range with uneven morphology, i.e., 9.3 ± 5.7, 10.6 ± 3.7 and 9.3 ± 4.2 nm 

prepared separately from 2 mL of 50, 75 and 100 mmol solution of AgNO3 reduced/ capped  

against 2 mL aqueous solution (1 % W/V) of GX. The presence of silver in GX-Ag NPs was 

confirmed from their characteristic SPR absorption bands and additionally from EDS spectra 

as shown in Figure 3.53. 
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Fig. 3.53. TEM images along with their histograms and EDS of GX-Ag NPs produced by 50, 

75 and 100 mmol concentration of AgNO3. 

 

3.6.2.4. Powder X-ray diffraction 

PXRD analyses were performed in order to confirm presence of crystal phase of the isolated 

Ag NPs in the range of 10-80°, 2ϴ. The diffraction peaks centered at (111), (200), (220) and 
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(311) indicated that Ag NPs had face-centered cubic lattice in 50, 75 and 100 mmol samples 

(Figure 3.54), whereas QH showed highly amorphous nature. 

 

 

Fig. 3.54. PXRD Spectra of isolated Ag NPs 50 mmol (a), 75 mmol (b), 100 mmol (c) and 

GX (d). 

 

3.6.3. Antimicrobial activity of silver nanoparticles 

The prepared silver nanoparticles showed the prominent reduction in the growth of bacteria 

and fungi. The zones of inhibition against S. epidermidis, S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, B. 

subtilis, E. coli, Actinomycetes, P. notatum, Rhizopus and A. niger were found to be 15, 14, 

23, 12, 20, 15, 13, 14 and 17 mm, respectively with 50 mmol solution of nanoparticles. 

Antibacterial and antifungal activities were also studied using 75 and 100 mmol solutions of 

silver nanoparticles and the results are displayed in Figure 3.55. On the other hand, GX and 

distilled water showed no antimicrobial activity against tested microorganisms. However, 
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AgNO3 solution (0.01 M) exhibited considerable reduction in the growth of abovementioned 

strains. All the assays were performed in triplicate and the mean values have been given. 

The values of MIC of synthesized Ag NPs (9.3±5.7 nm), prepared with 50 mmol solution of 

AgNO3, against different microbial strains E. coli and S. aureus were found in the range from 

1.56 and 3.12 μg/mL, respectively. Increased surface area of smaller Ag NPs (9.3 nm, 

average size) are beneficial in attaching to the surface of bacterial cell wall and also having 

great tendency to penetrate the cell wall, hence exhibited high antimicrobial activity and less 

MIC value. 

 

 

Fig. 3.55.  Inhibition of growth of bacteria and fungi against different concentrations of 

nanoparticles (50 mmol, 75 mmol and 100 mmol). 

 

3.6.4. Storage of Ag NPs in GX thin films 

Potential of hydrogels based on polysaccharides for the long-term storage without any 

agglomeration of in situ synthesized Ag NPs has been evaluated in different studies. 

Therefore, GX based Ag NPs were evaluated for storage in the form of thin films. Thin films 
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on drying under air and dark exhibited see through and foldable properties. Results of storage 

experiments are illustrated in Figure 3.56. Ag NPs were synthesized by reducing the AgNO3 

(50 mmol) solution with GX over period of 5 h then sample was stored as dry thin film under 

dark for further studies. Absorption spectra of the isolated Ag NPs were acquired by 

dissolving these thin films in deionized water each time. UV/Vis results have indicated that 

comparable spectra of Ag NPs were obtained after the storage period (12 and 24 h, 15 and 30 

days, 03 and 06 months) as no significant change in the absorption wavelength and intensity 

was observed for the stored samples. PXRD analysis of stored sample was also recorded after 

six months and found comparable to that of fresh samples. Hence, it is concluded that as 

synthesized Ag NPs on storage in thin films did not undergo any agglomeration. 

 

 

Fig. 3.56. UV/Vis spectra of AgNO3 (50 mmol) solution in GX recorded after different 

storage times in film form (a), PXRD spectrum of Ag NPs isolated from GX-Ag NPs film 

after 6 months storage period (b), Vial containing mixture of stored film in water (c), 

Foldable and see through Ag NPs embedded GX thin film (d) and (e), respectively. 
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3.7. Wound healing studies 

The different groups of rabbits were excised on their rear legs to evaluate wound healing 

capability of Ag NPs embedded on MPH films. The diameter of wounds was taken as 

average for rabbits of different groups. The estimation of wound healing was calculated from 

the area of wound healing closure (mm
2
) after regular intervals of time after excision of 

wounds (Figure 3.57). 

 

 

Fig. 3.57. Wound healing tendency of silver nanoparticles. 

 

The wound closure of wounds in control group was found to be showed a wound closure of 

0.18, 0.83, 17.19, 34.21, 51.07 and 77.41% on 1
st
, 3

rd
, 6

th
, 9

th
, 12

th
 and 15

th
 days, respectively. 

The percentage closure of wounds in the rabbits treated with standard Band aid
®
 dressing 

was calculated to be 1.83, 21.54, 55.92, 81.67, 95.21 and 100% however the group treated 

with MPH based nanoparticles exhibited 1.13, 15.24, 61.29, 83.74, 97.34 and 100% wound 

Before excision Wound excision Wound dressing After 15 days
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healing on 1
st
, 3

rd
, 6

th
, 9

th
, 12

th
 and 15

th
 days, respectively. It was concluded that wound 

healing by Ag NPs was comparable to that of standard Band aid
®

 dressing. Histological 

examination of wounded tissues of rats on day 7 and 15 is illustrated in Figure 3.58. This 

study of the wound healing revealed that at day 7, in all groups epidermis was not well 

developed and was covered by acute inflammatory cells. The presence of circulating 

inflammatory cells such as neutrophils was evident and re-epithelization took place on the 

wound edge. Regeneration of new epithelium appeared on day 15.  On day 15 GX-Ag NPs 

(50 mM) and Band aid® treated group showed the highest rate of re-epithelialization. 

Moreover on day 15, epithelialization was nearly complete and GX-Ag NPs and Band aid® 

treated group showed a thick and organized epidermis, an apparent re-epithelialization and 

well-formed granulation tissue was evident (Figure 3.58). 

 

 
Fig. 3.58. Histological examination of wound healing on day 7, and 15 by H & E staining. 

(A) neutrophils accumulation; (B) collagen deposition; (C) hair follicle; (D) epidermis; (E); 

stratum corneum, (F) dermis and (G) fibroblasts. 
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The summary of wound healing is shown in Table 3.14.  

Table 3.14. Diameter of wounds with percentage closure after designated day interims.  

 Diameter of wounds (mm ± SD) with wound closure (%) 

 1
st
 3

rd
 6

th
 9

th
 12

th
 15

th
 

Control 

2.99 ± 0.02 

(0.18) 

2.97 ± 0.03 

(0.83) 

2.48 ± 0.01 

(17.19) 

1.98 ± 0.08 

(34.21) 

1.47 ± 0.04 

(51.07) 

1.35 ± 0.04 

(77.41) 

Band aid
®
 

dressing 

2.94 ± 0.05 

(1.83) 

2.35 ± 0.03 

(21.54) 

1.32 ± 0.02 

(55.92) 

0.55 ± 0.07 

(81.67) 

0.14 ± 0.06 

(95.21) 

(100) 

MPH 

dressing 

2.97 ± 0.02 

(1.13) 

2.54 ± 0.05 

(15.24) 

1.16 ± 0.02  

(61.29) 

0.49 ± 0.09 

(83.74) 

0.08 ± 0.02 

(97.34) 

(100) 

 

The wound healing mechanism can be understood from the estimation of collagen content 

and tensile strength of the epithelium tissues at wounds. The higher contents of collagen for 

standard (71 mg/kg) and test groups (74 mg/kg) than control group (42 mg/kg) clearly 

indicated rapid healing process. The epithelium tissues at wounds exhibited greater tensile 

strength in standard and test groups than control group. Actually, initiation of collagen 

formation is carried out by the production of polypeptide precursor at the wound site. The 

wound is then rapidly closed owing to crosslinking of collagen fibers (Figure 3.59).  
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Fig. 3.59. Contents of collagen on wound tissues of different groups on 15
th

 day. 

 

3.7.1. Physical parameters 

During the 14 days study, the mice were warily examined every day for physical parameters 

after the routine administration of MPH. The health of mice remains good throughout the 

experiment and there was found no mortality. The animals showed no irritation in eyes, skin 

and mucosa during intake of MPH. Careful observation of animals cleared that there was not 

any behavioural changes. Moreover, no apparent change in sleep, tremors, diarrhea and 

salivation was examined. Likewise, no other pharmacological side effects and toxicity were 

observed.  

3.7.2. Estimation of body weight, food and water consumption 

The mice administered with MPH and normal diet were evaluated for changes in body 

weight, and food and water consumption (Table 3.15). During first three days, there was little 

bit decrease in weight of mice, food and water consumption. However, there was increase in 

mean weight of animals at the end of study. Food and water intake was almost same in 
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control group. Furthermore after 3
rd

 day, intake of food and water almost remains same till 

the end of experiment.   

Table 3.15. Body weight, food and water intake of mice of control and treated groups. 

 

 

3.7.3. Irritation to eyes and skin 

According to guidelines given in United States Pharmacopeia (USP-NF 2006), any material 

which is used as excipient in oral or dermal formulations should be evaluated for its safety. 

The experiments conducted on rabbits revealed that MPH is free from irritation to eyes and 

 

S/No Clinical  

Observations 

Group-I 

control 

Group II 

Treated (1g/kg) 

Group-III 

Treated (2g/kg) 

Group IV 

Treated (5g/kg) 

1 Body weight 

 Before treatment 27.5±0.63 26.4±0.61 27.4±0.51 28.56±0.81 

 Day 1 26.96±0.67 26.0±0.69 26.5±0.57 27.97±0.83 

 Day 2 27.07±0.57 26.1±0.68 26.7±0.51 28.03±0.83 

 Day 3 27.23±0.71 26.3±0.68 26.73±0.70 28.22±0.91 

 Day 7 27.8±0.68 26.53±0.73 27.03±0.90 28.53±0.91 

 Day 14 28.1±0.76 26.9±0.81 27.44±0.87 28.84±0.92 

2 Food intake 

 before treatment 2.10±0.13 2.20±0.12 2.40±0.18 2.74±0.12 

 Day 1 1.63*±0.12 1.70*±0.13 1.83*±0.17 2.22*±0.14 

 Day 2 1.87±0.18 2.06±0.14 2.21±0.13 2.52±0.14 

 Day 3 1.96±0.13 2.30±0.14 2.28±0.14 2.71±0.13 

 Day 7 2.10±0.16 2.41±0.13 2.45±0.15 2.78±0.10 

 Day 14 2.13±0.13 2.45±0.13 2.50±0.11 2.83±0.13 

3 Water intake 

 before treatment 11.3±0.23 11.56±0.81 12.1±0.63 12.16±0.70 

 Day 1 10.7±0.35 10.96±0.82 11.66±0.61 10.96*±0.61 

 Day 2 11.5±0.38 11.7±0.79 12.06±0.47 11.93±0.73 

 Day 3 11.6±0.42 11.93±0.81 11.9±0.78 12.43±0.55 

 Day 7 11.6±0.58 12.16±0.58 12.4±0.73 12.8±0.78 

 Day 14 12.0±0.34 12.30±0.84 12.53±0.80 12.6±0.78 
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skin. Careful observations showed no symptoms of redness in the eyes for 72 h. The colour of 

eyes of various groups was found alike. No corneal opacity and iritis was observed in eyes of 

treated rabbits (Table 3.16). For grading, scores were calculated using Kay and Calandra eye 

irritation scale (Kay and Calandra, 1962).  

 

Table 3.16. Scores calculated using Kay and Calandra eye irritation scale.  

Studied groups Ocular observations Time duration (h) 

 01 24 48 72 

Group I 

Corneal opacity 0 0 0 0 

Iritis 0 0 0 0 

Conjunctivitis 0 0 0 0 

Severity (MMTS) 0 0 0 0 

Group II 

Corneal opacity 0 0 0 0 

Iritis 0 0 0 0 

Conjunctivitis 0 0 0 0 

Severity (MMTS) 0 0 0 0 

Group III 

Corneal opacity 0 0 0 0 

Iritis 0 0 0 0 

Conjunctivitis 0 0 0 0 

Severity (MMTS) 0 0 0 0 

Group IV 

Corneal opacity 0 0 0 0 

Iritis 0 0 0 0 

Conjunctivitis 0 0 0 0 

Severity (MMTS) 0 0 0 0 
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Likewise, MPH was applied on skin of male albino rabbits among control and treated groups. 

All the rabbits remain healthy and normal after the application of MPH and there were no 

rashes, inflammation, redness and swelling.  

3.7.4. Histopathology of vital organs and their relative weights  

At the end of study on 15
th

 day, mice were sacrificed. Various vital body organs such as 

heart, liver, kidneys, spleen and stomach were weighed carefully and their weights are 

reported relative to the body weight of mice. The studies discovered that MPH is safe to use 

in oral dosage forms because the relative organ weights were found comparable in control 

and treated groups. There were no lesions or inflammations on vital body organs as 

histopathological studies revealed (Figure 3.58, Table 3.17). 

 

Table 3.17. Relative organ body weight of mice. 

Groups Dose Heart Liver Kidney Spleen Stomach 

Control  0.47±0.01 1.67±0.11 0.80±0.02 0.57±0.13 1.24±0.03 

Group-I 1g/kg 0.49±0.02 1.71±0.03 0.83±0.01 0.64±0.05 1.27±0.13 

Group-II 2g/kg 0.45±0.01 1.61±0.04 0.77±0.03 0.54±0.10 1.15±0.05 

Group-III 5g/kg 0.52±0.03 1.78±0.13 0.89±0.04 0.70±0.04 1.33±0.06 

Organ weight is expressed as relative organ body weight ± SEM 

 

3.7.5. Blood biochemistry and hematology 

Various hematological parameters such as white and red blood cells count, platelets count, 

and haemoglobin were found in the normal range and there was observed no prominent 

change among different groups of mice. The values of different biochemical parameters such 

as liver and renal profile, and serum triglycerides were also normal. Both hematology and 

biochemistry showed that MPH is safe to use in oral formulations (Table 3.18). 
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Table 3.18. Hematology and blood chemistry of mice. 

Test Group-I 

Control 

Group-II 

Treated 

(1g/kg) 

Group-III 

Treated 

(2g/kg) 

Group-IV 

Treated (5g/kg) 

Hematology     
Total WBCs( ˟ 10

3
/µL) 7.97±0.13 8.03±0.15 7.35±0.23 8.51±0.27 

RBCs( ˟ 10
6
/µL) 7.79±0.21 7.91±0.11 7.60±0.20 8.44±0.17 

Platelets( ˟ 10
3
/µL) 603±1.16 656±2.09 584.±2.61 764±3.17 

Hb (g/dL) 

Normal range (10-16g/dL) 

11.21±0.12 11.39±0.23 11.10±0.19 14.10±0.29 

Blood chemistry     
ALT (U/L) 

Normal range (17-77) 
43.1±1.31 51.4±2.02 42.33±2.44 58.34±2.08 

AST (U/L) 

Normal range (54-298) 
157.1±1.33 164.2±2.15 145.31±3.14 187.42±2.13 

Renal profile     
Creatinine (mg/dL) 

Normal range (0.2-0.9 

mg/dL) 

Urea (mg/dL) 

Uric acid (mg/dL) 

0.37±0.02 

 

 

54±1 

4.8±0.01 

0.39±0.01 

 

 

61±2 

5.1±0.02 

0.34±0.03 

 

 

51±1 

4.2±0.01 

0.49±0.01 

 

 

63±2 

5.4±0.01 

Lipid profile     
Serum cholesterol  

Normal range (150-220 

mg/dL) 

133.54±2.31 144.23±2.14 128.22±2.13 162.61±2.15 

Serum triglycerides 112.21±2.43 114.22±2.17 109.12±1.92 119.28±2.25 

 

3.7.6. Safety pharmacology 

According to procedure reported in International conference of harmonization (ICH 

guidance, 2005), various excipients are tested for their cardiac safety. Following standard 

parameters, MPH was administered to rabbit and its effect on heart rate and force of 

contraction of heart muscles was examined. It was noted that MPH did not affect heart rate 

and contraction force of heart muscles (Figure 3.60). 
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Fig. 3.60. Histopathology of various vital body organs of mice (a) intestine (b) heart (c) 

spleen (d) liver (e) kidney and (f) effect of various GXH concentrations on heart rate. 

 

3.8. Sorption of Cd(II) using MPH-Suc-Na as sorbent 

3.8.1. Determination of the zero point charge pH (pHZPC) 

The solutions of different pH were prepared to determine the zero point charge of MPH-Suc-

Na. Sorbent dose was added to these solutions and pHZPC was found to be 4.5 (Figure 3.61). 

The pHZPC showed that material is weakly acidic due the presence of carboxylic acid groups. 

Moreover sorption of cadmium is favoured from pH 4.8 to onward as is evident from pHZPC 

value. 
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Fig. 3.61. Determination of zero point charge pH (pHZPC) of MPH-Suc-Na. 

 

3.8.2. Effect of the initial metal concentration 

The driving force for sorption process is mainly the initial concentration of metal ions (Malkoc 

and Nuhoglu, 2005). The sorption capability of the sorbent (MPH-Suc-Na) rises with 

increment in the initial concentration of metal ions and then becomes almost constant because 

all the exchangeable sites present on the surface of sorbent are occupied with metal ions at 

this stage (Figure 3.62). In other words, sorbent has been saturated with metal ions (Cruz et 

al., 2004). We have explored the sorption of Cd(II) ion concentration (20-140 mg L
-1

) from 

DW and GW solutions in this study. It has been found that sorption tendency of sorbent 

increases as the initial concentration of Cd(II) ions increases up to 100 mg L
-1 

for DW and 

GW solutions. This owes to upturn of the mass-transfer driving force (Chen et al., 2005). 

After this, sorption becomes constant due to saturation of MPH-Suc-Na. Sorption capacity of 

MPH-Suc-Na is low when concentration of metal ions is low. This is because exchangeable 

sites are still available on the surface of sorbent (Chowdhury et al., 2011). All the 

experiments and analyses were carried out in triplicate and average values are being reported. 
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Fig. 3.62.
 
Effect of Cd(II) ions initial concentration from DW and GW using sorbent, MPH-

Suc-Na. 

 

3.8.3. Effect of the sorbent dosage 

Different amounts of MPH-Suc-Na ranging from 30 to 100 mg were evaluated for the 

sorption of Cd(II) ions from DW and GW solutions. The uptake of cadmium ions increases 

with increase in amount of sorbent due to availability of greater number of exchangeable 

sites (Rengaraj et al., 2001). Beyond the optimum amount of sorbent (40 mg), percentage of 

metal uptake decreases. Actually on further addition of sorbent, it becomes excess and there 

are no cadmium ions available to be exchanged with sodium ions of sorbent. It was also 

observed that sorption of Cd(II) ions is greater in DW than that of GW. It was due to the 

presence of alkaline earth metal ions (IIA elements) in GW solution along with Cd(II) ions 

which occupy some of active sites on sorbent surface (Figure 3.63). Our study revealed that 

optimum metal uptake is with 40 mg sorbent which was further used for Cd(II) ions removal 

from both DW and GW solutions in all experiments. All the experiments and analyses were 

repeated thrice and mean values are depicted. 
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Fig. 3.63.
 
The graph showing sorption of Cd(II) ions from DW and GW using MPH-Suc-Na 

as sorbent. 

 

3.8.4. Effect of pH on Cd-uptake 

The sorption of heavy metal ions from GW and DW is mainly affected by changes in pH (Liu 

et al., 2007). The changes in pH ionize the functional groups present on the surface of sorbent. 

We have investigated the effect of initial pH on the efficiency of sorption in the range of pH 

2.0-7.0 with optimum metal ion concentration (60 mg L
-1

) in DW and GW solutions. The 

study revealed that uptake of cadmium ions from DW and GW solutions depends intensely 

on pH. The percentage of Cd(II) sorption is lesser below pH 4.9, after which sorption 

increase abruptly. Actually in strongly acidic solutions (below pH 4.0), greater 

concentration of H
+
 ions protonates MPH-Suc-Na to carboxylic acids. This decreases the 

exchangeable sites on the surface of sorbent for Cd(II) ions uptake. Moreover, higher 

concentration of H
+
 ions starts competing with Cd(II) ions for active sites. With increase in 

pH, protonation decreases and number of active sites for metal uptake increases. Binding of 

heavy metals also increases with increase in pH due to presence of negative charge density. 

Maximum sorption of Cd(II) ions from DW and GW was observed at pH 6.0 due to great 
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binding of Cd(II) ions. All experiments were performed in triplicate and mean values are 

given (Figure 3.64). 

 

 

Fig. 3.64. Effect of pH on sorption capacity of Cd(II) from DW and GW using MPH-Suc-Na 

as sorbent. 

 

3.8.5. Effect of contact time 

Another important parameter for efficient sorption of heavy metal ions using different 

sorbents is contact time. We have evaluated the Cd(II) ion sorption capability of MPH-Suc-

Na from DW and GW at 5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 min (Figure 3.65). It was 

found that sorption efficiency of MPH-Suc-Na for Cd(II) ions uptake is different for both 

DW and GW solutions. The sorbent uptakes more than 90% cadmium ions from DW and 

GW solutions within 5 and 15 min contact time, respectively. The rate of cadmium ions 

removal is very fast initially due to availability of active exchangeable groups on the 

surface of MPH-Suc-Na. With the passage of time, rate of cadmium ions uptake decreases 

and equilibrium is attained within 15 and 30 min for DW and GW solutions respectively. At 

equilibrium, rate becomes constant because all active sites are occupied by cadmium ions.  
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Fig. 3.65.
 
The graph of sorption efficiency of Cd(II) using MPH-Suc-Na from DW and GW 

as a function of contact time. 

 

3.8.6. Kinetic modeling 

Sorption kinetics depends upon the 

1. Nature of sorbate 

2. Nature of sorbent 

3. Conditions of sorption process  

To determine whether the process is physio-sorption or chemisorption, experimental data is 

fitted into various kinetics models. It gives us information about likely mechanism of the 

sorption process (Febrianto et al., 2009). Pseudo-first and pseudo-second order kinetic 

models were used to confirm the sorption kinetics.  

The mechanism will be pseudo-first order, if straight line is obtained between 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑞𝑒 −

𝑞𝑡) and t. (See Eq.  21). However, pseudo-first order equation is not applicable to wide range 

of sorption processes because of the restrictions of the boundary layer which controls the 

process of sorption. 
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The graph between 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑞𝑒 − 𝑞𝑡) and t for the pseudo-first order model is shown in Figure 3.66. 

The rate constants (k1), the R
2
 and the qe values are given in Table 3.19. The pseudo-first 

order kinetic model was applied to that experimental data where rate of sorption process was 

fast. It has been reported in the literature that pseudo-first order equation is best applied to 

initial data where rate of sorption is rapid and is not applicable to wide range of contact time 

(Ho and McKay, 1998).  The contact time for cadmium removal was selected between 5-30 

min for DW and GW solutions. The correlation coefficients were found high (above 0.95). 

However, value of qe obtained from pseudo-first order model was not comparable to that of 

experimental value of qe.  

 

 

Fig. 3.66.
  
 Graph of pseudo-first order model for the removal of Cd(II) from DW and GW 

using MPH-Suc-Na. 

 

This shows that pseudo-first order model is failed even for rapid rate of reaction i.e. initial 

time for sorption process for both DW and GW solutions. Furthermore, the calculated value 
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second order model (Deng et al., 2007). Thus experimental data of contact time was fitted 

into pseudo-second order model and straight line was obtained between t/qt and t. It gives 

high values of correlation coefficients than pseudo-first order kinetics (See Eq. 23, Figure 

3.67, Table 3.19). The intercept and slope of straight line give the values of k and qe 

respectively, which are in good agreement with experimental values. Therefore, pseudo-

second order kinetic model explains sorption kinetics in a better way over whole range of 

contact time with good regression values. It was also found that chemisorption takes place by 

the electron exchange between between Cd(II) and MPH-Suc-Na.  

Table 3.19. The values of qe, k, k1 and R
2 

calculated from pseudo-first and pseudo-second 

order kinetic models for Cd(II) removal from DW and GW sorption using MPH-Suc-Na.  

 Experimental Pseudo-second order  Pseudo-first order 

Solution qe(mg g
-1

) qe(mg g
-1

) K R
2
  qe(mg g

-1
) k1 R

2
 

DW 145.5 15.38 0.1541 0.9979  8.750 0.0878 0.9188 

GW 140.6 15.62 0.0855 0.9952  10.93 0.0577 0.9456 

 

 

Fig. 3.67.
 
 Fitting of Pseudo-second order model for Cd-uptake from DW and GW using 

MPH-Suc-Na. 
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3.8.7. Effect of temperature  

To determine the endo- or exothermic nature of adsorption process, effect of temperature was 

noted by increasing temperature from 298 to 338 K. It was revealed that sorption of Cd(II) 

decreases with increase in temperature from 298 to 338 K by 15.5 and 22.2% for DW and 

GW solutions, respectively (Figure 3.68). This decrease in sorption confirms the exothermic 

nature of sorption process. Actually at low temperature, movement of Cd(II) ions is less 

which increases its interaction with active sites of sorbent. With increase in temperature, 

mobility of ions increases which decreases attraction between adsorbent and adsorbate. All 

the experiments and analyses were performed in triplicate and mean values are expressed. 

 

 

Fig. 3.68.
 
 Effect of temperature on sorption capacity of Cd(II) from DW and GW by MPH-

Suc-Na. 
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isotherm was applied on resultant data. According to Freundlich isotherm, liquid phase is 

adsorbed on solid surface in multilayers. This isotherm is only applicable if straight line is 

obtained between log qe and log Ce (See Eq. 25, Figure 3.69). Table 3.20 shows the 

values of R
2
, kF and n calculated from Freundlich isotherm. 

 

 

Fig. 3.69.
 
 Freundlich sorption isotherms for Cd-uptake from DW and GW using MPH-Suc-

Na sorbent. 

 

According to Langmuir model, ions from liquid phase are adsorbed on solid sorbent in single 

layer. It means that all exchangeable sites present on sorbent are energetically 

indistinguishable and adsorbed ions do not attract each other. The experimental data was 

subjected to Langmuir model and straight line is obtained with higher values of correlation 

coefficients in a plot between Ce/qe and Ce (See Eq. 27). It means that sorption follows 

Langmuir model in a better way (Figure 3.70). The intercept and slope of the straight line is 

used to calculate the values of b and Qmax. The value of Qmax is high which shows that MPH-

Suc-Na contains greater number of succinate moieties. Maximum amount of cadmium ions 
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factor (RL) are obtained between 0 and 1 which indicates that adsorption is feasible (See Eq. 

28, Table 3.20). 

 

 

Fig. 3.70.  Langmuir sorption isotherms for Cd(II) ions removal from DW and GW using 

MPH-Suc-Na sorbent. 

 

Table 3.20. Freundlich and Langmuir parameters for Cd(II) uptake from DW and GW 

sorption using MPH-Suc-Na. 

 Parameters DW GW 

Experimental qe(mg g
-1

) 145.5 140.6 

Langmuir parameters 

 

Qmax (mg g
-1

) 144.9 138.9 

Qmax (mmol g
-1

) 1.290 1.238 

b (mg L
-1

) 1.230 1.947 

b (mmol L
-1

) 138.2 218.2 

R
2
 0.9999 0.9998 

RL 0.0133 0.0089 

Freundlich parameters  n 166.6 588.2 

kF 119.4 113.2 

R
2
 0.3228 0.0147 
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3.8.9. Ion exchange mechanism 

The sorption of cadmium ions from solution follows ion exchange mechanism. The uptake of 

cadmium ions using MPH-Suc (acidic form) was found to be 14 and 11.3% from DW and 

GW solutions, respectively. However, sorption of Cd(II) ions from solution by MPH-Suc-Na 

was calculated to be 97 and 94% from DW and GW solutions, respectively (Figure 3.71).
 
  

 

 

Fig. 3.71.
 
Percentage metal-uptake by the acidic (GXS), sodic form of sorbent (Na-GXS, 1

st
 

cycle) and regenerated Na-GXS (2
nd

-5
th

 cycles) from both DW and GW 

 

This uptake of cadmium ions by MPH-Suc-Na is greater that MPH-Suc showing that 

mechanism of sorption is ion exchange (Figure 3.72). The removal of Cd(II) ions from 

solution is attributed to greater degree of substitution (2.19) with succinate groups on 

polymer backbone. It means that sodium ions concentration is higher on polymer chains 

which resulted in greater ion exchange. 
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Fig. 3.72.
 
Ion exchange model showing relationship between time and log(1-F). 

 

3.8.10. Sorption and desorption (Re-generability) 

The de-sorption of sorbed cadmium ions on MPH-Suc-Na can be easily and quickly achieved 

by mixing it with brine in an ecofriendly way. The sorption capacity of various 

polysaccahrides is given in Table 3.21 (Belhalfaoui et al., 2009). It was observed that 

sorption capacity of MPH-Suc-Na is not significantly affected after regeneration from both 

DW and GW solutions. The uptake of cadmium ions from the DW and GW solutions was 

carried out at pH 6.0. The initial metal ion concentration for Cd(II) was 60 mg L
-1

 for both 

DW and GW solutions. The regenerated sorbent was washed with deionized water after each 

desorption and sorption–desorption cycle for Cd(II) ions removal was repeated for five times 

for both DW and GW solutions (Figure 3.73 and 3.74). It was revealed at the end of study 

that sorption capacity of MPH-Suc-Na was decreased only 12.0 and 13.7 mg g
-1

 from DW 

and GW solutions respectively after five cycles. This is negligible reduction in sorption 

capacity of regenerated sorbent in terms of percentage (7 and 9% for DW and GW solutions, 

respectively) after five cycles. Each cycle was carried out three times.  
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Fig. 3.73.
 
Adsorption-desorption values for Cd(II) ions by MPH-Suc-Na from DW. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.74.
 
Adsorption-desorption values for Cd(II) ions by MPH-Suc-Na from GW. 
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Table 3.21 Comparison of sorption capacity values of Na-GXS for Cd (II) removal from DW 

and GW solutions with other reported sorbents 

Sorbent (treatment) Sorption capacity 

(mg g
-1

) 

Spent grain (modified with sodium 

hydroxide, pH 5.3-5.6, 298 K, 2 h)  

17.3 

Sugar beet pulp  24.4 

Filter aid cellulose (modified with 

succinic anhydride, sodic)
 
 

185.2 from DW 

178.2 from GW 

Poly(vinyl alcohol)/chitosan  126.6 

Chitosan-stabilized nano zero-valent 

iron  

124.74 

Pullulan succinate-Na  476.2 from DW 

Hydroxyethylcellulose-succinate-Na  666.6 from GW 

Sodium salt of glucuronoxylan 

succinate (Na-GXS) 

144.9 from DW 

138.9 from GW 

 

3.8.11. Thermodynamic parameters determination  

Various thermodynamic parameters such as ∆G°, ∆S° and ∆H° for the removal of Cd(II) ions 

from DW and GW solutions were calculated by plotting a graph between lnKc and 1/T (K
-1

). 

The slope and intercept of straight line give ∆S° and ∆H° values respectively (Eq.  30 and 31, 

Figure 3.75). The sorption process was found exothermic and spontaneous as values of ∆G  

and ∆H  are negative. The negative value of ∆S° confirms the decrease in the disorder of ions 

at sorbent-sorbate interface during the process of sorption (Table 3.22). 
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Fig. 3.75.
 
Effect of temperature on equilibrium constant for Cd-uptake from DW and GW by 

MPH-Suc-Na. 

 

Table 3.22. Thermodynamic parameters for Cd(II) removal from DW and GW using MPH-

Suc-Na. 

Solution ∆S° (J mol
-1 

K
-1

)  ∆H°  (kJ mol
-1

) R
2
 ∆G° (kJ mol

-1
) 

DW -95.27 -36.93 0.9744 -8.73 

GW -61.87 -24.09 0.9444 -6.53 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Mimosa pudica hydrogel (MPH) has shown extraordinary swelling in deionized water and pH 

6.8 and 7.4 buffers whereas negligible swelling was noted in pH 1.2 buffer. Furthermore, the 

excellent stimuli responsive swelling–shrinking behaviour of the MPH in water and ethanol, 

basic (pH 7.4) and acidic (pH 1.2) buffers and water and normal saline solution has proven its 

potential as an intelligent drug delivery system. SEM analysis has confirmed the microporous 

nature of the freeze dried MPH which makes it a superabsorbent material. An in vitro drug 

release study has revealed that MPH is a potential candidate for the sustained and targeted 

delivery of drugs in the small intestine and colon. MPH tablet showed still present swelling 

pattern comparable with the MPH however swelling ratio was low but enough to process it 

for evaluation for sustained drug (diclofenac sodium, theophylline and levosulpiride) release 

formulations. The release data has revealed that MPH could be a potential candidate for 

targeted and sustained release of acid sensitive drugs. 

The presence of interconnected macropores with an average diameter of 62.94 µm was 

revealed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of a swollen then freeze dried sample of 

MPH. Similar pattern of macropores was also witnessed in tablets formed using MP. High 

swelling index and water holding capability of MPH is obviously due to these microporous 

structures observed upon swelling then freeze drying. Thus MPH-based oral dosage forms 

can be developed in future. 

Further findings disclosed that MPH can be used as inexpensive, eco-friendly and non-toxic 

capping agent for the preparation of Ag NPs. The Ag NPs have bactericidal and fungicidal 

action and exhibited significant wound healing tendency. Wound healing results were 

comparable to commercial bandages. The synthesized Ag NPs may attract researchers for 

their application in catalysis, nanotechnology and medicines. The mechanism of wound 

healing can also be understood in future.   
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Additionally, MPH was ascertained non-toxic during acute toxicity study as shown by the 

haematological, biochemical and histopathological analyses. Therefore, MPH can be utilized 

as a potential biomaterial for drug delivery applications as oral and topical dosage forms.  

Concluding, it can be stated that herein we have reported a novel polysaccharide based 

hydrogel MPH for sustained oral drug delivery system, stimuli responsive applications, green 

synthesis of Ag NPs, wound healing applications and heavy metal ions uptake. 
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